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Abstract
Ensuring the functional quality of database applications is a very important problem in
software testing, yet few innovative solutions and empirical studies are reported on the
subject. Database applications are widely adopted, for example in public administrations
and banks, as they need to process large amounts of transactions eﬃciently for a large
population and store large amounts of data. Such applications are often highly automated
in order to eﬃciently cope with a large number of transactions, and are usually diﬃcult
to maintain and change. In order to preserve system quality through frequent system
releases, a thorough, systematic, and automated regression test approach is needed for
such applications, as they tend to provide core business value to their organizations.
The objective of this thesis is to help scale functional system-level regression testing
of database applications through cost-eﬀective automation. We propose a black-box ap-
proach that relies on classiﬁcation trees to model the input domain of the system under
test. We use the classiﬁcation tree models as basis for automatically selecting abstract
regression test cases, and either generate test data automatically according to the model
speciﬁcations or rely on production data (data cloned from the production environment)
that match the model speciﬁcations. Regression testing is carried out by running the
selected test cases on consecutive versions of the system under test, while automatically
capturing changes in the database state during system execution. The captured database
manipulations for each test case are automatically compared across system versions, and
test cases that deviate between two system versions are either due to anticipated changes
in the release, or regression faults. The resulting deviations from a regression test are
clustered according to their output characteristics, so that deviations resulting from the
same change or fault (ideally) are contained in the same cluster. These clusters are then
used to minimize the eﬀort required to analyze deviations.
In order to evaluate our approach, we conducted a large-scale case study in a real
development environment at the Norwegian Tax Department. The Norwegian Tax De-
partment maintains several database applications, which are built on standard and widely
used database technology and are representative of many such applications in public ad-
ministrations. Together with the Norwegian Tax Department, we developed an industry-
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strength tool in accordance with our proposed regression test approach. We applied the
tool to the regression testing of their tax accounting system, thus evaluating its applicabil-
ity and scalability on a large-scale database application with real changes and regression
faults.
The results of our study showed that our proposed solution to regression testing helps
mitigate risk when releasing new versions of a system, as it is more thoroughly, yet eﬃ-
ciently tested, causing less regression faults to be released. When our tool was applied for
regression testing of eight consecutive releases of the subject system, it helped identify
60% additional faults to those found through regular testing. We regard this as a sub-
stantial contribution in terms of increased fault detection power. Furthermore, we made
a thorough assessment of various strategies for selecting test cases based on classiﬁcation
tree models. When using existing production data sets as basis for regression testing,
carefully selecting test cases according to their model partition coverage, can help reduce
test eﬀort dramatically. This is important in cases when running regression test cases
are expensive, or when test results have to be manually inspected. For example, when
selecting test cases according to our proposed selection approach, nearly 80% of the re-
gression faults were captured when selecting only 5% of the test cases for execution. This
is important in order to scale the regression test eﬀort when the input domain, and thus
the number of possible test cases are very large. To further add on the scalability of the
regression test approach, our results show that clustering regression test deviations based
on their output characteristics can help reduce the eﬀort spent on analyzing such devia-
tions. The clustering strategy turned out to be very accurate as it resulted in homogenous
clusters (all deviations in each cluster match one change or fault) for all regression test
campaigns assessed. This implies that testers can inspect one deviation only from each
cluster and still remain conﬁdent of ﬁnding all regression faults. Moreover, we assessed
the cost-eﬀectiveness of various strategies for regression testing and found that combining
combinatorial test suites with test suites conforming to the operational proﬁle of the sys-
tem under test was eﬀective, as neither one alone is suﬃcient to ﬁnd all kinds of regression
faults.
In conclusion, we have proposed a novel and holistic solution to functional system-
level regression testing of database applications, that automates many steps in the test
process. The system under test is tested in a structured and systematic manner as we rely
on model speciﬁcations to drive the test process. The regression test approach has been
evaluated in a real and representative development environment and proved to be both
eﬀective in detecting regression faults and to scale for testing large database applications.
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Part 1: Summary of the Thesis

Chapter 1
Introduction
The objective of regression testing is to improve conﬁdence that changes behave as in-
tended and that they have not adversely aﬀected unchanged parts of the software [19].
Regression testing plays an integral role in maintaining the quality of subsequent releases
of software, but it is also expensive, accounting for a large proportion of the costs of soft-
ware production and maintenance [2, 27, 23]. Because regression testing is important, but
expensive, the topic has been much researched in order to achieve increased eﬀectiveness
and eﬃciency. In particular a great deal of work has been performed on devising and
evaluating techniques for selecting, minimizing, and prioritizing regression test cases [44].
However, as noted in a survey on regression testing by Harrold and Orso [19], technology
transfer from research to the practice of regression testing is very limited. Although there
are a number of papers on evaluation of regression testing techniques using controlled ex-
periments (e.g., [3, 13, 16, 31, 32, 37, 38]), only a few of these empirical studies (e.g. [29])
have been performed on real-world, large-scale systems or have shown beneﬁts in prac-
tice. To reduce the gap between research and industry within regression testing, there
is a need for additional empirical studies in real development environments to address
practical regression test problems and evaluate their solutions in an industrial context.
Yoo and Harman [44] conducted an extensive survey on regression testing minimiza-
tion, selection and prioritization, capturing the main research results around regression
testing. The survey shows that the vast majority of research focuses on white-box testing
strategies, which are primarily targeted towards achieving structural and change cover-
age of an application. When the objective is to test system level functionality, testers
tend to prefer black-box approaches, based on the system speciﬁcation. Also, in many
situations, white-box testing is not practical due to lack of proper tool support or their
lack of scalability to large systems. In other cases, it is not even applicable if there is
no direct access to the source code or third party components. Furthermore, if testers
have limited technical expertise regarding the system implementation, they may prefer to
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verify system functionality based on the speciﬁcations rather than the source code. Under
such circumstances a black-box approach to regression testing must be adopted, which is
a challenge given the lack of such techniques proposed in the research literature.
More speciﬁcally, the functional regression testing of database applications has been
given even less attention. Yet, there exist many large database application systems with a
long, often unforeseeable life span, as they continue to provide core business value to their
organizations. Many such applications are built on old technology and are constructed
without particular considerations for testability. Their functional quality is typically as-
sured through extensive manual testing during construction, but as the size and complex-
ity of the system grow, the regression test eﬀort exceeds what can be eﬀectively handled
manually. Thus, ﬁnding practical ways of introducing test automation to better scale
regression testing for large database applications is important to sustain the stability of
core business systems.
In practice, it is very hard to build a full-ﬂedged automated regression test solution
for system level testing. For example, for database applications with many highly com-
plex queries, it is diﬃcult to build precise test oracles. Thus, we capture a set of test
case executions of the system under test, under the assumption that it currently works
correctly, and then use replay runs after modiﬁcations to identify deviations and thus
potential regression faults. With such an approach, we use the baseline execution as an
automatically generated test oracle. This is eﬀective in terms of automatically separating
test cases with unchanged results from those deviating from the baseline results, which
is important to ensure eﬀective regression testing. However, the manual inspection of
deviations from the baseline is still necessary in order to separate deviations that result
from correct changes from those that are due to regression faults. Finding ways to cope
with the many deviations that can be observed when running regression tests on a new
version of a system is a highly important problem in practice. Thus, further measures are
needed in order to ensure scalability of regression tests and help testers when the number
of deviations exceeds their inspection capacity.
One such measure is to reduce the size of the regression test suite by selecting a subset
of test cases in such a way as to maximize the likelihood of detecting regression faults.
This is a core problem in regression testing, which is particularly acute when the test
results must be manually checked or when running test cases is expensive. The test case
selection should aim at reducing the test suite size and consequently the test eﬀort, while
maximizing the number of distinct regression faults in the test output.
Even with eﬃcient test case selection, the number of regression test deviations may
still be large, depending on the scope of the system changes. However, many deviations
are likely to cover duplicate regression faults or be the result of the same changes. Another
5measure to ensure scalability is then to group regression test deviations, such that each
group of deviations ideally cover one regression fault or change. A precise mechanism for
doing so would enable testers to focus their eﬀorts towards covering groups of deviations
rather than individual deviations and potentially gain signiﬁcant savings in inspection
eﬀort.
Yet another challenge is to provide test data that satisﬁes the test speciﬁcations in
order to execute actual regression tests. A common approach when testing database
applications, at least for mature systems, is to rely on production data. In terms of test
quality there is no better option than using production data, but they may be rigid to
work with, they provide unpredictable coverage that may not ﬁt the test requirements
at hand, and conﬁdentiality issues have to be sorted. For test automation purposes it is
often more desirable to generate test data, as it tends to oﬀer more ﬂexibility regarding
what to test at a given point in time and also provides more predictable test coverage.
However, establishing procedures for generating such test data is associated with a high
initial cost. Whether to opt for production data or generated data is not clear-cut, but
either way mechanisms are needed in order to select or generate data according to a given
test speciﬁcation.
So to ensure scalability of regression testing and to keep the manual eﬀort at a mini-
mum, it is important to have a structured speciﬁcation of test cases, automated procedures
for carefully selecting or prioritizing test cases, automated support for collecting a test
baseline and compare test results across system versions, automated ways of providing
test data needed to execute the regression tests, and automated support for regression
test deviation analysis.
Contributions
The work in this thesis was motivated by test challenges at The Norwegian Tax Depart-
ment and has focused on test automation in the context of functional black-box regression
testing of database applications, based on model speciﬁcations from classiﬁcation tree
models. The main contributions of the thesis are:
1. A novel and practical approach to automated, system-level regression testing of
database applications, that uses classiﬁcation tree models for black-box test speci-
ﬁcations.
2. An industrial case study of the proposed regression test approach, by applying a
novel tool implementation, DART ([DA]tabase [R]egression [T]esting), to the busi-
ness critical batch jobs of a large database application in a public-service setting.
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3. A thorough investigation of strategies for selecting test cases generated from clas-
siﬁcation tree models, evaluated in the context of black-box regression testing of
database applications.
4. The deﬁnition and evaluation of a clustering strategy for grouping regression test
deviations according to their root causes in order to help scale their inspection and
analysis.
5. A practical and novel approach for matching production data against classiﬁcation
tree models in order to (1) detect model coverage, and (2) reduce the level of redun-
dancy, and thus test eﬀort, by selecting a subset of test cases for test execution.
6. A practical approach for automatic test data generation based on classiﬁcation tree
models.
7. An assessment of the combination of production data and generated test data for
regression testing, following various combinatorial test strategies based on classiﬁ-
cation tree models.
In the list above, by “practical” we mean scalable to large systems, while relying on
information that can realistically be provided by test engineers or domain experts.
Structure of the Thesis
This thesis is a collection of papers and the remainder of the thesis is organized in two
parts.
Summary (Part I): Chapter 2 gives an introduction to relevant background information
needed to understand the thesis. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the proposed regres-
sion test methodology, by tying together the various solutions from the individual papers.
Chapter 4 presents the research methodology and Chapter 5 summarizes the key results
of the thesis. Chapter 6 outlines future research directions, before providing concluding
remarks in Chapter 7.
Papers (Part II): This part includes the four papers of the thesis, either submitted
or accepted for publication in international journals and peer-reviewed conferences. Pa-
per 1 presents the regression test approach and evaluates its fault detection capabilities,
i.e. contribution 1 and 2 from above. Paper 2 covers contribution 3 and investigates var-
ious strategies for selecting test cases. Paper 3 addresses the problem of coping with the
many regression test deviations resulting from regression testing (contribution 4). Paper
74 presents practical approaches for selecting or generating test data needed to execute re-
gression tests and assesses their relative cost and eﬀectiveness, thus covering contributions
5 to 7.

Chapter 2
Background
In this section, we provide background information on the main concepts involved in this
thesis, including database applications - the type of software systems our work focuses
on, regression testing in the context of database applications, classiﬁcation tree modeling
- used for black-box speciﬁcation of the input domain of the system under test, and test
case selection techniques.
2.1 Database applications
A database application is a computer program whose primary purpose is entering and re-
trieving information from a computerized database [40]. Early examples of database appli-
cations were accounting systems and airline reservations systems, and although database
applications are now widespread across most application areas, some of the most com-
plex database applications remain accounting systems, such as SAP [22, 6]. Database
applications are also commonly used in banking and by public administrations, who typ-
ically need to process large numbers of transactions for a large population and store large
amounts of data.
Modern database applications usually have a web interface, which is used by end users
to interact with the system. Additionally, a common characteristic of such large database
applications is the ability to process large amounts of data eﬀectively, often through batch
processing. Batch processing is the execution of a series of programs (“jobs”) without
manual intervention [39]. Such batch processes are eﬃcient as the program can run once
for many transactions reducing system overhead. They avoid idling computer resources
with manual interventions and the batch processes can be scheduled to time periods where
computer resources are less busy.
Oracle is the world market leader both in terms of application platforms and database
management systems [15]. In a traditional Oracle database application, the data is stored
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in a relational database, the business logic is written using SQL and PL/SQL program-
ming, with Oracle Forms user interfaces. In recent years, after Oracle acquired Sun
Microsystems, it is getting gradually more common to have Java applications running on
top of an Oracle database, rather than using stored procedures and having a large number
PL/SQL packages in the database.
2.2 Database regression testing
Regression testing is the activity of testing software after it has been modiﬁed to gain
conﬁdence that the newly introduced changes do not obstruct the behavior of the existing,
unchanged parts of the software [44]. There are a number of challenges related to regression
testing, such as identiﬁcation of obsolete test cases, regression test selection, prioritization
and minimization and test suite augmentation [19]. Yoo and Harman [44] conducted a
survey on regression testing minimization, selection and prioritization, constituting nearly
200 papers. It encompasses the main research results around regression testing, address-
ing the problems of identifying obsolete, reusable and re-testable test cases (selection),
eliminating redundant test cases (minimization) and ordering test cases to maximize early
fault detection (prioritization). The survey shows that the bulk of existing work focuses
on white-box testing strategies, concerning relatively small stand-alone programs written
in C or Java, or for spreadsheets, GUIs and web applications. The techniques surveyed
assume an already existing, eﬀective test suite on which to select, minimize and prioritize
test cases for the regression test. In practice, this is not always the case and more fun-
damental steps are required, namely how to collect a test baseline, and how to perform
regression testing.
In the context of database testing, Chays et al. [8] noted the lack of uniform methods
and testing tools for verifying the correct behavior of database applications, despite their
crucial role in the operation of nearly all modern organizations. Most of the literature in
the ﬁeld is aimed at assessing performance of database management systems rather than
testing the database application system for functional correctness, let alone regression
testing. The authors proposed a framework for functional testing of database applications
called AGENDA [7, 9, 12]. However, the framework was not intended for regression testing
and the ideas have only been evaluated on smaller examples and seem unlikely to scale
to ﬁt industrial needs.
The most relevant work found on the topic of regression testing for database appli-
cations was the SIKOSA project [17, 4, 18]. The authors proposed a capture-and-replay
tool for carrying out black-box regression testing of database applications, which is a sen-
sible approach because it is hard to build a precise test oracle for database applications
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with very complex queries. The work was restricted to checking input-output relations
of database applications, as they stated that checking the state of the database after
each test run was prohibitively expensive and diﬃcult to implement for black-box regres-
sion testing. The SIKOSA project provided some experimental performance measures for
their tool, but did not refer to any evaluations regarding fault-detection eﬀectiveness or
cost-eﬀectiveness, let alone in an industrial setting.
2.3 Classiﬁcation tree modeling
Classiﬁcation tree modeling is a category-partition-based modeling technique [30] that is
typically used for modeling conﬁguration parameters [10, 41, 43], or the input domain
of the system under test, i.e. input parameters [34] or properties of the system under
test [11]. A classiﬁcation tree model is a tree structure where all relevant distinguishing
properties of the system under test are captured at the desired granularity level. For
example, properties related to the input domain that may aﬀect the behavior of the
system under test can be identiﬁed, and split into equivalence classes following usual
black-box testing strategies such as boundary value analysis. An artiﬁcial example of a
classiﬁcation tree model, made using the tool CTE-XL [26], is given in Figure 2.1. The
model is visible in the upper right corner, where relevant properties of the input domain
are modeled as classiﬁcations (e.g. Property B: Nr of X ), and split into equivalence classes
(e.g. the ranges 1-4 and 5-10 ). As shown, it is also possible to conform to a hierarchical
tree structure, by modeling sub-properties under an equivalence class.
Figure 2.1: An example of a classiﬁcation tree model in CTE-XL and the generated
partitions (combinations of equivalence classes) that form abstract test cases.
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Classiﬁcation tree models are used as basis for combinatorial testing, which aims at
systematically testing valid combinations of equivalence classes according to a speciﬁed
degree of coverage. Pair-wise and three-wise are examples of common coverage criteria
in combinatorial testing, which are described in more detail in Section 2.4.2. Given
a classiﬁcation tree model and a coverage criterion, a set of model partitions can be
generated, as shown in the lower part of Figure 2.1. For the simple model presented here,
we have generated all possible combinations, and all resulting partitions are gathered in
a set labeled “All Combinations”. A partition is a speciﬁc combination of equivalence
classes, which is visible in the ﬁgure as a line with a mark (dot) for each equivalence class
covered by the partition. In our context, a partition corresponds to an abstract test case,
or the speciﬁcation of a test case, and a collection of partitions corresponds to a test suite
speciﬁcation.
2.4 Test case selection
Test case selection is the activity of selecting a subset of test cases for execution, in such
a way that the fault detection capabilities of the subset are maximized. We present below
two approaches to test case selection that are relevant for the thesis, namely similarity-
based selection and combinatorial testing.
2.4.1 Similarity-based selection
Similarity-based test case selection attempts to select test cases that are as diverse as
possible, based on similarity measures. A similarity-based selection strategy consists of
three parts:
- Encoding - how to encode your test cases for comparison
- Similarity function - how to measure similarity between test cases
- Selection algorithm - how to select test cases on the basis of their similarity
In other words, the concept of similarity-based selection is about ﬁnding a way of
representing test cases in such a way that their similarity can be measured, and then use
approximation algorithms to select test cases as diverse as possible, under the hypothesis
that increased diversity among tests leads to increased fault detection rates. Similarity-
based selection has shown promising results, both in the context of model-based testing
[21] and labeled transaction systems [14].
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2.4.2 Combinatorial testing
Combinatorial testing is about systematically testing combinations of parameter equiva-
lence classes according to a speciﬁed degree of coverage. The aim is to reduce the number
of test cases to execute, while retaining a broad and systematic coverage that maximize
the chances of revealing faults with reduced eﬀort. Combinatorial testing relies on the
assumption that most faults are triggered by either a single parameter value or by a
combination of a few parameters’ values [5]. For example, Kuhn et al. studied the faults
in several software projects, and found that all the known faults are caused by interac-
tions among six or fewer parameters [24, 25]. In such cases, combinatorial testing can be
very eﬀective, with performance approaching that of exhaustive testing while signiﬁcantly
reducing the number of test cases.
Combinatorial testing is based on a model of the system under test that typically
contains the parameters that may aﬀect the system under test, the values or equivalence
classes that that are deﬁned for each parameter, and constraints between parameter val-
ues. The constraints can be used to exclude combinations that are not meaningful from
the domain semantics. Classiﬁcation trees, as described in Section 2.3, are examples of
such models. These models are then used as basis for generating a test suite speciﬁcation
by selecting test cases that combine values of diﬀerent parameters according to a combi-
natorial test strategy. The most common combinatorial test strategies are pair-wise and
three-wise, which can be deﬁned as follows:
- The pair-wise generation criterion is satisﬁed if every possible pair of equivalence
classes is covered by at least one test case speciﬁcation in the resulting test suite.
Following the example from Figure 2.1, the equivalence classes 1-4 and Yes of
Property B and Property C, respectively, should appear at least once in the test
suite speciﬁcation [28, 42, 20].
- The three-wise generation criterion is satisﬁed if every possible triple of equivalence
classes is covered by at least one test case speciﬁcation in the resulting test suite.
Following the example from Figure 2.1, each of the equivalence classes 1-4, Yes,
and >1 of Property B, Property C and Property D, respectively, should appear at
least once in the test suite speciﬁcation. In the example case, there would be no
diﬀerence between three-wise and all combinations, because the model only contains
three model properties at the top level [24, 33].
Combinatorial testing can reduce the number of tests radically, while still ensuring
that every N-wise combination of equivalence classes is covered. As an example, consider
a program with 10 parameters taking two values each. The total number of test cases to
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test exhaustively is then 210 = 1024. An optimal algorithm for three-wise combinatorial
testing would result in 13 test cases.
As being a speciﬁcation-based testing technique, combinatorial testing requires no
knowledge about the implementation of the system under test. Also, the speciﬁcation
is “lightweight” since it only requires knowledge about the basic system conﬁguration in
order to identify the input parameters and their possible values.
Chapter 3
Automated Regression Testing of Large
Database Applications
The goal of this thesis is to handle regression test challenges that are faced, in practice,
when evolving large database applications during development and maintenance. In this
section, we will ﬁrst explain the challenges, and then describe our proposed solutions to
solve the problem.
3.1 Regression test challenges
As mentioned in Section 2 a common characteristic of large database applications is
the ability to process large amounts of data eﬀectively, often through batch processing.
While batch processes enable eﬃcient processing of large amounts of complex transactions,
performance has traditionally been a stronger non-functional driver than testability during
their construction. Thus, testing them is challenging. For example, batch processes
are hard to control and observe during testing. They can be started and then run to
completion without any further mechanisms of control. That means the input of the batch
process can be controlled, and the end result checked, but what happens in between is
diﬃcult to observe, and even more diﬃcult to control. Moreover, the input domain
consists of both system inputs and the state of the database, thus accounting for a high
degree of input variation leading to a wide range of test scenarios. As the batch programs
are completely automated processes, they also tend to be complex, consisting of a large
number of tightly integrated sets of operations. All of these factors make the regression
testing of database applications, and in particular batch processes, very challenging.
The Norwegian Tax Department maintains several database applications, including
SOFIE, the tax accounting system of Norway. SOFIE is an example of a large and
complex database applications that handles tax calculations and tax transactions for all
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taxpayers in Norway, while also keeping track of large amounts of data, including his-
torical tax data. The Norwegian Tax Department realized the test challenges mentioned
above, and concluded that their current manual testing practice were not deemed ade-
quate for the eﬀective regression testing of their tax accounting system. Their database
applications provide core business value to their organization, and they had managed to
provide reasonably dependable system features through extensive internal testing and a
large user base over a long period of time. Yet, the systems are complex and hard to
test, making them error prone following the many changes forced upon by changes in
taxation laws and regular maintenance. This motivated NTD to establish a cooperation
project with Simula Research Laboratory, in order to come up with more eﬃcient ways
to perform regression testing of database applications by introducing a higher degree of
test automation. This initiative set the frame and formulated the problem for which this
thesis was undertaken.
3.2 Overview of regression test solution
Our response to the regression test challenges mentioned above was to develop a practical
approach and tool (DART) for functional, black-box regression testing of database appli-
cations. The main reason for choosing a black-box approach to regression testing was the
fact that the testers in the project had limited technical expertise regarding the system
implementation, and preferred to verify system functionality based on the speciﬁcations
rather than the source code. Hence, we adopted a black-box approach to regression test-
ing that does not require source code analysis. However, black-box approaches also have
the advantage of being more applicable when there is a lack of proper tool support for
source code analysis in a given technology context, or when there is no direct access to
source code or third party components.
Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the approach to regression testing of database appli-
cations. The approach is twofold, namely (1) the speciﬁcation and selection of test cases
along with the setup of test data needed to execute the regression tests (left part of the
ﬁgure) and (2) the execution of the regression tests (right part of the ﬁgure). The details
of the approach are described in subsequent sections below but overall, it is a capture-
and-replay approach, similar to what has been more commonly used for GUI testing, to
automatically identify diﬀerences (referred to as regression test deviations) between the
results of two identical test runs (same input and initial state) on diﬀerent versions of the
system under test. Because it is hard to build a precise test oracle for database appli-
cations with very complex queries, a more practical strategy is to capture a set of test
case executions of the system under test, under the assumption that it currently works
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correctly (the baseline), and then use the replay run after modiﬁcations (the delta) to
identify deviations and thus potential regression faults.
Figure 3.1: Overview of regression test approach.
We rely on classiﬁcation tree models to model the input domain of the system under
test (SUT), in order to obtain a practical and scalable solution. The test models enable
us to systematically approach the variation in the input domain, as we model properties
of the input domain and use test case generation algorithms to ensure predictable and
complete model coverage. The abstract test speciﬁcations generated from the test models
are used to drive the generation of test data and select production data for test execution.
Although our regression test approach can be used to test any type of database appli-
cation, it is particularly suited for testing batch processes (or similar types of database
intensive programs) that process large amounts of data automatically, thus making man-
ual testing impractical.
3.2.1 Test speciﬁcation and test case selection
In order to remain systematic when testing, we needed a speciﬁcation-based, black-box
testing technique to help specify test input data (test cases), based on an analysis of the
input domain of the system under test, e.g. a batch process. There are many suitable
tools for this purpose, but we found that the classiﬁcation tree modeling technique and
the supporting tool CTE-XL [26], was both easy to use and scaled up to the kinds of
input domains under consideration (e.g., more than 100 categories or classiﬁcations in
one model). As mentioned in Section 2.3, classiﬁcation tree modeling is built on the well-
known category-partition approach [30] and is a common approach to combinatorial test
design. The input domain (i.e. input parameters or properties of the system under test)
is modeled as a classiﬁcation tree, which in turn is used to generate a combinatorial test
suite speciﬁcation, and thus aligned well with our needs.
To be able to use the models for anything practical, we needed to integrate them
with our regression test tool, DART. DART has its own database, where everything
related to the regression tests are stored, i.e. test conﬁgurations, test executions and
test results, as described in Section 3.2.2. We extended the database schema to also
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Figure 3.2: ER-diagram for CTE-XL models in DART.
include tables equipped to store classiﬁcation tree models. CTE-XL stores the models as
XML-ﬁles, which we parse and store into the DART database complying with the entity-
relationship model shown in Figure 3.2. A test model (cte_testmodel) contains a set of
nodes (cte_node), i.e. the classiﬁcations and equivalence classes in the model, and one
or more test suite speciﬁcations (cte_testsuite), i.e. sets of partitions. Each test suite
speciﬁcation contains several partitions (cte_partition), each containing a set of nodes
(cte_partition_node), that is the speciﬁc equivalence classes covered by the partition
(the dots on each partition line in Figure 2.1). cte_testcase and cte_testcase_node
map to cte_partition and cte_partition_node, and capture actual test cases in the
system under test, as opposed to abstract test cases in the test model. Having the CTE-
XL-models integrated into our test tool enables us to use the models for test automation
purposes.
We use these test models to (1) systematically drive test data generation (DART Data
Generator in Figure 3.1) and (2) to match production data against the model in order to
determine coverage (DART Data Matcher in Figure 3.1), either a) to select production
data for testing or (b) to analyze the operational proﬁle of a particular functional area of
the system under test.
Selecting test data based on test models
When using production data as basis for testing, the selected test data will vary among
(regression) test campaigns. In order to remain systematic when testing, we use the test
models to drive the selection of test data based on the coverage of partitions. By matching
the test data against the classiﬁcation tree models, we are able to (1) detect which model
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partitions and model properties are covered (and not covered), and (2) reduce the level of
redundancy, and thus the test eﬀort, by selecting a subset of test cases for test execution.
In short, our selection strategy selects, in a balanced way, test cases from all covered
partitions in the classiﬁcation tree model, while attempting to select the most diverse test
cases from each partition. The full details of the test case selection approach is presented
in the second paper (Chapter 2 in Part 2)
The classiﬁcation tree models tend to be relatively high-level representations of the
input domain of the system under test. Therefore, a gap exists between the abstract test
cases deﬁned by the model and executable test cases. In other words, there is no one-to-
one relationship between the properties captured in the model and the concrete database
ﬁelds in the database. The modeling is driven from a functional point of view to capture
the variability of the input domain of the system under test, and is not concerned with
the particular details of the system database. However, the gap between the model and
the database has to be addressed somehow, to ensure that we can match actual test data
with the model, and furthermore to generate executable test cases from the abstract test
cases.
When it comes to matching test data against the model, we have chosen to solve the
mapping by extending the deﬁnition of the classiﬁcation nodes in the model with an SQL
query that maps the model property with its concrete value(s) in the database. The
attribute node_sql on the cte_node entity, which is highlighted in Figure 3.2, holds this
additional mapping information. The SQL query is built up in such a way as to extract
information from the database regarding the value of the model property for a given test
case, or set of test cases.
Following the example from Figure 2.1, each of the four classiﬁcation nodes (Property
B, C, D, and E) in the model, would have an attached SQL mapping query. For example,
Property B: Nr of X would have an SQL mapping query that returns the value of Nr of X
for an actual test case, and maps this value to the test case. The mapping between a test
case and its model property values is given via the cte_testcase and cte_testcase_node
entities. The set of test cases that should be examined is held by the cte_testcase
entity. For each leaf node in the model (equivalence classes at the bottom level of the
tree) corresponding to the actual value of a property, a link is established between the
test case and the model node via cte_testcase_node. For example, if a test case has
the value 3 for Property B: Nr of X, then a cte_testcase_node is created for the test
case, with a reference to the leaf node with the value range 1-4, and the actual value of
the test case (3) is stored in the attribute node_value.
Based on this strategy for matching test data with a test model, we can implement a
generic solution, independent of the speciﬁcs of each individual test model. The mapping
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SQL query can be seen as an extension to the modeling eﬀort, but once established,
the matching of test data with the test models is general. After having conducted the
matching, we can bring the results back to CTE-XL (by extending the XML ﬁle of the
model), in order to get a visual representation of coverage obtained by the test suite.
The capability of matching data against a classiﬁcation tree model enables us to do
the following:
• Select production data for regression testing: Given a set of data available for
a regression test, we match the data against the model to determine the model
partition coverage. Typically, many test data instances match the same partition,
and by selecting tests in a balanced way across model partitions, we are able to
reduce redundancy, and thus test eﬀort, while maximizing model partition coverage.
The results from Paper 4 (Chapter 4 in Part 2) show that the expected level of
redundancy for tests based on production data is high, while the results from Paper
2 (Chapter 2 in Part 2) shows the increased eﬃciency of the regression tests when
selecting tests carefully according to partition coverage.
• Analyze operational proﬁles of the system under test: By matching production
data for a particular functional area of the system under test, we can learn the
distribution of data across model partitions and equivalence classes. For example,
we can determine that 30% of the data in the operation of the system fall under
a certain partition, while the value of a certain property has a 90/10 per cent
distribution across its two equivalence classes. In turn, such an analysis could be
used as input to testing, in order to perform operational proﬁle testing.
Generating test data
Classiﬁcation tree modeling oﬀers a systematic and well-deﬁned frame for generating test
data. It provides a clear overview of the input domain of the system under test, from
which to generate test case speciﬁcations that ensure combinatorial model coverage of a
speciﬁed degree (e.g. pair-wise, three-wise). Thus, we have also used the classiﬁcation
tree models to drive the generation of test data. Using the same classiﬁcation tree models,
both for analyzing coverage of production data used for testing and for the generation
of test data, enables us to consider a hybrid solution. For example, a test campaign can
primarily be based on production data, while complementing it with generated test data
when test speciﬁcations cannot be matched with production data.
However, generating executable test cases from a test case speciﬁcation is a far more
complex aﬀair than to extract the actual values of existing data. Even a “simple” test case
will most likely require a large extent of data populated in large parts of the relational
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Generates an executable test case per partition in the 
test suites of each model. 
Figure 3.3: Generated test data using an adapter layer, that interprets a model and uses
a test data API to creates executable test cases in the test database.
database. Thus, we have chosen to solve the mapping between the abstract test cases
deﬁned in the model and the executable test cases stored in the database, by implementing
an adapter layer for test data generation, following the architecture in Figure 3.3. The
adapter layer consists of a general test data API and one test data generator for each test
model. The test data API holds general functionality for populating the various tables
in the relational database with data, whereas each test data generator interprets a test
model and its partitions and calls on the test data API to populate each test case with
the properties and values speciﬁed by the model partitions. Additionally, we have deﬁned
a set of variables, both at the level of a test suite speciﬁcation and a partition, which the
tester can override in order to customize the test cases. These variables represent details
about the test cases, that are not regarded as important for the characterization of the
input domain, and thus are not captured in the model, but nevertheless capture values
a tester might want to tweak in a test. Examples of such values can be the taxpayers
municipality, or the year of the tax calculation, which a tester will typically change over
time.
The tester can choose to generate test cases for an entire test suite speciﬁcation, or for
an individual selection of partitions, and the result of the generation is a set of test cases
stored in the test database, ready for execution. An important consideration regarding the
test data generated is that they are independent of the state of the database. In practice
this is obtained by generating the test data in a completely synthetic manner, with no
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relation to other data in the database. Then the test case is expected to behave the exact
same way, when executed on the same program versions, independent of the evolution
of the data in the test database. This is important in order to ensure comparable test
executions across system versions.
Being able to generate test data for any given test case speciﬁcation from a classiﬁca-
tion tree model gives the tester an enormous ﬂexibility in terms of executing regression
tests. For every regression test, a new equivalent set of test data is generated based on a
given test speciﬁcation, which makes the test executions comparable across system ver-
sions. Tests on synthetic test data are less rigid than tests on production data and thus
more suited for test automation purposes. Nevertheless, as shown in Paper 4, generated
test data does not fully replace tests based on real production data, thus both are needed
in order to ensure as complete regression tests as possible.
3.2.2 Regression test
We have proposed a partly automated regression test procedure and tool (DART) tailored
to database applications. The basic principle of the tool is straightforward: It compares
executions of a changed version of the program against the original version of the program
and identiﬁes deviations, that is diﬀerences in the way the database is manipulated be-
tween the two executions. In each test execution, the database manipulations are logged
according to a speciﬁcation by the tester indicating the tables and columns to monitor.
The database manipulations from each execution are compared across system versions to
produce a set of deviations, which indicate either correct changes or a regression faults.
The strength of this approach is that it provides the ability to verify the entire set of
test data executed by a database application automatically. As an example, let us say
we execute a batch running the tax calculation for 10.000 taxpayers, each constituting
a test case. Manually verifying 10.000 tests is far beyond what a tester can realistically
handle. Therefore, one would have to pick out a small sample to analyze based on quali-
ﬁed guesses whereas the rest of the 10.000 tax calculations would remain unattended and
pose substantial risk to the system release. However, with the regression test procedure
suggested above for database applications, all the 10.000 tax calculations will automati-
cally be compared against a previous execution to separate the test cases that deviated
from the ones that did not.
Note that DART can be used to identify regression faults in any system or program
unit performing Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) operations on a database, and
is not restricted to batch testing only. But in our industrial research context the system
under test has consisted of batch processes that perform complex CRUD operations on a
database, guided by business logic that implements sequences of taxation laws and rules.
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Figure 3.4 shows the main steps in the testing process with DART. In the following
sections, these steps will be described in detail.
Figure 3.4: A UML Activity Diagram of the DART regression test process.
Running example
Throughout the description of DART, a running example will be used to demonstrate
the various steps of the test process. The example is intentionally kept very simple but
nevertheless illustrative. The system under test used as example is the program P shown in
Figure 3.5. We use a Java-like syntax augmented with directly executable SQL statements
in order to facilitate the understanding of readers not acquainted with PL/SQL. It is a
program that contains features for maintaining customer orders, more speciﬁcally adding
and deleting items from a customer order. As an example execution of the program, one
item is added to a customer order, while an item is removed from another customer order
in the main method.
The relational entity model of the example program is shown in Figure 3.6, along
with the initial state of the database prior to test execution. It consists of three entities
containing information about customers and their orders. A customer can have zero to
many orders with zero to many items.
Test conﬁguration
A test with DART is set up by selecting the database tables and more speciﬁcally the table
columns to monitor during the test execution. DART obtains and presents the database
schema(s) of the system under test and a test engineer selects the ones to monitor during
the test execution. In our example the tester would be presented with the three tables
Customer, Order and Item, which all are a part of the database schema for program P.
Since the program P performs operations on the two tables Order and Item, these are the
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Figure 3.5: The example program P.
ones that make sense to monitor while testing P. The tester selects the two tables and
more speciﬁcally the underlying table columns to monitor.
Additionally the test engineer speciﬁes how CRUD-operations on the selected entities
should be grouped together as “logical test cases” based on a meaningful, common test case
identiﬁer, e.g., a social security number. The identiﬁer is deﬁned using table attributes
such as primary keys, foreign keys and/or SQL queries. The goal is to logically group
related rows in the tables and monitored in a test execution to facilitate the comparison
between the baseline and delta test executions. A meaningful common test case identiﬁer
in our example would be the customer name (assumed to be unique), as all orders and
items can be traced back to its customer. In that case one customer will make out one test
case and all data manipulations that are logged during test execution will be grouped by
customer name. A test conﬁguration for program P would then look like the one shown
in Table 3.1.
In summary a test conﬁguration denotes the set of table columns to monitor during
test execution and the corresponding speciﬁcation of the test case grouping scheme.
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Figure 3.6: The relational entity model and initial state for program P.
Table 3.1: Test conﬁguration for program P.
Table Table column Test case identiﬁer
Order OrderNr, ChangedDate Customer.Name
Item ItemName Order.Customer.Name
Domain modeling
Prior to test execution, test data have to be prepared for the speciﬁc system component
to be tested. As elaborated in Section 3.2.1 we model the input domain of the system
under test as classiﬁcation trees and use the models to drive the generation of test data or
select production data for testing. Whether the test data is real system data or generated,
the output of the test data preparation process is a test suite on which the system under
test can be executed. Following our example, a classiﬁcation tree model for the example
program P is shown in Figure 3.7. The root node Program P, the classiﬁcations Number
of orders for customer, Item added and Item deleted, and the classes (0, 1, >1)
and (Y, N) constitute the classiﬁcation tree model, whereas the bottom part represent the
partitions (abstract test speciﬁcations) with each line representing a partition.
Figure 3.7: A classiﬁcation tree model for program P.
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From a particular test model, the tester may generate an abstract test suite speciﬁca-
tion (a set of partitions) according to a given coverage criteria (e.g. pair-wise) and then
generate test data according to the speciﬁcation in order to execute the tests. Alterna-
tively, the tester could base the regression test on existing production data and match
the data against the partitions in the model, in order to select tests in such a way as to
maximize partition coverage. In the initial state of program P shown in Figure 3.6, there
are two test cases, namely customer Andy Smith and John Johnson. DART will match
the test case Andy Smith with Partition 3 as he has one order in which an item will be
added, and the test case John Johnson with Partition 4 as he has one order in which an
item will be deleted. When the test cases have been matched to partitions, DART selects
test cases in a balanced way across partitions, and selects the most diverse ones within
each partition. In the trivial example the selection is meaningless as there are only two
test cases from two diﬀerent partitions. However, this is important in realistic database
applications, as test cases can be numerous, expensive to run, and manual inspections of
deviations are time-consuming.
Test execution
During test execution DART will log all data manipulations related to the speciﬁc test
conﬁguration. The way data manipulations are recorded and logged is through dynam-
ically generated database triggers on the tables speciﬁed in the test conﬁguration. A
trigger is procedural code that is automatically executed in response to certain events
on a table or view in a database. Pseudo-code for generating the triggers is shown in
Figure 3.8. As the algorithm shows, a trigger is generated for each table in the test con-
ﬁguration. Each of the generated table triggers is deﬁned to insert a row into the DART
log table for each data manipulation on the columns speciﬁed in the test conﬁguration for
the given table. Insert and delete operations are always done at the row level and DART
will log values for all table columns in the test conﬁguration when an insert or delete
operation takes place. Update operations can be attribute speciﬁc, so DART will only
log the table columns in the test conﬁguration that is actually updated. The triggers are
dynamically generated as a Data Deﬁnition Language (DDL) string, which is executed in
the end to store the actual triggers in the database.
Thus, DART dynamically instruments the database of the system under test by gen-
erating test-conﬁguration speciﬁc database triggers when the test is started. During test
execution these triggers will ﬁre on any insert, delete or update on the table columns in
the test conﬁguration and store the database operations into a DART log table. One data
manipulation operation results into one row in the log table matching the format <test
case identifier, table name, column name, old value, new value>. The test case
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Figure 3.8: Algorithm for trigger generation in DART.
identifier (e.g., the customer name) is what uniquely identiﬁes the test case that causes
the operation to be executed. It is devised on the ﬂy according to the speciﬁcation in the
test conﬁguration. Table name and column name are the names of the table and column
the operation is executed on, respectively. Old value and new value refer to the values
of the attribute prior to and after the operation execution, respectively. Old value is
given the static value “Inserted” for insert operations, while new value is given the static
value “Deleted” for delete operations. After test execution the triggers are automatically
deleted from the database of the system under test.
A test run is done once with the original version of the system (baseline) and once
with the changed version of the system (delta), which is subject to regression faults. If
the test uses production data the database is reset to the initial (baseline) state before
the delta test is run, to ensure that both runs start out with the same database state.
Various mechanisms are available to reset the database, e.g. ﬂashback to restore point.
This is done by creating a restore point in the database after the test conﬁguration is
deﬁned and the test data is prepared, but before the execution of the baseline run starts.
The restore point deﬁnes the state of the database at the time it is created and will ensure
consistency between the test runs. This procedure is not needed when using generated
test data, as new sets of test data with identical characteristics are generated for each test
run, rather than reusing the same set of test data for both the baseline and delta run.
In our example, a test run on program P, with the test conﬁguration from Table 3.1 and
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the initial state from Figure 3.6, would result in the DART log data shown in Table 3.2.
For the test case Andy Smith, one insert operation and one update operation are executed,
as logged in row 1 and 2 of Table 3.2, respectively. For the test case John Johnson one
delete operation and one update operation are executed, as logged in row 3 and 4 of
Table 3.2, respectively.
Table 3.2: Example DART log table after the baseline run.
Id Test run id Test case Table name Column name Old value New value
1 1 Andy Smith Item Item Name Inserted USB Stick
2 1 Andy Smith Order Changed Date 12.05.11 14.05.11
3 1 John Johnson Item Item Name Keyboard Deleted
4 1 John Johnson Order Changed Date 12.05.11 14.05.11
It turns out that program P contains a fault. The changedDate of the order should
be updated to today’s date when an order is changed but it is updated to tomorrow’s
date. The fault is corrected (underlined) and a new version of P, called P’ is shown in
Figure 3.9. For illustration purposes let us assume a regression fault in P’: the update
of the order in removeItemFromOrder method is completely removed, rather than ﬁxed
(line struck through). After resetting the database into the same initial state as before
the ﬁrst test run, the test is executed again on the changed program version P’.
After both test runs, the DART log table contains the information shown in Table 3.3.
Three additional rows are logged for the delta run: An insert and an update operation
for the test case Andy Smith in row 5 and 6, and a delete operation for the test case John
Johnson in row 7.
Table 3.3: Example DART log table after both test runs are executed.
Id Test run id Test case Table name Column name Old value New value
1 1 Andy Smith Item Item Name Inserted USB Stick
2 1 Andy Smith Order Changed Date 12.05.11 14.05.11
3 1 John Johnson Item Item Name Keyboard Deleted
4 1 John Johnson Order Changed Date 12.05.11 14.05.11
5 2 Andy Smith Item Item Name Inserted USB Stick
6 2 Andy Smith Order Changed Date 12.05.11 13.05.11
7 2 John Johnson Item Item Name Keyboard Deleted
Test Analysis
After a test is executed on two diﬀerent versions of the SUT, the two test runs are com-
pared with each other. The output of the test execution is a DART log table ﬁlled with all
data manipulation operations of the respective test runs. The comparison uses the SQL
set operations minus and union to compute the diﬀerence between the two runs, as follows:
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Figure 3.9: The example program P’, which is a modiﬁed version of program P.
<Log data from baseline> MINUS <Log data from delta>
UNION ALL
<Log data from delta> MINUS <Log data from baseline>
The comparison operation will reveal all diﬀerences between the baseline and delta runs
with respect to the test conﬁguration. The deviations, grouped by the test case identiﬁer,
are presented to the tester, which in turn has to determine whether the deviation is a
regression fault or not.
In our example the output of the test is the deviations between the two runs, as shown
in Table 3.4. There is one deviation due to the changed update in addItemToOrder (row 1-
2) and one deviation due to the missing update in the delta version of removeItemFromOrder
(row 3). By analyzing the deviations in Table 3.4, the test engineer can verify that the
change in test case Andy Smith is due to correct changes in P’, whereas the missing
update in the test case John Johnson is due to a regression fault.
As the baseline run essentially serves as the test oracle, DART will identify regression
faults introduced in the delta version of the system, but will not identify faults that are
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present in both the baseline and delta run. In practice, the same baseline is used for
testing several consecutive deltas. After each test, the deviations that are correct in the
delta are updated into the baseline. Thus, the baseline is continually improved and the
test oracle increasingly more accurate.
Table 3.4: The deviations between the test runs for P and P’.
Id Test case Table name Column name Old value New value Test run
1 Andy Smith Order Changed Date 12.05.11 14.05.11 Baseline
2 Andy Smith Order Changed Date 12.05.11 13.05.11 Delta
3 John Johnson Order Changed Date 12.05.11 14.05.11 Baseline
Even with eﬃcient test selection, a regression test may result in numerous deviations,
which need to be analyzed to determine their cause. Further, many deviations are likely
to be the result of the same regression fault or the eﬀect of the same change. In order for
the tester to handle the regression test deviations eﬃciently, DART clusters the deviations
based on their output characteristics. The goal of the deviation clustering process is to
identify groups of deviations caused by identical changes or regression faults. Then the
tester can prioritize deviations in such a way as to cover at least one deviation from each
cluster, and thus maximize fault detection if the inspection budget is limited. The full
details of deviation clustering is provided in Paper 3 (Chapter 3 in Part 2).
3.2.3 Summary
In summary, we then have an approach to regression testing of database applications that
includes the following characteristics:
- Automatically observes and compares executions of the system under test, in order
to identify regression test deviations.
- Partially automates veriﬁcation of test cases and groups regression test deviations
according to their output characteristics for eﬃcient test analysis.
- Takes a systematic approach to control the variation in the input domain by making
use of classiﬁcation tree models for black-box speciﬁcation of the input domain of
the system under test.
- Automatically generates test speciﬁcations from test models
- Automatically generates test data that is needed to execute test cases, or alterna-
tively selects production data, both according to the test speciﬁcations from test
models.
Chapter 4
Research Methodology
This thesis reports on practice-driven research aimed at ﬁnding applicable solutions to
test challenges derived from engineering practice. In our context, the identiﬁcation of such
challenges and the evaluation of proposed solutions were performed in collaboration with
The Norwegian Tax Department [35]. The research methodology applied for this thesis
included understanding the industrial problems in context, assessing the existing literature
in terms of its match to the deﬁned problems, proposing solutions to the test challenges
and develop a tool to deploy the solutions within the application context, conducting
empirical studies to evaluate the proposed solutions, and iteratively improving the test
methodology and tool based on the results of the empirical studies.
4.1 Understanding the practical problems
Because this is practice-driven research, we started the work by understanding the appli-
cation context in order to identify and carefully deﬁne the main problems with engineers.
To ensure a close and fruitful collaboration, I was located on-site at our partner’s premises
throughout the project and we were given access to the necessary artifacts to help us un-
derstand the context and test challenges. During initial contact, they reported that their
system had grown to a size and complexity where the current, manual testing processes
were no longer deemed to be adequate or cost-eﬀective. They both felt the need to, and
were curious to introduce a higher degree of test automation in order for their testing
regime to scale better. Through further investigation of system documentation and dis-
cussions with project staﬀ members at diﬀerent levels, it became evident that a particular
area of concern was the vast number of regression faults, occurring as a result of unantici-
pated ripple eﬀects from changes in the system. This indicated the need for implementing
systematic, automated regression testing in the project.
Their system portfolio mainly consisted of large database applications, which were
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dependent on several core batch processes to carry out the centralized business logic
guided by taxation laws and rules. However, these batch processes were automated and
consisted of complex programs that process very large numbers of transactions and span
a large input data space. Consequently, testing suﬀered from the following challenges:
manually verifying programs with such a variety of input combinations (large number of
test cases) does not scale, they needed a way to determine which test cases to execute to
achieve satisfactory regression testing, and they needed eﬀective ways to procure the test
data necessary to execute test cases in order to promote test automation.
After understanding the industrial context and test challenges in the context of database
applications, we assessed the existing literature in order to learn the status of related
work. In general, the literature pertaining to the testing of database applications is
sparse and there exists little research on how to test database systems in a systematic
and cost-eﬀective manner. Most literature in the ﬁeld is aimed at assessing performance
of database management systems rather than testing the database application system
for functional correctness, not to mention regression testing. Furthermore, there are few
empirical studies in industrial settings. As mentioned in Section 2.2, the two most rele-
vant initiatives were the AGENDA Framework [8, 7, 9, 12] and the SIKOSA project [17,
4, 18]. However, the AGENDA framework was not intended for regression testing and
it had only been evaluated on smaller academic examples. We found the ideas hard to
scale to the needs of our partners. Some of the ideas from the SIKOSA project aligned
with our test challenges and thoughts regarding possible solutions. However, apart from
some experimental performance measures, they did not refer to any evaluations regarding
fault-detection capabilities or cost-eﬀectiveness, let alone in a realistic setting. Neither
did any of them refer to available tools to support testing in practice.
4.2 Develop regression test methodology and tool
As a result of the problem identiﬁcation and the lack of existing solutions to address this
problem, we developed a novel and practical regression test methodology and tool. It was
important for the proposed solution to not only address the immediate test challenges of
our partner, but also ensure its applicability in a broader test context, namely regression
testing of database applications in general. The proposed regression test methodology and
tool are described in Section 3.2. The tax department contributed a system developer
to the project in order to help implement the test methodology in a tool suited for their
application context.
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4.3 Empirical studies
A fundamental part of this thesis is the execution of empirical studies in a real and repre-
sentative database application development environment. We conducted several empirical
studies and experiments to evaluate our test solutions and iteratively improve the method-
ology and tool for regression testing. First, we evaluated the fault detection capabilities
of our regression test solution through a case study in the tax department environment.
Then we conducted a large scale experiment to evaluate diﬀerent ways of conducting test
case selection based on classiﬁcation tree models, before doing further experiments on
the eﬀect of clustering regression test deviations for improved inspection eﬃciency. Last,
we conducted a large scale case study comparing strategies for regression testing, both
regarding the construction of test suites and the setup of test data needed to execute the
regression tests.
When comparing techniques, e.g. test case selection techniques or deviation clustering
strategies, we have used statistical tests to determine whether there exists a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence. Because our data samples do not fulﬁll the underlying assumption of normality
and equal variance, we have used non-parametric statistical tests [1, 36]. More speciﬁcally,
we have used two-tailed Mann-Whitney U-tests (Wilcox test in R) to conduct pair-wise
algorithm comparisons. In general, we have used α = 0.05 whenever referring to statistical
signiﬁcance, but have also reported the exact p-values for each comparison made, in order
for the results of the statistical tests to be transparent for the readers.
Because statistical tests only address statistical signiﬁcance, we have also used the Aˆ12
eﬀect size measure to assess the practical signiﬁcance of the diﬀerences. When comparing
sample A to sample B, an Aˆ12 eﬀect size measurement value of 0.5 indicates that there is
no diﬀerence between the two samples, whereas values above 0.5 indicates that sample A is
superior to sample B, and the opposite for values smaller than 0.5. The further away from
0.5, the larger the eﬀect size. We have reported the value of the eﬀect size measurement,
but for increased legibility we have also classiﬁed the eﬀect size into Small, Medium and
Large categories. The categories are based on the following standard intervals: Small <
0.10, 0.10 < Medium < 0.17 and Large > 0.17, the value being the distance from the 0.5
[36].
To account for randomness in sampling we repeated the exercises between 100 and
1.000 times depending on the amount of time taken for each execution and the number of
comparisons that needed to be carried out. This was done in order to ensure robustness
of the statistical results reported.

Chapter 5
Summary of Results
In this section, the key results of the papers submitted as part of this thesis are summa-
rized.
5.1 Evaluation of fault detection capabilities
Paper 1: Industrial Experiences with Automated Regression Testing of a
Legacy Database Application
This paper presents our proposed solution for functional regression testing of database
applications and reports an evaluation of the tool implementation (DART) in a real ap-
plication setting. The approach to regression testing is elaborated in detail in Chapter 3.
Thus, this section will focus on the results from evaluating the approach and tool, when
applied for regression testing of business critical batch programs in the tax department
of Norway.
The evaluation showed that the approach and tool lead to high fault detection capa-
bilities. As an early pilot evaluation of DART, we re-tested a previous system release,
which had already undergone the regular, manual testing and QA activities. Five regres-
sion faults had been identiﬁed during the regular testing routines in the project, and ﬁve
additional regression faults had been discovered in the production environment after it
was released. The purpose of the pilot evaluation was to investigate whether we could
identify the same ten regression faults, and possibly additional, undiscovered faults, with
the DART tool.
The results showed that DART revealed eight of the ten regression faults that were
previously found during testing and operation. The two previously detected faults missed
by DART were not found due to the insuﬃcient coverage of the test suites; none of the
test cases exercised the two faulty situations. The pilot test was based on a random
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selection of test data, and the missing coverage suggested the need for more systematic
approaches for selecting test cases in order to ensure more complete testing. However, the
pilot evaluation showed that the tests executed with DART also discovered nine previously
undetected faults, that is nine faults that were still present in the production system and
needed to be corrected. These faults were registered as one “A defect”, seven “B defects”
and one “C defect” on a criticality scale ranging from A to C, where A is the most critical
one. In total the test with DART uncovered 17 distinct faults, which is a substantial
improvement in terms of fault detection capability.
Furthermore, DART was used to support regression testing of batch jobs in the core
functional areas of the SOFIE application for eight subsequent releases. DART was then
used as a supplement to manual testing, not as a replacement. That is, DART was
used as ﬁnal veriﬁcation of the releases after the acceptance test was ﬁnished and the
release was ready to ship. A total of 37 faults were detected by regular testing during
these eight releases, while an additional 22 faults were detected by DART. DART then
helped uncover more than a third of the defects found during regression testing of the
subject system during these eight releases. Put in other words DART helped identify
approximately 60% more regression faults than what would have been detected without
it. We consider this to be of substantial impact, especially since DART was only used as
a “last check”.
As part of the evaluation, we also looked at defects reported from the production
environment of the system. We learned that even when combining manual testing with
DART, some faults still slipped through to production. We found a total of 14 faults
reported within the functional areas we had been testing. We went through the defects
to understand why these faults were not detected through testing with DART prior to
being released. The detailed analysis showed that six of them had actually been found
and reported by DART, but there were not enough time to ﬁx them prior to release. Then
they had also been reported from the production environment before they got ﬁxed. In
addition, there were a few defects on performance issues speciﬁc to the production envi-
ronment and one fault that was missed as we did not execute that part of the functional
domain in that particular test round. Most importantly, there were three faults that were
not discovered due to insuﬃcient coverage of the test cases executed. This suggested the
need for generating test data in order to ensure test suites with predictable and more
complete coverage, which was later on addressed and reported in paper 4.
Another thing we learned from this study was the need for a systematic approach to
test case selection in order to reduce the number of redundant test cases executed. This
is important for the regression test approach to scale to large systems by reducing the
time spent on analyzing regression test deviations. This is addressed in detail in paper 2,
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but initial results reported in this paper already showed signiﬁcant potential savings in
inspection eﬀort when selecting test cases systematically according to partition coverage
of classiﬁcation tree models.
5.2 Evaluation of test case selection techniques
Paper 2: Test Case Selection for Black-Box Regression Testing of Database
Applications
The purpose of the study undertaken in this paper was to address a core challenge in
regression testing, namely selecting test cases. This problem is particularly acute when
test results must be checked manually or execution costs are large, and observations from
initial regression tests on randomly selected test data indicated signiﬁcant redundancy,
leading to large inspection costs. In order to reduce test costs and for the regression
test approach to scale properly for testing large database applications, we thus needed
a reﬁned way of selecting regression test cases. Hence, the objective was to select test
cases in such a way as to minimize regression testing eﬀort while retaining maximum fault
detection power.
Our black-box approach to regression testing is based on classiﬁcation tree models,
which are used to model the input domain of the system under test. Therefore, this study
investigates strategies for selecting regression test cases based on classiﬁcation tree models.
Such models are used to partition the input domain of the system being tested, which in
turn are used to select and generate system test cases so as to achieve certain strategies
for partition coverage. To reﬁne regression test selection, we combined similarity-based
test case selection with such a partition-based approach, so that test cases can be selected
within partitions while maximizing diversity among them.
An experiment was conducted to evaluate various selection strategies, including a pure
similarity-based selection and partition-based selection incorporating both a random and
similarity-based selection strategy within partitions. Both fault detection rate and selec-
tion execution time were assessed. For the similarity-based approaches, several similarity
functions and selection algorithms were investigated. The study addressed the following
research questions (the details of the algorithms and the selection strategies are explained
in Section 3 and 4 in Paper 2):
RQ1 For each selection algorithm, which similarity function, i.e. Euclidian, Manhattan,
Mahalanobis and NCD, is best suited for deﬁning similarity between test cases,
in order to obtain the best fault detection rate and selection execution time when
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performing similarity-based selection of test cases generated from classiﬁcation tree
models?
RQ2 When used in combination with their best similarity function (RQ1), which one of
the selection algorithms, i.e., evolutionary and greedy, provides better fault detec-
tion rates and selection execution times, when selecting test cases generated from
classiﬁcation tree models?
RQ3 Which one of the selection strategies, random partition-based, similarity partition-
based and pure similarity-based (the two latter ones incorporating the best combina-
tion of similarity function —RQ1—and selection algorithm—RQ2) provides better
fault detection rates and selection execution times when selecting test cases gener-
ated from classiﬁcation tree models?
RQ4 Comparing the best selection approach from RQ3 and a random approach, which one
provides better fault detection rates and selection execution times when selecting
test cases generated from classiﬁcation tree models?
The results showed that applying a partition-based selection, i.e. select model parti-
tions in a balanced way, and then select test cases within each partition either at random
or by maximizing diversity between them, provided a dramatic improvement over random
test case selection. For example, by selecting 5% of the test cases in a test suite, the fault
detection rate of partition-based selection is nearly 80%, as opposed to 25% for random
selection. Finding nearly 80% of the faults at the cost of only 5% of the test suite yields
highly signiﬁcant savings in practice, as it both reduces test execution time and more
importantly reduces the manual eﬀort associated with analyzing test results.
Whether to opt for a similarity partition-based selection or a random partition-based
selection was not clear cut as their diﬀerences where marginal. The selection execution
time favored random partition-based, with signiﬁcant diﬀerences for all sample sizes.
However, for smaller sample sizes, which are of main interest here, the diﬀerence is less
than a few minutes, i.e. for sample values up to 50%, execution time ranges from near 0
to up to 4 min for similarity partition-based, as opposed to less than a second for random
partition-based. These diﬀerences in selection execution time have limited consequences
in practice. In terms of the fault detection rate, similarity partition-based was better
than random partition-based for all sample sizes, though with modest improvements. A
detailed analysis concluded that the similarity partition-based selection strategy should
be applied when a large number of test cases are contained in each partition and there is
signiﬁcant variability within partitions. If these conditions are not present, incorporating
similarity measures is not worthwhile, since the gain is negligible over a random selection
within each partition.
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As part of the study we investigated several similarity functions and selection algo-
rithms to identify the most eﬀective similarity-based selection strategy in our context.
The Mahalanobis similarity function combined with the evolutionary selection algorithm
proved to be the most eﬃcient with regards to fault detection rate. The fact that account-
ing for correlation is the main diﬀerentiating factor between the Mahalanobis similarity
function and the two simpler similarity functions (Euclidian and Manhattan) could in-
dicate that it is important to consider correlation among model properties. The NCD
similarity function fell short of the others in terms of fault detection rate. The most
plausible reason is that the test cases are represented by a fairly simple structure that
accounts for very little information distance between their compressed versions. Thus,
NCD is not able to pick up the minor diﬀerences as well as simpler geometrical func-
tions. The evolutionary selection algorithm provided better fault detection rates than the
greedy selection algorithm for all selection samples sizes except for 5%, where there was
no statistical signiﬁcance. For all other sample sizes, the diﬀerence was notable (large
eﬀect size). Evolutionary also converges to 100% fault detection much faster than the
greedy approach, i.e. it reaches 98.5% and 100% detection rates at 60% and 80% sample
sizes, respectively, whereas greedy does not reach a 100% detection rate until the sample
size is 100%.
5.3 More eﬀective regression test analysis by clustering
deviations
Paper 3: Clustering Deviations for Black Box Regression Testing of Database
Applications
This study investigates how to cope with the many discrepancies (deviations) that can
be observed when running regression test cases on a new version of a system. In other
words, how can we help testers analyze such deviations eﬀectively and decide whether
they are symptoms of regression faults or the logical result of changes. A problem that
is highly important in practice, but one that has not been given much attention in the
research literature so far. Our regression test approach enables eﬀective execution and
automatic comparisons of large number of test cases and pin-points exactly which test
cases that result in deviations and thus are candidates for regression faults. Yet, manual
test eﬀort is required in order to inspect the deviations and decide their cause. There
may be numerous deviations from an individual regression test, and although eﬀective
test case selection reduces the number, there may occasionally still be more than a tester
can eﬀectively handle.
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As the number of deviations tend to be far greater than the number of unique changes
or regression faults, our aim was to group deviations resulting from the same change
or regression fault, in order for the tester to inspect as few deviations as possible while
still remaining conﬁdent of ﬁnding all regression faults. We chose to base our solution
for grouping deviations on clustering, that is algorithms which aim at discovering groups
and structures in data in such a way as to maximize the distance between groups, and
minimize the distance within groups.
The study addressed the following research questions:
RQ1 Can clustering serve as an automated, accurate grouping strategy for grouping re-
gression test deviations?
RQ2 What kind of input data to the clustering process yields the most accurate grouping
of the deviations?
RQ3 How much eﬀort can the tester be expected to save in regression test and deviation
analysis, when systematically grouping test deviations prior to analysis, as opposed
to the current random inspection?
The results showed that clustering indeed can serve as an accurate strategy for group-
ing regression test deviations. We measured the level of entropy across both clusters and
groups of deviations in order to determine the accuracy of the clustering. Entropy gave
us a normalized measure of the purity of each cluster, and the spread of each type of
deviation across clusters. A perfect clustering would have as many clusters as there were
regression faults and changes, and each cluster would only contain deviations matching a
unique fault or change, thus yielding an entropy of zero. In practice, it is more important
to obtain zero cluster entropy than zero deviation entropy, as this would ensure that all
the clusters are homogenous (only matching one regression fault or change). Under such
circumstances, the tester would always conduct a complete deviation analysis when in-
specting one deviation from each group, only with the potential risk of having to analyze
a few more deviations than necessary if the deviation entropy is not perfect.
The case study, conducted in a real development setting, evaluated the proposed clus-
tering strategy across four diﬀerent regression test campaigns covering three diﬀerent
parts of the system under test. For three out of the four test campaigns, clustering accu-
racy was perfect for at least one type of input. Additionally, four types of input yielded
homogenous clusters for all test campaigns. In terms of inspection eﬀort, this means
that for the four test campaigns under study, and when using a one-per-cluster sampling
strategy, it was estimated that testers would only have to analyze a very small percentage
of deviations while still covering all regression faults and changes in the regression tests.
The speciﬁc number of deviations to inspect were three out of 48, two out of 47, two out
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of 84, and ﬁve out of 43, respectively. This is a dramatic increase in eﬃciency for devi-
ation analysis in regression testing, and a way to achieve much higher conﬁdence when
analyzing deviations under time constraints. Such results are more speciﬁcally important
for scaling regression testing to large database applications.
The case study also made a thorough assessment of the kind of clustering input that
yielded the most accurate results in our context, where test cases are derived from classiﬁ-
cation tree models. The sources of information used as clustering input per test case were
properties from the test models and various aspects of the deviation output, i.e. which
tables and table columns that deviated along with the database operation causing the
deviation (inserts, updates, or deletes). In general, nearly all clustering results based on
model properties yield poor results, indicating they are not suited to cluster deviations.
A plausible explanation is that the model describes the input domain of the regression
test rather than the output of the test. Although the two are related, the relationship is
complex, and the results suggest that the information available in the deviation output
is more relevant to clustering the deviations. Overall, the information that led to the
most accurate deviation clustering was the combination of columns and operations in
the deviation output, indicating diﬀerences in columns and operations being manipulated
across versions for a given test case. That speciﬁc combination of input resulted in perfect
accuracy for two of the test campaigns, while achieving perfectly homogeneous clusters
for the two others, with a limited degree of dispersion across more than one cluster for
common-cause deviations.
5.4 Eﬀective regression test strategies for database ap-
plications
Paper 4: Cost-eﬀective Strategies for the Regression Testing of Database Ap-
plications: Case study and Lessons Learned
This study was undertaken in order to assess the practice of using production data
for testing database applications and evaluate the alternative practice of using generated
test data following various strategies. The quality of the production data is indisputable,
however using production data for test automation purposes oﬀers some challenges. They
may be rigid to procure, conﬁdentiality issues have to be sorted, and the test coverage
of a given set of production data is unpredictable and may not satisfy test speciﬁcations.
Generated test data address all those ﬂaws, but at a potentially high initial cost of setting
up the mechanism to generate test data. Also, which test strategy to embrace when
generating test data in order to ensure the most exhaustive regression testing possible is
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not obvious.
We adopted a combinatorial testing strategy based on our classiﬁcation tree models,
which is an attractive strategy for generating compact n-way test suite speciﬁcations.
During initial tests on combinatorial test suites we found quite a few faults that bore
little relevance to the practical operation of the system under test. While there is no
harm in ﬁnding faults regarded less important, as long as the more important ones are
still detected, it made us question whether combinatorial test suites were adequate to
support regression testing. Thus, we made an analysis of the operational proﬁle of the
system under test, which was used both to check how well the combinatorial test suites
aligned with the operational proﬁle, and as an alternative strategy to drive generation of
synthetic test data. We assessed the adequacy of these alternative strategies for generating
synthetic test data (various combinatorial test strategies and operational proﬁle testing)
in terms of revealing important faults, along with expected coverage and fault detection
capabilities of tests on production data. The working hypothesis was that the combination
of combinatorial tests and operational proﬁle tests on generated test data would prove to
be a good alternative to using production data and ensure more eﬀective and complete
regression tests.
The following research questions were addressed in the study:
RQ1 Given the common practice of using production data for (regression) testing database
applications, its analysis and assessment is of high practical interest:
1. What level of partition coverage and model property coverage can you expect
from production data used for testing, when matched against a realistic clas-
siﬁcation tree model?
2. How much redundancy can you expect given the same tree, i.e. do many
instances of test data cover the same partitions?
RQ2 Given that combinatorial testing is one of the major testing approaches recom-
mended in the literature, better understanding what it could achieve in database
application testing and its drawbacks is of high practical interest. When comparing
pair-wise, three-wise, and weighed pair-wise combinatorial test suite speciﬁcations
with the test suite speciﬁcations based on the system operational proﬁle, how well
do they align, i.e. how representative are combinatorial test suite speciﬁcations of
the system usage?
RQ3 Ultimately, we want to favor a test strategy that reveals important faults. By
important, we mean a high relative likelihood of occurrence during system operation,
e.g. the number of taxpayers potentially being harmed by the fault. Given the
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following types of test suites: (1) synthetic pair-wise (2W), (2) synthetic three-wise
(3W), (3) synthetic pair-wise weighed according to the operational proﬁle (W2W),
(4) synthetic and based on the operational proﬁle only (OP), and (5) based on
production data only (PD), which test strategy does achieve higher fault detection
and best reveal important faults in the context of regression testing?
RQ4 Can combinatorial testing be eﬀectively combined with testing based on operational
proﬁles or production data? Intuitively, these techniques can be expected to target
diﬀerent faults. Are they complementary, and if so, what combination yields the
best fault detection rate?
The results from a case study in our application environment showed that combina-
torial testing strategies are eﬀective, both in terms of the number of regression faults
discovered, but also in terms of the importance of these faults. This is despite the fact
that the combinatorial test suite speciﬁcation shares very little with test suite speciﬁca-
tions derived from the operational proﬁle. In fact, the combinatorial tests detected all
the faults that were detected using operational proﬁle tests and many more. A plausible
explanation why this is the case is that faults can be triggered by the interactions of a few
equivalence classes. So despite being unrealistic (their partitions have low probability of
occurrence), combinatorial test case speciﬁcations still seem to have the ability to detect
important faults.
The tests on production data revealed fewer faults than the combinatorial tests, but
captured faults that neither of the combinatorial nor operational proﬁle tests on generated
test data were able to capture, and on average the faults were also more important. We
found this to be due to the fact that the test models from which the generated test
data are derived were missing important properties, which in turn shows that modeling a
large input domain is hard even with domain experts involved. Thus, the combination of
combinatorial tests and operational proﬁle tests on generated test data are not suﬃcient
to adequately regression test the system as ignoring tests on production data could see
important faults slip through.
As regression testing is more eﬀort intensive with production data, we recommend
running continual regression tests using the most cost-eﬀective, generated combinatorial
test data (pair-wise) throughout the system release development, e.g. after each code
check-in (defect correction). Then, when reaching a stable system release, we advise to
set up and run additional regression tests based on production data (carefully selected
according to partition coverage) in order to capture additional relevant faults. This would
both ensure quick feedback for the developers after defect corrections, at relatively low
cost, but also the execution of complementary regression tests to detect faults outside the
scope of the test model, prior to system delivery. In practice, test models should also be
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iteratively improved when possible, when shortcomings are being exposed by production
data testing. The generated test data would then continuously improve and, in the long
run, this would reduce the need for production data testing and decrease the cost of
regression testing.
Chapter 6
Directions for future work
Our proposed regression test approach introduces automation into several parts of the
regression test procedure, but is not fully automated. As long as there does not exist a
complete and precise test oracle, there will always be manual labour associated with the
analysis of test results. Careful measures to select or prioritize regression test cases help
reduce the test eﬀort, as do measures taken to group regression test deviations according
to their cause. These measures are necessary in order for regression testing to scale to
large database applications, but still some manual eﬀort is required for test veriﬁcation.
In order to ensure a completely automated regression test process, further research would
be required on how to eﬀectively build a precise test oracle that scale for industry size
applications. However, until someone walks that extra mile, more eﬀorts could be taken
in order to further increase the scalability of regression testing and help reduce manual
work. One thing that has not been part of this work, but nevertheless would have been
very relevant is an automated way of predicting the expected changes to the result sets
based on the changes made in the new system version. A precise mechanism for doing
so would ensure that expected changes could be automatically detected and veriﬁed in a
regression test and consequently eliminate all deviations caused by these changes from the
resulting set of regression test deviations. Then, the remaining deviations would result
from regression faults.
Another relevant future addition, which is not research per se, but rather technology
transfer, would be to implement an open-source platform-independent tool variant of
the regression test approach suggested in this thesis. Our ambitions was set at doing
so, but unfortunately this process often goes beyond the scope a research project and
did, for various reasons, not materialize. The regression test tool we have developed is
sophisticated and applicable in an industry setting, but nevertheless developed in our
speciﬁc context and is neither open source, nor platform-independent.
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks
Regression testing is highly important in order to maintain system quality when new
versions of a system are released. Regression testing is also expensive as it attempts to
exercise the system under test in a comprehensive manner. By nature, regression tests
are repetitive and thus well suited for test automation. However, automating regression
testing is in general not straightforward, at least not for higher level system testing. In
this thesis, we have focused on test automation in the context of functional, black-box
system level regression testing of database applications. In such a context, core challenges
regarding regression testing are (1) how to collect a test baseline and compare test results
across system versions given the fact that it is diﬃcult to build precise test oracles for
database applications with many highly complex queries, (2) how to reduce test eﬀort
by selecting or prioritizing test cases, (3) how to cope with the many discrepancies that
can be observed from regression tests across system versions, and (4) how to go about
regression testing in practice, namely what test strategies to opt for and how to eﬀectively
provide test data needed for test execution.
As a ﬁrst step towards addressing the above challenges, we proposed in Paper 1, a
methodology and tool prototype for regression testing of batch programs running in large
database applications and evaluated the fault detection eﬀectiveness of the approach in
a large application with real faults. When the approach was applied to regression test a
past system release, it detected eight of the ten faults previously detected during testing
and operation, but also revealed an additional nine faults that were still present in the
operation of the system. Furthermore, when applied as a last regression test prior to eight
consecutive system releases, the approach helped identify an additional 60% regression
faults to those found during regular testing, which otherwise would have been released.
We believe this is a substantial contribution in terms of increased fault detection that
helps mitigate risk when releasing new versions of the system, as it is more thoroughly,
yet eﬃciently tested, causing less regression faults to be released.
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The next step was to further improve the scalability of the regression test approach,
which was addressed in two dissimilar, yet complementary ways in Papers 2 and 3. First,
we addressed a core challenge in the input part of regression testing, namely selecting test
cases. Initial regression tests on randomly selected test cases indicated a lot of redundancy,
i.e. many test cases resulting in the same regression faults. In order to reduce test costs
and to improve the scalability of the regression test approach, we needed a reﬁned way
of selecting regression test cases. We made use of classiﬁcation trees to model the input
domain of the system under test, which provided a structured way of specifying test
cases. When using production data as basis for regression testing, we could then match
the data against the test case speciﬁcations, in order to learn their distribution across
model partitions. Then, we could apply a partition-based test case selection to select test
cases in a balanced way from the model partitions covered, and then either selects test
cases at random within each partition or, alternatively, based on diversity within each
partition. The latter is eﬀective when the number of test cases in partitions is large and
the equivalence classes are deﬁned in such a way that they contain signiﬁcant variation.
Such partition-based selection proved very eﬃcient in our context, where for example
selecting only 5% of the test cases in a test suite helped reveal nearly 80% of the faults,
thus signiﬁcantly reducing test eﬀort while still remaining conﬁdent about ﬁnding most
faults. Additionally, we have implemented a solution for automatically generating test
data according to test suite speciﬁcations from classiﬁcation tree models. This enables
us to use the classiﬁcation tree models to automatically generate test suite speciﬁcations
according to combinatorial selection criteria, e.g. pair-wise and three-wise, and in turn
automatically generate test data needed to execute the test cases. Thus, we have eﬀective
test selection methods for both situations here we use production data and generated data
for regression testing, both based on classiﬁcation tree models.
The second attempt to help scale regression testing to large database applications
was taken in paper 3. Here, we aim at addressing another core challenge in regression
testing, namely how to eﬀectively handle the many discrepancies that can be observed
when running regression test cases on a new version of a system. In other words, how can
we help testers analyze such deviations, which can be due to either changes or regression
faults, and decide what are their actual causes. We made use of clustering to help group
regression test deviations based on patterns in their output characteristics. The goal was
to identify groups of deviations caused by the same changes or regression faults. Our
clustering approach to regression test deviations showed encouraging results. Among the
four test campaigns assessed, deviations were clustered perfectly for two of them, while for
the other two, the clusters were all homogenous, i.e. all deviations in a cluster are results
of the same change(s) or fault(s). Because, we always achieved homogenous clusters, the
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testers would be certain to cover all groups of regression faults by inspecting one deviation
from each cluster, which could yield signiﬁcant savings in inspection eﬀort. For example,
in our test campaigns that resulted in inspecting three out of 48, two out of 47, two out
of 84, and ﬁve out of 43 regression test deviations, respectively.
Then we conducted a case study assessing, comparing, and combining various strate-
gies for regression testing. Our observations of regression testing in a real development
environment suggested that combinatorial testing alone was not suﬃcient to capture all
kinds of regression faults, and should therefore be supplemented with regression tests
better aligned with the operational proﬁle of the system under test, as intuitively they
target diﬀerent faults. One way to go about operational proﬁle testing is to rely on
production data, as by nature production data will in general be representative of the
system operation. However, as production data is not optimal when trying to automate
regression testing, a more attractive strategy would be to use operational proﬁles to drive
the generation of operational proﬁle test suites from our classiﬁcation tree models, and
then automatically generate test data according to the operational proﬁle test suite spec-
iﬁcations. The case study showed some interesting results, though. First of all, the
combinatorial tests proved to be very eﬃcient in terms of detecting faults and pair-wise
was the most cost-eﬀective strategy among them in our context. Second, the operational
proﬁle tests on generated data derived from the classiﬁcation tree models did not oﬀer
any improvement in terms of capturing additional faults to those revealed by the combi-
natorial test strategies. Third, what did yield improvements was regression tests based
on production data. Thus, the combination of pair-wise combinatorial testing and tests
relying on production data, selected in a systematic manner according to model partition
coverage, turned out to be a convincing test strategy in terms of covering a broad range
of regression faults at a reasonable cost.
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Rynning
Abstract
This paper presents a practical approach and tool (DART) for functional black-box regression
testing of complex legacy database applications. Such applications are important to many or-
ganizations, but are often diﬃcult to change and consequently prone to regression faults during
maintenance. They also tend to be built without particular considerations for testability and
can be hard to control and observe. We have therefore devised a practical solution for functional
regression testing that captures the changes in database state (due to data manipulations) dur-
ing the execution of a system under test. The diﬀerences in changed database states between
consecutive executions of the system under test, on diﬀerent system versions, can help identify
potential regression faults. In order to make the regression test approach scalable for large, com-
plex database applications, classiﬁcation tree models are used to prioritize test cases. The test
case prioritization can be applied to reduce test execution costs and analysis eﬀort. We report
on how DART was applied and evaluated on business critical batch jobs in a legacy database
application in an industrial setting, namely the Norwegian Tax Accounting System (SOFIE) at
the Norwegian Tax Department (NTD). DART has shown promising fault detection capabilities
and cost-eﬀectiveness and has contributed to identify many critical regression faults for the past
eight releases of SOFIE.
Keywords – Regression Testing, Legacy Database Applications, Industrial Context
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1 Introduction
There exist many large legacy systems with a long, often unforeseeable life span as they
continue to provide core business value to their organization. A commonality of these
systems is that they are diﬃcult to change and consequently prone to regression faults.
They were built on old technology and usually not constructed with consideration for
testability.
For example, SOFIE is a legacy system in the Norwegian Tax Department (NTD) that
has been maintained for several years. As a result of extensive internal testing and a large
user base over a long period of time, the core system features are reasonably dependable.
However, changes will always take place due to changed taxation laws, changed user
requirements, fault corrections, and refactoring. Furthermore the release cycle of the
project is rather ambitious with continuous production ﬁxes, monthly releases for less
critical ﬁxes along with overlapping releases for new features. This continuous change
process combined with the growing size and complexity of the system has increased the
need for systematic regression testing over and above what the current manual testing
processes can handle.
Unfortunately, existing tools and large parts of the research in the area of regression
test automation focus on solutions for systems that are designed to be highly testable. This
motivated NTD to establish a cooperation project with Simula Research Laboratory, in
order to investigate the possibilities for more cost-eﬀective solutions for regression testing
of large legacy database applications. Through this cooperation project we have developed
a novel tool, that addresses the particular needs for regression testing in NTD and, we
believe, those of many legacy database applications. The tool is called DART, which is
an acronym for [DA]tabase [R]egression [T]esting.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• A practical approach and tool (DART) for regression testing of database applica-
tions, with a focus on generating and prioritizing black-box test cases, automatically
identifying potential regression faults and then prioritizing their inspections for early
fault detection.
• Application and evaluation of DART for business critical batch jobs in a legacy
database application in an industrial setting.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the SOFIE
system and what we consider to be the major testing needs of the system. Section 3
elaborates on the testing requirements and how they are related to existing work. Section 4
describes our proposed solution, the DART tool, whereas Section 5 presents practical
experiences. Finally, Section 6 concludes and describes future work.
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2 Testing requirements for the SOFIE system
SOFIE is the tax accounting system in Norway, handling yearly tax revenues of approx-
imately 500 Billion NOK. It has evolved over the past 10 years to provide dependable,
automated, eﬃcient and integrated services to all 430 tax municipalities and more than
3,000 end users (e.g., taxation oﬃcers). The system is still evolving and the maintenance
project currently staﬀs more than 100 employees and consultants.
The system was mainly designed to handle large amounts of data, which requires high
throughput and a continuous focus on performance related aspects. The system has to
keep historical data for all taxpayers in Norway for at least ten years, and some of the
system tables currently hold more than 500,000,000 rows of data. To handle the enormous
amounts of data, the system was built as a database application on the Oracle platform.
To ensure eﬃcient data processing the business logic of the system was organized into
batch jobs, along with graphical user interfaces to drive the work processes of the end
users. Both system components are tightly coupled with the underlying database.
SOFIE has approximately 380 batch jobs constituting 1.7 million lines of PL/SQL
code. There are four categories of batch jobs:
• Interface jobs, which read and write ﬁles and transform data between SOFIE and
external systems.
• Document production jobs, which produce documents to taxpayers.
• Report jobs, which produce reports for end users.
• Core business jobs, which carry out the core business logic of the system and drives
the work processes of the end users.
The batch jobs are continuously changing, and in general they are very complex, hard
to test, and prone to regression faults. It is vital for NTD to avoid releasing defects in the
core of the system. As the system serves all taxpayers in Norway, even “minor” defects can
potentially harm Norwegian society and cause nationwide, bad press. Hence, one main
testing requirement of SOFIE is the need for eﬃcient, cost eﬀective and reliable regression
testing of the batch jobs in the system.
3 Problem deﬁnition and related work
In our context, a regression test solution must handle the following properties of the
system under test:
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• A batch job consists of a large number of tightly integrated set of operations, which
makes it hard to control the job during test. A batch job can only be started,
without further mechanisms of control. Then it runs to completion, typically in
multiple, parallel job streams. Thus, you can control the input of the batch, and
check the end result of it, but what happens in between is diﬃcult to observe, and
even more diﬃcult to control.
• For the very same reasons it is very hard to build an automated test oracle (pre-
dicting the “expected result”) for the system under test.
• Given the amount of batch jobs in the system, it is unrealistic to refactor them for
improved testability. It would simply not be cost eﬀective. Hence, they must be
tested as they are.
Yoo and Harman [12] recently conducted a survey on regression testing minimization,
selection and prioritization, constituting nearly 200 papers. It encompasses the main re-
search results around regression testing, addressing the problems of identifying obsolete,
reusable and re-testable test cases (selection), eliminate redundant test cases (minimiza-
tion) and order test cases to maximize early fault detection (prioritization). The survey
shows that the majority of the works focuses on white-box testing strategies, concerning
relatively small stand-alone programs written in C or Java, or for spreadsheets, GUIs and
web applications. The techniques surveyed presuppose an already existing, eﬀective test
suite on which to select, minimize and prioritize test cases for the regression test. Before
addressing these issues, we needed to take one step back to ﬁgure out how we should
collect a test baseline, and how to perform regression testing.
Chays et al. [4] noted the lack of uniform methods and testing tools for verifying the
correct behavior of database applications, despite their crucial role in the operation of
nearly all modern organizations. Most literature in the ﬁeld was aimed at assessing per-
formance of database management systems rather than testing the database application
system for functional correctness, let alone regression testing. The authors proposed a
framework for functional testing of database applications called AGENDA [3, 5, 6]. How-
ever, the framework was not intended for regression testing and we found some of the
ideas hard to scale, which had only been evaluated for smaller examples.
The most relevant work we found targeting regression testing for database applications
was the SIKOSA project [7, 2, 8]. The authors proposed a capture-and-replay tool for
carrying out black-box regression testing of database applications. This aligned well
with our objectives regarding database regression testing, namely a capture-and-replay
approach, similar to what has been more commonly used for GUI testing, to automatically
identify diﬀerences between the results of two identical test runs (referred to as deviations).
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Because it is hard to build a precise test oracle for database applications with very complex
queries, a more practical strategy is to capture a set of test case executions of the system
under test, under the assumption that it currently works correctly (the baseline), and then
use the replay run after modiﬁcations (the delta) to identify deviations and thus potential
regression faults. Note that because such deviations only indicate potential faults, as they
may also be due to valid changes, a technique is also needed to identify actual faults in a
cost-eﬀective manner.
The SIKOSA project restricted their work to checking input-output relations of database
applications, as they stated that checking the state of the database after each test run
was prohibitively expensive and diﬃcult to implement for black-box regression testing. In
our context, however, the outputs of the batch jobs are reﬂected directly in the database
state and must therefore be monitored. The SIKOSA project provided some experimen-
tal performance measures for their tool, but did not refer to any evaluations regarding
fault-detection eﬀectiveness or cost-eﬀectiveness, let alone in an industrial setting. Fur-
thermore, neither of the proposed tools from the AGENDA framework or the SIKOSA
project are publically available.
We also needed a speciﬁcation-based, black-box testing technique to help specify test
input data (test cases) with adequate coverage, based on an analysis of the input domain
for a given batch job. There are many suitable tools for this purpose, but we found that
the classiﬁcation tree modeling technique and the supporting tool CTE-XL [9], which is
built on the well-known category-partition approach [11], was both easy to use and scaled
up to the kinds of input domains under consideration (e.g., more than 100 categories or
classiﬁcations in one model).
We also investigated Oracles Real Application Testing (RAT) [10], but found that it
was mainly targeted towards performance testing and not easily adaptable for functional
testing.
In summary, the research literature provided us with a useful starting point, but none
of the related works fully and directly addressed our needs, and except for CTE-XL, we
could ﬁnd no accessible tools to apply directly into our project context.
4 DART
The above discussions motivated the development of the DART tool, which is a tool
for regression testing of database applications, and mainly targeted towards database
intensive batch jobs.
The basic principle of the tool is straightforward: Execute the system under test twice
on the exact same input data and initial database state, once with the original version of
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Figure 1.1: A UML Activity Diagram of the DART regression test process.
the system (baseline), and once with the changed version of the system (delta). Compute
the diﬀerence in database state between the two runs. A diﬀerence is either due to a valid
change, or a regression fault.
Note that DART can be used to identify regression faults in any system or program
unit performing Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) operations on a database, and
is not restricted to batch testing only. But in our context the system under test consist
of batch jobs that perform complex CRUD operations on a database, guided by business
logic that implements sequences of the taxation laws and rules. There are two properties
of these batch jobs that make the DART approach suitable:
• Batch jobs are built to run to completion without any manual intervention. This
eases the test execution and ensures consistency between the baseline and delta run
of the test.
• Batch jobs operate on a limited set of database entities. This simpliﬁes the test
setup, as the tables to monitor can be easily identiﬁed prior to the test execution.
Figure 1.1 shows the main steps in the testing process with DART. In the following
sections, these steps will be described in detail.
4.1 Running example
Throughout the description of DART, a running example will be used to demonstrate
the various steps of the test process. The example is intentionally kept very simple to
ﬁt size constraints. The system under test used as example is the program P shown in
Figure 1.2. We use a Java-like syntax augmented with directly executable SQL statements
in order to make it easier to understand for readers not acquainted with PL/SQL. It is a
program that contains features for maintaining customer orders, more speciﬁcally adding
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Figure 1.2: The example program P.
and deleting items from a customer order. As an example execution of the program, one
item is added to a customer order, while an item is removed from another customer order
in the main method.
The relational entity model of the example program is shown in Figure 1.3, along
with the initial state of the database prior to test execution. It consists of three entities
containing information about customers and their orders. A customer can have zero to
many orders with zero to many items.
4.2 Test conﬁguration
A test with DART is set up by selecting the database tables and more speciﬁcally the table
columns to monitor during the test execution. DART obtains and presents the database
schema(s) of the system under test and a test engineer selects the ones to monitor during
the test execution. In our example the tester would be presented with the three tables
Customer, Order and Item, which all are a part of the database schema for program P.
Since the program P performs operations on the two tables Order and Item, these are the
ones that make sense to monitor while testing P. The tester selects the two tables and
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Figure 1.3: The relational entity model and initial state for program P.
more speciﬁcally the underlying table columns to monitor.
Additionally the test engineer speciﬁes how CRUD-operations on the selected entities
should be grouped together as “logical test cases” based on a meaningful, common test case
identiﬁer, e.g., a social security number. Such identiﬁer is deﬁned using table attributes
such as primary keys, foreign keys and/or SQL queries. The goal is to logically group
related rows in the tables monitored in a test execution to facilitate the comparison
between the baseline and delta test executions. A meaningful common test case identiﬁer
in our example would be the customer name (assumed to be unique), as all orders and
items can be traced back to its customer. In that case one customer will make out one test
case and all data manipulations that are logged during test execution will be grouped by
customer name. A test conﬁguration for program P would then look like the one shown
in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Test conﬁguration for program P.
Table Table column Test case identiﬁer
Order OrderNr, ChangedDate Customer.Name
Item ItemName Order.Customer.Name
It is also possible to give aliases to the tables and table columns in the test conﬁguration
as some tables might come from external parties and have non-intuitive names. The
aliases deﬁned in the test conﬁguration will later on be used in the presentation of the
test results. In summary a test conﬁguration denotes the set of table columns (and their
aliases) to monitor during test execution and the corresponding speciﬁcation of the test
case grouping scheme.
4.3 Domain modeling
Prior to test execution, test data have to be prepared for the speciﬁc system component
to be tested. Whether the test data is real system data, or generated synthetically, the
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output of the test data preparation process is a test suite on which the system under
test can be executed. A test suite can potentially contain a large number of test cases,
and there may not be enough resources available to execute all of them, or to analyze all
the resulting deviations during regression testing. In particular, test suites based on real
system data tend to contain large amounts of redundant test cases (as will be elaborated
in Section 5.2), which will result in duplicate deviations causing unnecessary inspections.
Hence, to alleviate this problem, we would like to prioritize the test cases in a test suite
to ensure that we execute ﬁrst test cases that are most likely to reveal distinct regression
faults.
In order to prioritize the test cases in the test suite, a model of the domain under test
is made using the tool CTE-XL. The model is a classiﬁcation tree (deﬁning equivalence
classes), which is used to generate domain partitions (also called test case speciﬁcations or
abstract test cases) according to a coverage criterion of your choice, for example pairwise
coverage of the equivalence classes. A domain model for the example program P can look
like the one shown in Figure 1.4. The root node Program P, the classiﬁcations Number
of orders for customer, Item added and Item deleted, and the classes (0, 1, >1) and (Y,
N) constitute the classiﬁcation tree model, whereas the bottom six lines each represent
partitions. In this case the pairwise coverage criterion was used to generate the partitions,
which ensures that each pair of classes are represented in at least one partition. The test
model emphasize the following aspects regarding the program P:
• The number of orders for a particular customer matters. If a customer has zero
orders an error should be reported, otherwise the item should be added or deleted.
It is also interesting to diﬀerentiate the case of a customer having more than one
order, to make sure items are removed and added to the right order and only that.
• It is also interesting to test diﬀerent variations of adding and deleting items for
diﬀerent numbers of customer orders.
Given a test suite and a domain model of the system, DART provides the capability of
matching the data in the test suite with the partitions in the domain model. In the initial
state of program P shown in Figure 1.3, there are two test cases, namely customer Andy
Smith and John Johnson. DART will match the test case Andy Smith with Partition
3 as he has one order in which an item will be added, and the test case John Johnson
with Partition 4 as he has one order in which an item will be deleted. When the test
cases have been matched to partitions, DART prioritizes the test cases as follows: Among
the partitions containing test cases, select a random partition, and a random test case
within the partition. Next, select again a random partition among the remaining ones,
and again a random test case within the partition. Continue until all partitions have been
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Figure 1.4: A classiﬁcation tree model for program P.
selected. Then start the process again and select test cases among the ones that have not
been selected yet. Stop the process when all test cases have been selected. The resulting
ordering of the test case selection determines the priority of the test cases. The rationale
is to ensure that all partitions be covered as quickly as possible during test execution
and that, for cases where there is a deviation, the inspection of such deviations are more
likely to uncover dissimilar regression faults as quickly as possible. This strategy should
be considered as a ﬁrst step to be improved upon, as further described in the conclusion.
In the trivial running example the prioritization is meaningless as there are only two
test cases from two diﬀerent partitions. However, this is important in realistic database
applications, as test cases can be numerous, expensive to run, and manual inspections of
deviations are time-consuming, as reported in Section 5.1. We refer to this process as a
partition-based approach for test case prioritization.
4.4 Test execution
During test execution DART will log all data manipulations related to the speciﬁc test
conﬁguration. The way data manipulations are recorded and logged is through dynam-
ically generated database triggers on the tables speciﬁed in the test conﬁguration. A
trigger is procedural code that is automatically executed in response to certain events
on a table or view in a database. Pseudo-code for generating the triggers is shown in
Figure 1.5. As the algorithm shows, a trigger is generated for each table in the test con-
ﬁguration. Each of the generated table triggers is deﬁned to insert a row into the DART
log table for each data manipulation on the columns speciﬁed in the test conﬁguration for
the given table. Insert and delete operations are always done at the row level and DART
will log values for all table columns in the test conﬁguration when an insert or delete
operation takes place. Update operations can be attribute speciﬁc, so DART will only
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Figure 1.5: Algorithm for trigger generation in DART.
log the table columns in the test conﬁguration that is actually updated. The triggers are
dynamically generated as a Data Deﬁnition Language (DDL) string, which is executed in
the end to store the actual triggers in the database.
Thus, DART dynamically instruments the database of the system under test by gen-
erating test-conﬁguration speciﬁc database triggers when the test is started. During test
execution these triggers will ﬁre on any insert, delete or update on the table columns in
the test conﬁguration and store the database operations into a DART log table. One
data manipulation operation results into one row in the log table matching the format
<test case identiﬁer, table name, column name, old value, new value>. The test case
identiﬁer (e.g., the customer name) is what uniquely identiﬁes the test case that causes
the operation to be executed. It is devised on the ﬂy according to the speciﬁcation in the
test conﬁguration. Table name and column name are the names of the table and column
the operation is executed on, respectively. Old value and new value refer to the values of
the attribute prior to and after the operation execution, respectively. Old value is given
the static value “Inserted” for insert operations, while new value is given the static value
“Deleted” for delete operations. After test execution the triggers are deleted from the
database of the system under test.
A test run is done once with the original version of the system (baseline) and once
with the changed version of the system (delta), which is subject to regression faults.
Before the delta test run the database is reset to the initial (baseline) state to ensure that
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both runs start out with the same database state. Various mechanisms are available to
reset the database. We have used the ﬂashback to restore point feature of Oracle in the
particular case of SOFIE. This is done by creating a restore point in the database after
the test conﬁguration is deﬁned and the test data is prepared, but before the execution
of the baseline run starts. The restore point deﬁnes the state of the database at the time
it is created and will ensure consistency between the test runs. In our example, a test
run on program P, with the test conﬁguration from Table 1.1 and the initial state from
Figure 1.3, would result in the DART log data shown in Table 1.2. For the test case Andy
Smith, one insert operation and one update operation is executed, as logged in row 1 and
2 of Table 1.2, respectively. For the test case John Johnson one delete operation and one
update operation is executed, as logged in row 3 and 4 of Table 1.2, respectively.
Table 1.2: Example DART log table after the baseline run.
Id Test run id Test case Table name Column name Old value New value
1 1 Andy Smith Item Item Name Inserted USB Stick
2 1 Andy Smith Order Changed Date 12.05.11 14.05.11
3 1 John Johnson Item Item Name Keyboard Deleted
4 1 John Johnson Order Changed Date 12.05.11 14.05.11
It turns out that program P contains a fault. The changedDate of the order should be
updated to today’s date when an order is changed. Currently it is updated to tomorrow’s
date. The fault is corrected (underlined) and a new version of P, called P’ is shown in
Figure 1.6. For illustration purposes let us assume a regression fault in P’: the update
of the order in removeItemFromOrder method is completely removed, rather than ﬁxed
(line struck through). After resetting the database into the same initial state as before
the ﬁrst test run, the test is executed again on the changed program version P’.
After both test runs, the DART log table contains the information shown in Table 1.3.
Three additional rows are logged for the delta run. An insert and an update operation
for the test case Andy Smith in row 5 and 6, and a delete operation for the test case John
Johnson in row 7.
Table 1.3: Example DART log table after both test runs are executed.
Id Test run id Test case Table name Column name Old value New value
1 1 Andy Smith Item Item Name Inserted USB Stick
2 1 Andy Smith Order Changed Date 12.05.11 14.05.11
3 1 John Johnson Item Item Name Keyboard Deleted
4 1 John Johnson Order Changed Date 12.05.11 14.05.11
5 2 Andy Smith Item Item Name Inserted USB Stick
6 2 Andy Smith Order Changed Date 12.05.11 13.05.11
7 2 John Johnson Item Item Name Keyboard Deleted
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Figure 1.6: The example program P’, which is a modiﬁed version of program P.
4.5 Test Analysis
After a test is executed on two diﬀerent versions of the system under test, the two test
runs are compared with each other. The output of the test execution is a DART log table
ﬁlled with all data manipulation operations of the respective test runs. The comparison
uses the SQL set operations minus and union to compute the diﬀerence between the two
runs, as follows:
<Log data from baseline> MINUS <Log data from delta>
UNION ALL
<Log data from delta> MINUS <Log data from baseline>
The comparison operation will reveal all diﬀerences between the baseline and delta runs
with regards to the test conﬁguration. The deviations, grouped by the test case identiﬁer,
are presented to the tester, which in turn has to determine whether the deviation is a
regression fault or not.
In our example the output of the test is the deviations between the two runs as shown in
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Table 3.1. There is one deviation due to the changed update in addItemToOrder (row 1-2)
and one deviation due to the missing update in the delta version of removeItemFromOrder
(row 3). By analyzing the deviations in Table 3.1, the test engineer can verify that the
change in test case Andy Smith is due to correct changes in P’, whereas the missing
update in the test case John Johnson is due to a regression fault.
As the baseline run essentially serves as the test oracle, DART will identify regression
faults introduced in the delta version of the system, but will not identify faults that are
present in both the baseline and delta run. In practice, the same baseline is used for
testing several consecutive deltas. After each test, the deviations that are correct in the
delta are updated into the baseline. Thus, the baseline is continually improved and the
test oracle increasingly more accurate.
Table 1.4: The deviations between the test runs for P and P’.
Id Test case Table name Column name Old value New value Test run
1 Andy Smith Order Changed Date 12.05.11 14.05.11 Baseline
2 Andy Smith Order Changed Date 12.05.11 13.05.11 Delta
3 John Johnson Order Changed Date 12.05.11 14.05.11 Baseline
5 Practical Experiences
5.1 Pilot evaluation
During the development of DART we conducted a pilot evaluation of the tool to investigate
its regression fault detection capabilities. In our pilot study we chose to focus on one
particular functional area of the system, the most complex and business critical one. Due
to its complexity this is an area that has been prone to regression faults in the past. Since
all taxpayers in Norway could be aﬀected, it is of great importance to avoid faults. This
particular functional area consists of 19 diﬀerent batch jobs.
For the pilot we chose to test a previous system release, which had already undergone
the regular, manual testing and QA activities. One part of the selected functional domain
had been refactored in that release. As a result, ﬁve regression faults had been identiﬁed
during the regular testing routines in the project. Additionally ﬁve regression faults had
been discovered in the production environment after it was released. As a pilot evaluation,
we were interested to see if we could identify the same ten regression faults, and possibly
additional, undiscovered faults, with the DART tool. We compared the last version of
the system prior to the refactoring with the version that was delivered to the system test
in that particular release.
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For the pilot we had three sets of real system test data available. The test suites were of
diﬀerent sizes and for evaluation purposes we chose to run the regression test for all three
of them. The test data in the three test suites consisted of non-overlapping test cases,
where each test case represented one taxpayer. Table 1.5 summarizes the three test runs.
Column two shows the number of test cases contained in the test suites, column three
shows how many of the test cases deviated between the baseline and delta run, column
four shows how many of the deviations were due to valid changes, column ﬁve shows how
many of the deviations were due to regression faults, column six shows the number of
distinct functional faults among the faulty deviations, column seven shows the number
of faults that had been detected during testing and operation, which were rediscovered
with DART, column eight shows the new regression faults detected by DART and column
nine shows the inspection eﬀort spent determining whether the deviations were correct or
faulty.
Table 1.5: Summary of test runs in the pilot evaluation.
Test
#
Test
cases
#
Deviations
# Correct
deviations
# Faulty
deviations
# Distinct
faults
# Previous
faults found
# New
faults found
Inspection
time
1 711 33 19 14 7 5 2 7 hours
2 3144 182 136 46 11 7 4 35 hours
3 5670 522 386 136 15 6 9 105 hours
DART revealed eight of the ten faults that were previously found during testing and
operation, but also helped identify nine undiscovered faults, that is, nine faults that were
still present in the production system and needed to be corrected. In total, the three test
runs uncovered 17 distinct faults. The two previously detected faults missed by DART
were not found due to the insuﬃcient coverage of the test suites; none of the test cases in
the three test suites exercised the two faulty situations.
As expected, the largest number of faults was found in the largest test suite, but its
set of detected faults did not subsume those of the smaller test suites; two of the faults
discovered in the smaller test suites were not present in the largest one. This suggested
that we needed a more systematic way to specify the regression test cases, as elaborated
in the next section (5.2). Nevertheless, as a result of the pilot we registered nine new
defects in the defect tracking system. One of them was registered as a “A defect”, seven
as “B defects” and one as a “C defect” on a criticality scale ranging from A to C, where
A is the most critical one. Broadly speaking, A defects are critical, B defects are serious,
while C defects are less important.
For the purpose of the evaluation, we analyzed all deviations in the three test runs to
ensure that we found as many defects as possible. However, this required a considerable
amount of manual eﬀort, as shown in Table 1.5 (Inspection time); on average we used
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about 12 minutes per deviation. This suggests that, in order to use DART for large-
scale regression testing in a system release, we would need a way to prioritize test cases
to increase the likelihood of early fault detection and reduce the number of redundant
deviations to analyze. The same functional fault was present in several deviations, and
ideally we would only like to inspect one deviation for each unique functional fault. Thus,
a classiﬁcation tree model of the input domain was developed and applied to prioritize
test cases, as described in Section 4.3.
We applied the prioritization to the test cases in test suite 3 as it was the largest.
Figure 1.7 shows the results of using the partition-based approach for prioritizing test
cases to execute n test cases and analyze the resulting deviations in their given priority
order for various values of n. The results are then compared to the average resulting from
the random selection of test cases. To obtain the results in Figure 7, we repeated the
prioritization procedure 100 times and averaged the percentage of faults detected (the
Y-axis) for a given percentage of test cases in the test suite (the X-axis). Though the
results are very clear just by looking at Figure 7, to check the statistical signiﬁcance of the
diﬀerence between the partition-based approach over the random approach, we conducted
non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-Tests [1] to test the diﬀerence in fault detection for each
test suite size value. We computed p-values for all sizes that were sampled and all of them
were below α= 0.05, showing that the two approaches are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. More
precisely the p-value was less than 0.0000002 from 1 to 90 percent of the test cases, and
0.01381 for 95 percent. We tested the entire set of sample data from the two approaches,
which yielded a p-value of 0.00019.
Figure 1.7: A comparison of partition-based-, and random test case selection.
In practice this means that for example by only executing eight percent of the test
cases and analyze the resulting deviations, the test engineer would on average ﬁnd more
than 80 percent of the faults. This corresponds to executing approximately 450 test cases,
which on average resulted in 80 deviations uncovering 12 out of 15 faults that could be
uncovered by the test suite. In terms of eﬀort that is 16 hours of inspection time for
revealing 12 out of 15 faults. In comparison, with a random selection strategy, we would
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on average have found less than 35 percent of the faults for a similarly sized test suite.
We consider this to be a substantial, practically important cost saving.
To summarize, the pilot evaluation showed that DART could help detect signiﬁcantly
more regression faults and that the test case prioritization using DART could yield signiﬁ-
cant savings in terms of number of test case executions and the eﬀort involved in analyzing
deviations.
5.2 Test coverage and synthetic test data
As mentioned in the previous section, the test suites in the pilot evaluation uncovered a
total of 17 faults. These test suites were based on live data input ﬁles provided by the
operation environment. It turned out that none of the three test suites were, in isolation,
adequate to reveal all the 17 faults. Neither did they uncover all the ten faults previously
identiﬁed during test and operation, indicating that not even combining the three test
suites yields satisfactory coverage. Considering the complexity of the domain model for
the system under test, this is not surprising when the test data were not derived in a
systematic manner.
By applying the all combination coverage criterion on the domain model for that
particular functional area, as many as 17,100 partitions were generated. To assess how
well live test data would cover those partitions, we selected a large, representative test
suite consisting of 211,837 “live” test cases (actual tax payers), provided by the production
environment, and compared it with the partitions. We found that the test suite covered
only 226 out of 17,100 partitions, a model coverage of only 1.32 percent! The two largest
partitions of the test suite contained 86,743 and 36,296 test cases, respectively, showing
huge numbers of redundant test cases while showing serious shortcomings in covering
exceptional cases (rare patterns of taxpayers). Live test data also entail practical concerns.
Conﬁdentiality issues must be addressed. They are not always available, as one may
depend on third parties to deliver them and they are hard to reuse, as they are dependent
on a given database state.
The lack of model coverage achieved with live test data along with their associated
practical concerns motivated the generation of synthetic test data. To drive the generation
of synthetic test data, we use the same domain model as we use for partition-based test
case prioritization. Adapter code is written to map the abstract values of the leaf classes
in the classiﬁcation tree model to actual parameter values of the real test cases for the
system under test. Using the adapter code, test cases can be automatically generated
according to the model. This makes it easy to generate diﬀerent test suites, providing
diﬀerent levels of model coverage, e.g., two-wise, three-wise, or all combinations. The
usage of synthetically generated test data with DART is still in its initial phase. A few
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system faults were identiﬁed while developing the adapter code, as rare system scenarios
got executed. We are conﬁdent that the generation of synthetic test data will allow us
to increase test coverage and make testing more eﬃcient and predictable when applied in
DART.
5.3 Deployment into project setting
DART has been used to support regression testing of batch jobs in the core functional
areas of the SOFIE application for the past eight releases. So far we have used DART
as a supplement to manual testing, not as a replacement. We thus had the opportunity
to compare the fault detection eﬀectiveness of DART with the regular (manual) system
testing routines in the project. Table 1.6 shows the faults detected in the eight releases
during regular system testing and the additional faults detected by DART, within the par-
ticular functional area of interest. It also shows the number of faults that slipped through
both testing activities, but were later on detected during operation in the production
environment.
Table 1.6: Defects detected in the past eight releases of SOFIE.
Releases # Faults detectedby regular testing
# Additional faults
detected by DART
# Faults
discovered in
production
1 6 9 6
2 3 1 1
3 1 1 1
4 6 2 3
5 0 0 0
6 19 3 2
7 1 5 1
8 1 1 0
Total 37 22 14
The ﬁgures in Table 1.6 are meant to give a rough picture of the impact of DART
during its initial lifetime in the SOFIE project. Unfortunately, we do not have exact infor-
mation about the eﬀort spent for uncovering the faults by the diﬀerent testing approaches,
as we faced organizational challenges in the project while trying to get the time reported
at a satisfactory level for evaluation. However, the faults uncovered by regular testing
are typically the result of weeks of testing, while the faults uncovered by DART result
from days of testing. It is also worth stressing that we had no regression test environment
in place in the ﬁrst six releases shown in Table 1.6. Consequently, DART was not used
during the test period, but rather as a ﬁnal veriﬁcation of the releases after the acceptance
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test was ﬁnished and the release was ready to ship. Therefore, the ﬁgures provided in
Table 1.6 should not be used to strictly compare the fault detection capabilities of DART
with those of the regular testing routines, as DART could only detect the leftover faults
in the ﬁrst six releases. Table 1.6 shows that DART has helped uncover more than a
third of the defects found during regression testing (22 out of 59), within the batches of
the core functional domain. Put in other words DART has helped identify approximately
60% more regression faults than what would have been detected without it. We consider
this to be of substantial impact, especially since DART was only used as a “last check”
in the ﬁrst six releases. Such results combined with the savings discussed in Section 5.1,
make us conﬁdent that the test team can now rely on DART for regression testing of the
batch jobs in SOFIE, while reassigning some of their resources on other types of testing.
For example, faults in the graphical user interfaces, documents and reports within the
same functional domain were discovered by regular testing routines, but would not have
been found by DART. The same applies to the extensive testing required to verify the cor-
rectness of new functionality. An example of the latter is release six in Table 1.6, where
substantial new functionality was introduced, and thoroughly tested, revealing several
faults in the regular testing routines.
Even when combining manual testing with DART, some faults still slipped through
into production, as shown in Table 1.6. As an evaluation of the DART tool, we went
through the defects reported from the production environment to understand why they
were not discovered prior to being released. Table 1.7 lists the ﬁndings.
Table 1.7: Reasons why defects reported from production were not found by DART.
# Defects Cause of not being detected by DART prior to release
3 Insuﬃcient test partition coverage to reveal the fault; no test casesthat executed the faulty situations.
1 Did not execute that part of the functional domain in that partic-ular test.
2
Found and reported by DART, but there were not enough time
to ﬁx them prior to release. Also reported from the production
environment before they got ﬁxed.
2 Performance issue speciﬁc to the production environment.
4 Found and reported by DART, but the test was executed after therelease (pilot evaluation).
2 Currently unknown due to lacking information regarding the faults.
Six of the defects were actually discovered by DART. One was not found as we ran
the test on a limited scope in the beginning, before broadening our horizon the whole
batch process of the functional domain in the later releases. Two of the faults were
performance-related issues only present in the production environment (due to diﬀerent
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settings). Besides the two currently unknown defects, that leaves us with three defects
that should have been detected, but were not due to insuﬃcient partition coverage. We
hope to address this issue in the future by synthetically generating test data, as discussed
in the previous section.
For the sake of the evaluation we also investigated the criticality distribution of the
defects reported from manual testing, DART, and production. No conclusion could be
drawn regarding the relationship between the criticality of defects and how they were
detected.
Another important contribution of DART in practice is that it has impacted the
prioritization of defects in the project. Since DART enables more thorough and cost-
eﬀective regression testing, less defect corrections are postponed due to their high risk of
generating regression faults. In practice that means that more faults are corrected more
quickly, while still remaining conﬁdent that they do not introduce new regression faults.
6 Conclusion and future work
We have reported our experience with a practical approach and tool (DART) for functional
black-box regression testing of legacy database applications. The tool uses dynamically
generated database triggers to capture the data manipulations in the database during
execution of the system under test. The diﬀerence between consecutive executions on
diﬀerent versions of the system under test is used to identify regression faults. The tool
makes use of CTE-XL classiﬁcation tree models to prioritize test cases and minimize their
redundancy, so as to make our approach scalable to real system releases. The prioritization
mechanism increases the likelihood of early fault detection and can be used to both reduce
execution time and the eﬀort involved in analyzing diﬀerences.
In this paper, our approach was applied on batch jobs in the Norwegian Tax Accounting
System SOFIE, a very large database application. However, we believe our results are
applicable outside this context, and for any program performing CRUD operations on a
database. DART has shown good fault detection capabilities on multiple SOFIE releases.
In the pilot evaluation, where DART was applied to a system release that had already been
tested and released, DART found eight of the ten regression faults that were uncovered
during regular testing and system operation, but also detected nine additional regression
faults. For the past eight releases of SOFIE, DART has been used as a support tool
for regression testing, and has helped identiﬁed 60% additional faults, that would have
been released otherwise. Thanks to DART, the business critical batch jobs in SOFIE are
more thoroughly, yet eﬃciently tested, causing less regression faults to be released. This
enables NTD to take more risks by correcting more bugs in shorter periods of time.
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Current work in progress is to fully integrate DART with the daily test operation of
the project, and ideally as a continuous part of the development process, as a means for
early fault detection. We will continue to work on generation of synthetic test data and
use them for test execution with DART to ensure better test coverage and more eﬃcient
and predictable testing.
We have applied a relatively simple, yet eﬃcient method for test case prioritization.
More work is required to determine the optimal way for test case prioritization based on
a classiﬁcation tree model. For example, similarity measurement between partitions and
test cases could be used to reﬁne the prioritization of test cases.
Finally our ambition is to replace the current Oracle speciﬁc version of DART with a
fully implemented open source Java version, to address the lack of good tool support for
regression testing of database applications.
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Paper 2
Test Case Selection for Black-Box Regression Testing
of Database Applications
Authors: Erik Rogstad, Lionel Briand, and Richard Torkar
Abstract
Context: This paper presents an approach for selecting regression test cases in the context of
large-scale database applications. We focus on a black-box (speciﬁcation-based) approach, rely-
ing on classiﬁcation tree models to model the input domain of the system under test (SUT), in
order to obtain a more practical and scalable solution. We perform an experiment in an indus-
trial setting where the SUT is a large database application in Norway’s tax department.
Objective: We investigate the use of similarity-based test case selection for supporting black
box regression testing of database applications. We have developed a practical approach and
tool (DART) for functional black-box regression testing of database applications. In order to
make the regression test approach scalable for large database applications, we needed a test case
selection strategy that reduces the test execution costs and analysis eﬀort. We used classiﬁcation
tree models to partition the input domain of the SUT in order to then select test cases. Rather
than selecting test cases at random from each partition, we incorporated a similarity-based test
case selection, hypothesizing that it would yield a higher fault detection rate.
Method: An experiment was conducted to determine which similarity-based selection algorithm
was the most suitable in selecting test cases in large regression test suites, and whether similarity-
based selection was a worthwhile and practical alternative to simpler solutions.
Results: The results show that combining similarity measurement with partition-based test case
selection, by using similarity-based test case selection within each partition, can provide im-
proved fault detection rates over simpler solutions when speciﬁc conditions are met regarding
the partitions.
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Conclusions: Under the conditions present in the experiment the improvements were marginal.
However, a detailed analysis concludes that the similarity-based selection strategy should be
applied when a large number of test cases are contained in each partition and there is signiﬁcant
variability within partitions. If these conditions are not present, incorporating similarity mea-
sures is not worthwhile, since the gain is negligible over a random selection within each partition.
Keywords – Test case selection, Regression testing, Database applications, Similarity mea-
sures
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1 Introduction
Regression testing is known to be a very expensive activity as, in most cases, regression test
suites are large since they attempt to exercise the system under test in a comprehensive
manner. This problem is more particularly acute when test results must be manually
checked, running test cases is expensive, or when access to a test infrastructure is required.
As a result, as reported in a very abundant research literature [20], regression test cases
must be carefully selected or prioritized. Most selection strategies are based on the static
analysis of source code structure and changes. However, in many situations, this is not
practical (lack of proper tool support) or applicable (no direct access to the source code
or third party components) and a black-box approach, based on the system speciﬁcations,
must be adopted.
In this paper, we investigate strategies for selecting regression test cases based on
classiﬁcation tree models. Such models have been traditionally used to partition the
input domain of the system being tested [13], which in turn is used to select and generate
system test cases so as to achieve certain strategies for partition coverage. Such models
are widely applied for black-box system testing for database applications and is therefore
a natural and practical choice in our context. In other words, the goal is to minimize
regression testing eﬀort while retaining maximum fault detection power, and do so by
relying on a speciﬁc model of the input domain.
More speciﬁcally, we combine similarity-based test case selection with such a partition-
based approach to reﬁne regression test selection. Similarity-based test case selection is
a strategy that has shown itself to be cost-eﬀective in other contexts [9, 8]. At a high
level, our strategy consists in selecting regression test cases within partitions in order
to maximize their diversity. A large scale experiment was conducted in the context of
an industrial database application. The main goal was to investigate the impact of our
proposed selection strategy in terms of fault detection rates, and the conditions under
which it is beneﬁcial. The contribution of this paper lies in deﬁning a practical strategy for
applying similarity measurements when selecting test cases generated from classiﬁcation
tree models, and in evaluating the approach to support regression testing in an industrial
setting. This setting, further described below, is a large and business critical database
application developed by the tax department of Norway.
Given the results presented in this paper, we recommend the use of similarity partition-
based test case selection when the classiﬁcation tree model is deﬁned in such a way as to
contain signiﬁcant variability within the partitions, and the partitions generally contain
many test cases. Under these conditions, it can be highly beneﬁcial to use similarity
measures as a means of selecting test cases within each partition of the classiﬁcation tree
model, as it leads to signiﬁcant increases in fault detection rates.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the industrial
context and the challenge addressed in the study. Section 3 provides background infor-
mation regarding similarity-based test case selection and elaborates on similarity func-
tions applicable for our context. Our proposed solution for selecting test cases generated
from classiﬁcation tree models, by incorporating similarity measurements, is presented in
Section 4, whereas the results of the experiment are shown in Section 5, along with a
discussion of the implications of the outcomes. Conclusions are provided in Section 6.
2 Industrial setting and problem formulation
SOFIE is the tax accounting system of Norway, handling yearly tax revenues of ap-
proximately $90 billion. It has evolved over the past 10 years to provide dependable,
automated, eﬃcient and integrated services to all 430 tax municipalities and more than
3,000 end users (e.g., taxation oﬃcers). SOFIE is still evolving to accommodate changes
in the tax laws, and its maintenance currently involves more than 50 employees.
The system was mainly designed to handle large amounts of data, thus requiring high
throughput and a continuous focus on performance-related aspects. Historical data for all
taxpayers in Norway has to be kept for at least ten years, and some of the system tables
currently hold more than 500 million rows of data. To ensure eﬃcient data processing,
the business logic of the system was organized into batch jobs, along with graphical user
interfaces to drive the work-processes of the end users. Both system components are
tightly coupled with the API of the underlying database management system. SOFIE
has approximately 380 batch jobs constituting 1.7 million lines of PL/SQL code. The
batch jobs are continuously changing during maintenance and in general they are very
complex, hard to test, and prone to regression faults. Since the system serves all taxpayers
in Norway, it is vital for the Norwegian Tax Department to avoid releasing defects in the
core of the system.
In [18], we proposed an approach and tool (DART) for the regression testing of large
database applications like SOFIE, with an emphasis on proving eﬃcient mechanisms for
testing oracles, which is the comparison of test results across releases. We presented an
evaluation of DART in eight consecutive releases of SOFIE, showing promising fault detec-
tion capabilities. In this paper, we will build on this work and devise more sophisticated
regression test selection strategies based on black-box models of the input domain.
In a system like SOFIE, vast amounts of data are available from the production envi-
ronment. Consequently, the testing of SOFIE relies heavily on the use of real input data,
leading to a test strategy based on usage proﬁles. Generating and maintaining such large
amounts of synthetic test data would be a tedious and expensive process and it is there-
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fore beneﬁcial to rely on actual tax payer data for regression testing as well. In practice
the test data is made available by making a copy of the production database for testing
purposes and then reusing input ﬁles from the production environment. Thus, the set of
test data will vary over time depending on the operations in the production environment.
Since we do not rely on exactly the same set of test data over time, we need a cost-eﬀective
and automated strategy for selecting a subset of it that will maximize the likelihood of
detecting faults. Several motivating factors exist for doing so. For one thing, the test
environments are less sophisticated than the production environment regarding computer
resources, thus leading to limitations in terms of the number of test cases that can be
run during regression testing. Second, the set of production test data available is likely
to contain large numbers of similar test cases, which are thus likely to reveal the same
faults. Third, DART produces a set of deviations as regression testing outputs. Testers
need to inspect them in order to identify potential regression faults as it is impossible to
automatically decide whether such a deviation should be expected given changes made
in the last system version. Since such inspections are costly, we would like to reduce
the number of deviations to inspect in the regression test. By selecting test cases in an
eﬀective manner, the number of deviations resulting from the same fault would hopefully
be limited.
Our priority in this paper is therefore to devise and evaluate cost-eﬀective strategies to
select regression test cases. Our approach to selection is black-box (speciﬁcation-based),
which is based on a model of the input domain. Choosing a black-box approach for a
regression testing of the batch jobs in SOFIE was primarily motivated by the fact that
the testers in the project have limited technical expertise regarding the system implemen-
tation, and prefer to verify system functionality based on the speciﬁcations rather than
the source code. Hence, we adopted a black-box approach to regression testing that does
not require source code analysis [18].
3 Background
The literature within the area of regression test case selection has primarily been fo-
cused on white-box techniques, and coverage-based selection has been the most common
practice for years [20]. However, these techniques are not directly applicable within the
context of black-box testing. Hemmati et al. (2010) [9] conducted a detailed study on
similarity-based test case selection for model-based testing. Given a scenario in which you
have to select a subset of test cases to execute, similarity-based test case selection aims
to select the most diverse ones in order to increase the fault detection rate. Hemmati’s
approach includes three components: an encoding (representation) of test cases, a simi-
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larity function, and a selection algorithm. The study showed very good results for using
diversity as a means of selecting test cases. Hemmati also investigated diﬀerent encoding
strategies, similarity functions and selection algorithms in two industrial settings and in
the context of model-based testing. Overall, results suggested that the Gower Legendre
similarity function and the (1+1) Evolutionary selection algorithm was best suited for
a similarity-based test case selection on test cases generated from UML state machine
models [11, 10]. Cartaxo et al (2011) [8] also reported on the success of using similarity
functions as a means of selecting test cases for labeled transition systems.
3.1 Similarity measures
Whereas Hemmati et al. focus on selecting a subset of test cases generated from UML
state machines, we will select test cases from classiﬁcation tree models for black box
regression testing of database applications. Hence, it is necessary to introduce similarity
measures more closely adapted to our context. As further elaborated in Section 4, the
abstract test cases generated from the classiﬁcation tree models are represented as series
of model property types as integers, strings or Boolean values. Given the nature of these
test cases, the family of geometrical similarity functions seems to be the most reasonable
choice for deﬁning similarity, since each model property could span out a dimension in
the N -dimensional space. There are various such functions available, but the ones we
selected for our study are Euclidian distance, Manhattan distance, Mahalanobis distance
and Normalized Compression Distance (NCD). The rationale behind this selection was
to assess functions of varying complexity and assess the trade-oﬀ between complexity
and selection eﬀectiveness. Euclidian and Manhattan are simple distance measures, while
Mahalanobis is a bit more sophisticated, taking the correlation between model properties
into account. Despite being a diﬀerent domain of application, Liparas et al. (2011) [14]
recently reported good results when using Mahalanobis for defect diagnosis. NCD uses
a general compression format (e.g. gzip) to group various types of objects based on their
similarity. Since NCD bases its similarity measurements on a general compression format,
the method is general and can be used to compare any two objects, regardless of their
nature. For example, NCD has been successfully applied to cluster music ﬁles based on
genres and even by composer within the speciﬁc genre of classical music [4]. A more formal
presentation of each similarity measure is given below.
The Euclidian distance between two points x and y is the length of the line segment
connecting them [6], given by the following formula:
Euc(x, y) =
n∑
i=1
√
(yi − xi)2 (2.1)
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The Manhattan distance between two points x and y is the sum of the absolute
diﬀerences of their coordinates [12], given by the following formula:
Man(x, y) =
n∑
i=1
|xi − yi| (2.2)
The Mahalanobis distance between two points x and y is given by the following formula
[15]:
Mah(x, y) =
√
(x− y)TS−1(x− y) (2.3)
where S is the covariance matrix. A simplistic approach to estimating the probability
that a test point in an N -dimensional space belongs to a set, is to average the center of
the sample points and use the standard deviation to determine the probability. While
this approach assumes a spherical distribution, Mahalanobis accounts for non-spherical
distribution (i.e. ellipsoidal) by incorporating the covariance matrix. Thus it does not
only take the distance from the center into account, but also the direction.
Bennett et al. have introduced a universal cognitive similarity distance called Infor-
mation Distance [3]. Information Distance, which is based on Kolmogorov complexity, is,
however, uncomputable. The uncomputability of the Information Distance metric can be
overcome by using data compressors to approximate Kolmogorov complexity, i.e. com-
pressors like gzip and bzip2. In [5], Cilibrasi introduced the Normalized Compression
Distance, NCD, which uses compressors to approximate Kolmogorov complexity and,
thus, also provides practitioners a way to indirectly use the Information Distance metric:
NCD(x, y) =
C(x, y)−min{C(x), C(y)}
max{C(x), C(y)} (2.4)
where C(x) is the length of the binary string x after compression by the compressor
C and C(x, y) is the length of the concatenated binary string xy after compression by
the compressor C. In practice, NCD is a non-negative number 0 <= r <= 1 + , where
 is small and depends on how good an approximation of Kolmogorov complexity the
compressor (C) is. For modern compressors like gzip and bzip2,  is typically 0.1 and
more recent compressors can even come close to 0, i.e. being excellent approximations of
Kolmogorov complexity.
3.2 Selection algorithms
The best selection algorithm, as reported in the study of Hemmati et al. was the (1+1)
evolutionary algorithm (EA) [9]. Evolutionary algorithms imitate evolution as it is ob-
served in nature, where the repeated process of recombination, mutation, and selection
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leads to individuals that are increasingly adapted to their environment [7]. In evolutionary
algorithms, possible solutions to the optimization task are called individuals, and a set
of individuals is called a population. For example, in our context, an individual is a set
of test cases. (1+1) EA is a simple variant of evolutionary algorithms that restricts the
population size to just one individual. Thus, the evolution starts from a single individual,
generally chosen at random, which evolves through generations. At each generation (it-
eration) a single oﬀspring is generated by mutating the parent, but the oﬀspring will not
replace their parents if they have a worse ﬁtness value. In practice this means that each
test case is mutated with a probability of 1/n, where n is the number of test cases in the
individual. A mutated test case is replaced by a randomly chosen test case among the ones
that are not already included. After each mutation process, the ﬁtness value of the new
population is evaluated. The ﬁtness value is the sum of all pairwise similarities between
test cases, given by the similarity function. The new generation only replace the current
population if the ﬁtness value indicates a higher degree of diversity. The evolution stops
when a stop criterion is met, expressed by either a time constraint or a maximum number
of iterations. Throughout the paper, we will refer to (1+1) evolutionary algorithm as the
evolutionary selection algorithm.
Since our area of application is similar to that of Hemmati et al. (i.e., test case se-
lection), we will also rely on (1+1) EA. We also chose to include in our study a simpler,
more commonly used algorithm, namely greedy-based minimization, using it as a base-
line of comparison to assess whether an evolutionary algorithm is indeed needed given its
additional complexity. When selecting n test cases out of a test suite of N test cases,
greedy-based minimization will remove the N − n test cases with the largest pairwise
similarity value. It will do so at each step of the algorithm by selecting the two test
cases that have the largest similarity value. If more than one pair of test cases evaluates
to the same maximum similarity value, a random one is chosen. The greedy approach
continuously selects the two most similar test cases, but does not necessarily maximize
the combined similarity of the N − n test cases removed. Throughout the paper, we will
refer to greedy-based minimization as the greedy selection algorithm.
4 Proposed solution
In order to deﬁne the test speciﬁcations for the system being tested, we relied on clas-
siﬁcation tree models, which is a well-known black-box speciﬁcation technique [13]. The
Norwegian tax department chose to use CTE-XL for their classiﬁcation tree modeling.
CTE-XL is a commercial tool partly built on the ideas of the category-partition method
by Ostrand and Balcer [17], and is used to partition a test domain and generate a test
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speciﬁcation (consisting of a set of abstract test cases). In CTE-XL, we model the input
domain of the system being tested as a classiﬁcation tree (step 1), where all relevant
distinguishing properties are captured at the desired granularity level. More speciﬁcally,
properties related to the input domain that may aﬀect the behavior of SOFIE are iden-
tiﬁed, and equivalence classes are deﬁned for each property following the usual black-box
testing strategies, such as boundary value analysis for example. Next, we generate ab-
stract test case speciﬁcations from the model (step 2), which are valid combinations of
equivalence classes in the model. Once the model is established and the abstract test
cases are generated, we locate the test data available (production data in our industry
context) in the system for a particular test, and match this data with the abstract test
cases (partitions) from the model speciﬁcation (step 3).
Let us examine an illustrative example. The upper right corner of Figure 2.1 shows
a classiﬁcation tree model for the functional domain A. It is a simple model containing
three properties, (1) property A (number of X), with two equivalence classes: 1–4 and 5–
10, (2) property B (has Z), with two equivalence classes: Y es and No, and (3) property
C (number of Y ), with three equivalence classes: 0, 1 and > 1. The lower part of
Figure 2.1 shows the abstract test cases (partitions), which are all valid combinations of
the equivalence classes in the model. The model and the corresponding partitions are the
outcome of Steps 1 and 2, as described in the previous section. Table 2.1 contains an
example set of available test data from a particular test. When matching the available
test data with the partitions in the model, test case 1–10 will be contained in partition 3,
as the value of property A is within the range of 1–4, the value of property B is Y es and
the value of property C is > 1. Similarly, test case 11–20 will be contained in partition
12. With the domain model, the abstract test cases, and the set of available test data at
hand, the next step is to select the test cases to execute in the regression test.
4.1 Random partition-based test case selection
In our previous study [18], we applied the following simple strategy for selecting test
cases for regression testing, called random partition-based test case selection: Among
the partitions containing test cases, we selected a random partition, and then a random
test case within the partition. Next, we again selected a random partition among the
remaining ones, and again a random test case within the partition. This process continued
until all the partitions were selected. The process was then started again and test cases
were selected from among the ones that had not yet been selected. The selection process
stopped when the desired number of test cases were selected.
Despite being more eﬃcient than random selection, this test case selection strategy
is likely to be sub-optimal, since it selects test cases at random within each partition.
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Figure 2.1: Example of a classiﬁcation tree model.
Referring to the example test cases in Table 2.1, a random partition-based selection strat-
egy would have the same likelihood of selecting test cases 1 and 2 from partition 3 as
test cases 1 and 10, although intuitively it seems more likely that test case 1 and 10 will
reveal diﬀerent faults than test cases 1 and 2, because their property values are more
diverse. Therefore, we are curious to see whether the notion of similarity measurements
could improve the test case selection process, and hypothesize an improvement in the
fault detection rate.
4.2 Similarity measurement for classiﬁcation tree models
In order to apply similarity based test case selection, the test cases need to be encoded
(1), a similarity function is needed to quantify the similarity between test cases (2), and
a selection algorithm is needed to select the most diverse test cases (3).
There are two ways to encode a test case based on a classiﬁcation tree model. The
test case could either be encoded with its actual value for a given property, or it can be
encoded as a Boolean matrix where for each equivalence class in each property, a true or
false value is assigned. For example test case 1 from the example in Section 4 could either
be encoded as having the values (1, Y es, 2) for property A, B, and C, respectively, or
it could be encoded as (T, F, T, F, F, F, T), assigning true (T) or false (F) for all the
equivalence classes in the model. The two variants of encoding are shown in Table 2.2. In
order to introduce similarity-based selection within each partition, the only meaningful
way to go is to use an encoding based on actual values. The Boolean encoding does
not capture enough information to diﬀerentiate the various test cases within the same
partition, as it is just a direct reﬂection of the model.
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Table 2.1: Example test cases from partition 3 (1-10) and partition 12 (11-20) in
Figure 2.1.
Testcase Property B: Nr of X Property C: Has Z Property D: Nr of Y
Testcase 1 1 Yes 2
Testcase 2 1 Yes 2
Testcase 3 1 Yes 3
Testcase 4 2 Yes 2
Testcase 5 2 Yes 2
Testcase 6 2 Yes 4
Testcase 7 4 Yes 2
Testcase 8 4 Yes 2
Testcase 9 4 Yes 3
Testcase 10 4 Yes 4
Testcase 11 5 No 2
Testcase 12 5 No 2
Testcase 13 5 No 3
Testcase 14 7 No 2
Testcase 15 7 No 2
Testcase 16 7 No 3
Testcase 17 7 No 4
Testcase 18 8 No 2
Testcase 19 9 No 2
Testcase 20 10 No 3
Table 2.2: Test case encoding example.
(a) Example of value-based encoding of test cases.
Testcase Property A: Nr of X Property B: Has Z Property C: Nr of Y
Testcase 1 1 Yes 2
(b) Example of binary encoding of test cases.
Testcase A: 1-4 A: 5-10 B: Yes B: No C: 0 C: 1 C:  1
Testcase 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
Given the value-based encoded test cases, a method for deﬁning similarities between
test cases is needed. Regardless of the similarity function, we have to make some choices
about how to apply it for the purposes of selection. The subject model in this study
does not contain any string values, but is limited to integers and boolean values. Thus,
we can apply the similarity functions directly. (Further elaboration of diﬀerent strategies
for string matching can be found in [1].) If the property values in the model vary to a
great extent, they should be normalized to prevent the small values from being obfuscated
by much larger values. The output of the similarity measurement is a similarity matrix
expressing the pair-wise similarity between all test cases. Having decided on how to encode
the test cases and how to apply the similarity functions, we investigated two approaches
of similarity-based test case selection, which will now be presented.
4.3 Pure similarity-based test case selection
One alternative is to solely rely on similarity-based test case selection strategy. By that,
we mean selecting test cases from the test suite without accounting for the partitions given
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from the domain model. We take the entire test suite as an input, encode the test cases,
deﬁne pair-wise similarity between all the test cases in a similarity matrix, and then focus
on selecting the most diverse ones. That is, given a test suite of N test cases, generate
an N ×N symmetric similarity matrix and select the n most diverse test cases. The set
of ‘most diverse’ test cases will vary depending on the selection algorithm, whereas the
values of the similarity matrix will vary with the similarity function. When using a pure
similarity-based test case selection strategy it is not necessary to carry out steps 2 and
3 described in section 4, namely to generate the partitions and match the test data with
the partitions. So rather than selecting test cases from partitions deﬁned using human
expertise, the test cases are selected purely based on similarity measures (diversity).
4.4 Similarity partition-based test case selection
Another alternative is to combine similarity measurements with partition-based selection,
denoted as similarity partition-based test case selection. Rather than selecting test cases
within each partition in a completely random manner, we could incorporate a similarity-
based test case selection strategy within each partition. Incorporating similarity measure-
ments within the partitions would ensure that we select as diverse test cases as possible
from each partition, thus beneﬁting from both the model partitions and the notion of
diversity within each partition. A similarity partition-based strategy generates one simi-
larity matrix per partition containing test cases, rather than generating one for the whole
test suite, and uses it to select the most diverse test cases within each partition. Applying
the concept of similarity measures within each partition therefore has the advantage of
keeping the similarity matrices smaller and less resource intensive.
To exemplify, when selecting four test cases from the available example test cases in
Table 2.1, random partition-based would select two random test cases from each partition,
pure similarity-based would select the four most diverse test cases of the entire test suite,
while similarity partition-based would select the two most diverse test cases from each
partition.
5 Experiment
This section presents an experiment aiming at investigating the use of similarity-based
test case selection for the black-box regression testing of database applications. We will
elaborate on the design and analysis of the experiment, report the results, and discuss
the outcome.
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5.1 Research questions
Our goal is to determine which similarity-based selection algorithm fares best and then
assess whether and under which conditions similarity-based selection is a worthwhile and
practical alternative to simpler solutions. The latter include random selection as this is
by far the easiest and least expensive selection technique to apply and any alternative
must be justiﬁed by signiﬁcant improvements. The research questions for this study are
as follows:
RQ1 For each selection algorithm, which similarity function, i.e. Euclidian, Manhattan,
Mahalanobis and NCD, is best suited for deﬁning similarity between test cases,
in order to obtain the best fault detection rate and selection execution time when
performing similarity-based selection of test cases generated from classiﬁcation tree
models?
RQ2 When used in combination with their best similarity function (RQ1), which one of
the selection algorithms, i.e., evolutionary and greedy, provides better fault detec-
tion rates and selection execution times, when selecting test cases generated from
classiﬁcation tree models?
RQ3 Which one of the selection strategies, random partition-based, similarity partition-
based and pure similarity-based (the two latter ones incorporating the best combina-
tion of similarity function —RQ1—and selection algorithm—RQ2) provides better
fault detection rates and selection execution times when selecting test cases gener-
ated from classiﬁcation tree models?
RQ4 Comparing the best selection approach from RQ3 and a random approach, which one
provides better fault detection rates and selection execution times when selecting
test cases generated from classiﬁcation tree models?
5.2 Design and analysis
The subject test suite for the experiment contains 5,670 test cases, split across 130 par-
titions in the particular model for the domain under test. The test suite is based on
actual data from the production environment in the SOFIE project, and was the only
available input ﬁle for the particular regression test under consideration. For evaluation
purposes we ran the regression test on the entire test suite. The regression test compares
two runs of a baseline and delta version of the system under test, resulting in a set of
deviations that indicate a change (regression fault or a correct change). More information
on the speciﬁcs of the regression test is available in [18]. The subject test suite in this
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study resulted in 522 deviations and of these, 136 deviations were faulty, capturing 15
distinct faults. All the faults are real faults (no seeded faults), emerging from a test suite
in industry.
In order to determine the best similarity function and selection algorithm, we ran all
combinations of similarity functions and selection algorithms for the entire test suite. We
applied the similarity functions Euclidian, Manhattan, Mahalanobis and NCD to generate
a similarity matrix for the entire test suite, and in turn used each of them as inputs for
both the evolutionary and greedy selection algorithms. Each combination of similarity
function and selection algorithm was used to select subsets of test cases, ranging from 5%
to 95% of the entire test suite, with 5% intervals. For each subset we logged the exact
test cases selected, and reported the number of distinct faults revealed, along with the
selection execution time. We repeated the exercise 175 times in order to gain satisfactory
statistical power when comparing similarity functions and selection algorithms for RQ1
and RQ2. Speciﬁcally, we scheduled the experiment to run in parallel on a cluster and
the maximum number of nodes available was 175. With one parallel run on each node,
this led to 175 repetitions, which was deemed suﬃcient to detect diﬀerences large enough
to be of practical interest.
Once the outcome of RQ1 and RQ2 was concluded, the pure similarity-based approach
was given directly, and constituted of the best combination of similarity function and selec-
tion algorithm. The similarity partition-based approach was composed by incorporating
the best combination of similarity function and selection algorithm with the partition-
based approach. Again we selected a subset of test cases ranging from 5% to 95% of the
entire test suite, with 5% intervals, logged the same data points and repeated the exercise
175 times for random partition-based, similarity partition-based, pure similarity-based
and random in order to address RQ3 and RQ4.
As suggested in [2] and [19], we selected a non-parametric statistical test since we
could not fulﬁll the underlying assumption of normality and equal variance between our
data samples. More speciﬁcally, we used a two-tailed Mann-Whitney U-tests (Wilcox
test in R) to conduct pair-wise algorithm comparisons for all sample values, ranging
from 5% to 95%. The p-values for each comparison is reported, and α = 0.05 is used
whenever referring to statistical signiﬁcance. However, a Mann-Whitney U-test reports
only whether there is a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence between two algorithms, but
does not clarify the magnitude of the diﬀerence. Thus, we use the Aˆ12 eﬀect size measure
to assess the practical signiﬁcance of diﬀerences. An Aˆ12 eﬀect size measurement value
of 0.5 indicates that there is no diﬀerence between the two samples compared, whereas
values above 0.5 indicates that sample A is superior to sample B, and opposite for values
smaller than 0.5. The further away from 0.5, the larger the eﬀect size. The value of the
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eﬀect size measurement is reported, but for increased visibility we have also categorized
the eﬀect size into Small, Medium and Large. The categories resolves to the following
interpretation: Small < 0.10, 0.10 < Medium < 0.17 and Large > 0.17, the value being
the distance from the 0.5 value [19].
5.3 Results
This section will report the results from testing the experimental hypotheses that can be
derived from the research questions in Section 5.1.
Throughout this section the results will be reported as follows:
• A graph showing the average percentage of faults found (y-axis) per percentage of
selected test cases (x-axis).
• A graph showing the average selection execution time (y-axis) in minutes per per-
centage of selected test cases (x-axis).
• A table showing the results of the statistical tests and eﬀect size measurement for
each algorithm comparison. The table will adhere to the following structure: Col-
umn one indicates the sample size in percentage. Then each algorithm comparison
will be represented in one column, which is split into three sub-columns. The ﬁrst
sub-column reports the p-value from the Mann-Whitney U-test, the second sub-
column reports the superior algorithm of the two, and the third column reports
the Aˆ12 eﬀect size measurement, both the actual value and on a three-point scale
for helping the visualization of trends, i.e. Small, Medium or Large. The same ta-
ble structure will be used to report comparisons of both fault detection rate and
selection execution time.
Research question 1—Similarity functions
The results for each of the similarity functions combined with the greedy selection algo-
rithm are depicted in Figure 2.2, Table 2.3. By looking at the graphs in Figure 2.2(a)
and Figure 2.2(b), it seems evident that Mahalanobis is the best similarity function for
the greedy selection algorithm, since it has the highest fault detection rate and the lowest
selection execution time. This observation is conﬁrmed by the conducted statistical tests
and the measured eﬀect size (only the results regarding fault detection rate are reported),
shown in Table 2.3. In terms of fault detection rate reported in Table 2.3, Mahalanobis
is signiﬁcantly higher than Euclidian and Manhattan for all sample sizes up to 70% and
higher, than NCD for all sample sizes. The eﬀect size is large for smaller sample sizes,
medium for medium-sized sample sizes and small for larger sample sizes, all in favor of
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Figure 2.2: Graphs comparing diﬀerent similarity functions for the greedy selection
algorithm.
Mahalanobis, except for one sample value at 95%. The results also indicate that there is
no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the fault detection rate between the Euclidian and Manhattan
similarity functions, and there is no consistency in the eﬀect size reported. NCD is worse
than the three others for all sample sizes.
In terms of selection execution time, Mahalanobis and NCD is signiﬁcantly quicker
than both Euclidian and Manhattan for all sample sizes, and the eﬀect size is large.
Mahalanobis is quicker than NCD for the lower sample sizes, whereas NCD is faster for the
large sample sizes. Between Euclidian and Manhattan, Euclidian shows a better selection
execution time, but with varying signiﬁcance and eﬀect sizes. A general note regarding
the selection execution time is that the greedy selection algorithm performs increasingly
better the closer it gets to 100% of the sample size. This is because the greedy algorithm
excludes the most similar test cases rather than selecting the most diverse ones, i.e. when
selecting n test cases from a sample of N test cases, the greedy algorithm would exclude
N − n test cases rather than select n test cases.
Given the results discussed above, it is important to use the Mahalanobis similarity
function in combination with the greedy selection algorithm in order to obtain the best
fault detection rates and selection execution time.
Figure 2.3 and Table 2.4 depict and report the results for each of the similarity func-
tions combined with the evolutionary selection algorithm. As the graph in Figure 2.3(b)
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Table 2.3: Mann-Whitney U-tests and Aˆ12 eﬀect size measurements when comparing
fault detection rate across the similarity functions Euclidian, Manhattan, Mahalanobis
and NCD for the greedy selection algorithm.
Sample size (%)
Comparison
Mahalanobis (A), Euclidian (B) Mahalanobis (A), Manhattan (C) Euclidian (B), Manhattan (C)
p-value Superior Eﬀect size p-value Superior Eﬀect size p-value Superior Eﬀect size
5 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9207) < 0.0001 A Large (0.9392) 0.7158 B Small (0.4894)
10 < 0.0001 A Large (0.8803) < 0.0001 A Large (0.9037) 0.1466 B Small (0.4572)
15 < 0.0001 A Large (0.8528) < 0.0001 A Large (0.8423) 0.4149 C Small (0.5241)
20 < 0.0001 A Large (0.7840) < 0.0001 A Large (0.8284) 0.1388 B Small (0.4561)
25 < 0.0001 A Large (0.7645) < 0.0001 A Large (0.7931) 0.1459 B Small (0.4568)
30 < 0.0001 A Large (0.7557) < 0.0001 A Large (0.7117) 0.1953 C Small (0.5389)
35 < 0.0001 A Large (0.6969) < 0.0001 A Large (0.7109) 0.7047 B Small (0.4886)
40 < 0.0001 A Large (0.7142) < 0.0001 A Large (0.7271) 0.4939 B Small (0.4795)
45 < 0.0001 A Large (0.6871) < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6551) 0.2968 C Small (0.5315)
50 < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6444) < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6343) 0.8441 C Small (0.5059)
55 < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6243) 0.0003 A Medium (0.6088) 0.5831 C Small (0.5165)
60 0.0033 A Small (0.5879) 0.0001 A Medium (0.6137) 0.6210 B Small (0.4852)
65 0.0011 A Small (0.5974) 0.0147 A Small (0.5732) 0.4950 C Small (0.5205)
70 0.0053 A Small (0.5829) 0.0459 A Small (0.5593) 0.5272 C Small (0.5190)
75 0.0020 A Small (0.5920) 0.0030 A Small (0.5878) 0.7378 C Small (0.5099)
80 0.1215 A Small (0.5457) 0.1228 A Small (0.5456) 0.9727 B Small (0.4990)
85 0.0356 A Small (0.5602) 0.1770 A Small (0.5385) 0.4723 C Small (0.5207)
90 0.3730 A Small (0.5244) 0.0550 A Small (0.5532) 0.3218 B Small (0.4723)
95 0.5088 B Small (0.4845) 0.3755 A Small (0.5218) 0.1308 B Small (0.4636)
Mahalanobis (A), NCD (D) Euclidian (B), NCD (D) Manhattan (C), NCD (D)
p-value Superior Eﬀect size p-value Superior Eﬀect size p-value Superior Eﬀect size
5 < 0.0001 A Large (1) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9970) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9967)
10 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9991) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9515) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9440)
15 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9879) < 0.0001 B Large (0.8509) < 0.0001 C Large (0.8655)
20 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9509) < 0.0001 B Large (0.8227) < 0.0001 C Large (0.7952)
25 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9038) < 0.0001 B Large (0.7647) < 0.0001 C Large (0.7282)
30 < 0.0001 A Large (0.8831) < 0.0001 B Large (0.7001) < 0.0001 C Large (0.7297)
35 < 0.0001 A Large (0.8564) < 0.0001 B Large (0.6922) < 0.0001 C Large (0.6967)
40 < 0.0001 A Large (0.8318) < 0.0001 B Medium (0.6651) < 0.0001 C Medium (0.6402)
45 < 0.0001 A Large (0.8114) < 0.0001 B Medium (0.6543) < 0.0001 C Large (0.6821)
50 < 0.0001 A Large (0.7460) < 0.0001 B Medium (0.6342) < 0.0001 C Medium (0.6379)
55 < 0.0001 A Large (0.6879) 0.0366 B Small (0.5650) 0.0145 C Small (0.5760)
60 < 0.0001 A Large (0.7245) 0.0003 B Medium (0.6116) 0.0002 C Medium (0.6125)
65 < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6306) 0.2085 B Small (0.5390) 0.0912 C Small (0.5524)
70 < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6389) 0.1165 B Small (0.5483) 0.0275 C Small (0.5682)
75 < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6355) 0.2853 B Small (0.5330) 0.1071 C Small (0.5494)
80 0.0014 A Small (0.5978) 0.0357 B Small (0.5644) 0.0621 C Small (0.5573)
85 0.0058 A Small (0.5823) 0.4329 B Small (0.5235) 0.0813 C Small (0.5521)
90 0.0101 A Small (0.5740) 0.1434 B Small (0.5425) 0.5825 C Small (0.5160)
95 0.0357 A Small (0.5547) 0.0040 B Small (0.5734) 0.2820 C Small (0.5286)
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Figure 2.3: Graphs comparing diﬀerent similarity functions for the evolutionary
selection algorithm.
show, there is no practical diﬀerence between the similarity functions regarding selection
execution time (the lines are virtually on top of each other). The same accounts for the
fault detection rate between Euclidian, Manhattan and Mahalanobis, while NCD falls
short of the others, as shown in Figure 2.3(a). The statistical tests (only the results
regarding fault detection rate are reported) conﬁrm that Euclidian, Manhattan and Ma-
halanobis are better than NCD for all sample sizes and the eﬀect size is large. Between
the former three, the null-hypothesis stating that there is no diﬀerence in fault detection
rates between the algorithms cannot be rejected other than for the sample sizes 5% to
15% in the Mahalanobis vs. Euclidian comparison and for the sample sizes 5%, 10%, 25%,
35%, 60%, 75% and 80% in the Mahalanobis vs. Manhattan comparison, all in favor of
Mahalanobis. Regarding selection execution time, there is no notable diﬀerence among
algorithms. The results for the evolutionary selection algorithm do not show clear dif-
ferences as for the greedy approach, except for the poor results of NCD, but if we have
to choose one, Mahalanobis is again the preferred similarity function. Despite not being
superior for all sample sizes, Mahalanobis is signiﬁcantly better for smaller sample sizes,
which are the most important ones, and it is not inferior to the others for any other sample
sizes.
In summary, we can address RQ1 by stating that Mahalanobis should be the pre-
ferred similarity function for both the greedy and evolutionary selection algorithms. This
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Table 2.4: Mann-Whitney U-tests and Aˆ12 eﬀect size measurements when comparing
fault detection rates across the similarity functions Euclidian, Manhattan, Mahalanobis
and NCD for the evolutionary selection algorithm.
Sample size (%)
Comparison
Mahalanobis (A), Euclidian (B) Mahalanobis (A), Manhattan (C) Euclidian (B), Manhattan (C)
p-value Superior Eﬀect size p-value Superior Eﬀect size p-value Superior Eﬀect size
5 < 0.0001 A Large (0.6797) 0.0134 A Small (0.5740) 0.0001 C Medium (0.6158)
10 0.0033 A Small (0.5885) 0.0003 A Medium (0.6103) 0.3552 B Small (0.4721)
15 0.0042 A Small (0.5863) 0.0515 A Small (0.5586) 0.3309 C Small (0.5293)
20 0.2229 A ( Small (0.5366) 0.0526 A Small (0.5579) 0.5269 B Small (0.4810)
25 0.1251 A Small (0.5459) 0.0253 A Small (0.5668) 0.5279 B Small (0.4811)
30 0.5644 A Small (0.5171) 0.1176 A Small (0.5467) 0.2847 B Small (0.4682)
35 0.9075 B Small (0.4966) 0.0349 A Small (0.5626) 0.0184 B Small (0.4307)
40 0.6634 A Small (0.5126) 0.4593 A Small (0.5215) 0.7691 B Small (0.4914)
45 0.7801 B Small (0.4920) 0.4388 C Small (0.4778) 0.6201 C Small (0.5142)
50 0.1646 B Small (0.4612) 0.6034 C Small (0.4854) 0.3979 B Small (0.4766)
55 0.2499 B Small (0.4705) 0.8279 A Small (0.5057) 0.1829 B Small (0.4658)
60 1 None NO eﬀect (0.5) 0.0039 A Small (0.5689) 0.0039 B Small (0.4311)
65 0.7087 A Small (0.5075) 0.5046 A Small (0.5136) 0.7657 B Small (0.4938)
70 0.8927 A Small (0.5022) 0.7486 A Small (0.5054) 0.8516 B Small (0.4968)
75 0.2006 A Small (0.5114) 0.0106 A Small (0.5286) 0.1681 B Small (0.4829)
80 0.1579 A Small (0.5057) 0.0247 A Small (0.5143) 0.2536 B Small (0.4914)
85 NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5) 0.0830 A Small (0.5086) 0.0830 B Small (0.4914)
90 NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5) NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5) NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5)
95 NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5) NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5) NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5)
Mahalanobis (A), NCD (D) Euclidian (B), NCD (D) Manhattan (C), NCD (D)
p-value Superior Eﬀect size p-value Superior Eﬀect size p-value Superior Eﬀect size
5 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9997) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9994) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9998)
10 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9994) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9995) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9991)
15 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9997) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9979) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9990)
20 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9990) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9965) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9995)
25 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9983) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9956) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9956)
30 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9980) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9964) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9961)
35 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9957) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9964) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9899)
40 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9986) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9991) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9991)
45 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9967) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9978) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9968)
50 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9890) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9937) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9887)
55 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9977) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9988) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9937)
60 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9964) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9964) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9937)
65 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9909) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9916) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9906)
70 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9898) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9918) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9902)
75 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9985) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9965) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9936)
80 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9885) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9870) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9846)
85 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9454) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9454) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9425)
90 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9310) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9310) < 0.0001 C Large (0.9310)
95 < 0.0001 A Large (0.8218) < 0.0001 B Large (0.8218) < 0.0001 C Large (0.8218)
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could indicate that it is important to consider correlation among model properties, since
incorporation of correlation is the main diﬀerentiating factor between the Mahalanobis
similarity function and the two simpler similarity functions Euclidian and Manhattan.
NCD falls short of the others in terms of the fault detection rate. The most plausible
reason is that the test cases are represented by a fairly simple structure that accounts
for very little information distance between their compressed versions. Thus, NCD is not
able to pick up the minor diﬀerences as well as simpler geometrical functions.
Research question 2—Selection algorithms
Figure 2.4 and Table 2.5 depict and report the results for the greedy and evolutionary
selection algorithms, each combined with their best similarity function (Mahalanobis). By
looking at the graphs, it seems obvious that evolutionary is better than greedy in terms of
fault detection rate, whereas their selection execution time follow diﬀerent patterns. The
selection execution time decreases for the greedy approach as the sample size increases (for
the reasons mentioned in Section 5.3), whereas it increases for the evolutionary approach.
The cross-over point is between sample size 25% and 30%. Regarding fault detection
rates, the results reported from the statistical tests and eﬀect size measures show that
evolutionary is better than greedy for all sample sizes except 5%, where there is no
statistical signiﬁcance. The eﬀect size is large for all sample sizes except 5% (small)
and 95% (medium), still in favor of the evolutionary approach. Also important is the
result that evolutionary converges to 100% fault detection much faster than the greedy
approach, i.e. it reaches 98.5% and 100% detection rate at 60% and 80% sample sizes,
respectively. In terms of selection execution time there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence for all
sample values, in favor of the evolutionary approach for 5% to 25% sample sizes, and
in favor of the greedy approach for 30% to 95% sample sizes. Given the superiority of
the evolutionary approach in terms of fault detection rate, along with the fact that it
performs better for smaller sample sizes, the outcome of RQ2 is that the evolutionary
selection algorithm in combination with the Mahalanobis similarity function is the best
similarity-based combination for selecting test cases generated from classiﬁcation tree
models in our experiment.
Research question 3—Selection strategies
For RQ3, we are interested in comparing random partition-based with similarity partition-
based and pure similarity-based, the latter two incorporating the best combination of
similarity function and selection algorithms from RQ2, namely the evolutionary selection
algorithm and the Mahalanobis similarity function. Figures 2.5(a) and 2.5(b), and Ta-
bles 2.6 and 2.7 depict and report the results for the similarity partition-based, random
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Figure 2.4: Graphs comparing the best greedy and evolutionary selection algorithm.
Table 2.5: Data reported from Mann-Whitney U-tests and Aˆ12 eﬀect size measurements
when comparing the greedy and evolutionary selection algorithms.
(a) Mann-Whitney U-tests and Aˆ12 eﬀect size mea-
surements when comparing fault detection rate across
the selection algorithms greedy and evolutionary, each
combined with their best similarity function.
Sample size (%)
Comparison
Evolutionary (A), Greedy (B)
p-value Superior Eﬀect size
5 0.9308 A Small (0.5026)
10 < 0.0001 A Large (0.7650)
15 < 0.0001 A Large (0.8191)
20 < 0.0001 A Large (0.8561)
25 < 0.0001 A Large (0.8677)
30 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9240)
35 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9049)
40 < 0.0001 A Large (0.8962)
45 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9085)
50 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9027)
55 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9180)
60 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9431)
65 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9164)
70 < 0.0001 A Large (0.9007)
75 < 0.0001 A Large (0.8720)
80 < 0.0001 A Large (0.8457)
85 < 0.0001 A Large (0.7886)
90 < 0.0001 A Large (0.7057)
95 < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6371)
(b) Mann-Whitney U-tests and Aˆ12 eﬀect size mea-
surements when comparing selection execution times
across the selection algorithms greedy and evolution-
ary, each combined with their best similarity function.
Sample size (%)
Comparison
Evolutionary (A), Greedy (B)
p-value Superior Eﬀect size
5 < 0.0001 A Large (0)
10 < 0.0001 A Large (0)
15 < 0.0001 A Large (0)
20 < 0.0001 A Large (0)
25 < 0.0001 A Large (0.0020)
30 < 0.0001 B Large (0.9974)
35 < 0.0001 B Large (1)
40 < 0.0001 B Large (1)
45 < 0.0001 B Large (1)
50 < 0.0001 B Large (1)
55 < 0.0001 B Large (1)
60 < 0.0001 B Large (1)
65 < 0.0001 B Large (1)
70 < 0.0001 B Large (1)
75 < 0.0001 B Large (1)
80 < 0.0001 B Large (1)
85 < 0.0001 B Large (1)
90 < 0.0001 B Large (1)
95 < 0.0001 B Large (1)
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partition-based and pure similarity-based approaches. It is clear from the graph that
combining similarity measurements with a partition-based approach oﬀers improved se-
lection execution times when compared with a pure similarity-based approach. By using a
partition-based strategy, the selection problem is divided into smaller sub-problems. Con-
sequently, the similarity matrices are smaller and easier to work with, e.g. for the 30%
sample size, the similarity partition-based approach uses less than one minute, whereas
pure similarity-based uses 22 minutes, which is a substantial improvement in practice. In
terms of the fault detection rate, the similarity partition-based curve is steeper than pure
similarity-based at the beginning, thus reaching a higher fault detection rate at an earlier
stage (for smaller sample sizes). Additionally, it converges even faster to 100% fault de-
tection (at a 75% sample size) and is more reliable since it shows lower variance around
the mean (not reported explicitly in the graph). The fault detection rate of the similarity
partition-based approach is signiﬁcantly better than the pure similarity-based approach
for smaller sample sizes up to 25%, with a large eﬀect size for 5% to 20%. However, the
pure similarity-based approach is signiﬁcantly better than the similarity partition-based
approach for a 60% sample size with a medium eﬀect size. The selection execution time is
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent for all sample sizes, with a large eﬀect size in favor of the similarity
partition-based approach.
The diﬀerence between the similarity partition-based and random partition-based is
more marginal. The selection execution time is in favor of random partition-based, with
signiﬁcant diﬀerences for all sample sizes. However, for sample values up to 50%, execution
time ranges from near 0 to up to 4 minutes for similarity partition-based, as opposed to
less than a second for random partition-based, a diﬀerence which is not of great practical
signiﬁcance. In terms of the fault detection rate, similarity partition-based is signiﬁcantly
better than random partition-based for sample sizes of 15%, between 25% and 55% and
for 65%, and is superior for all other sample sizes, though with modest improvements.
To address RQ3, when selecting test cases generated from classiﬁcation tree models,
similarity partition-based provides overall the best fault detection rates, whereas random
partition-based shows the lowest selection execution time. It is, however, worth pointing
out that the practical signiﬁcance, which in the end is what decides the usefulness of the
approach, is clearly in favor of the prior candidate solution since the selection execution
time only comes into play with extremely large test suites.
Research question 4—Compared with a random approach
Figure 2.6 and Table 2.8 depict and report the results we obtained when comparing
similarity partition-based and random test case selection approaches. In terms of fault
detection, the improvements when adopting a more sophisticated test case selection strat-
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Figure 2.5: Graphs comparing the three best approaches.
Table 2.6: Mann-Whitney U-tests and Aˆ12 eﬀect size measurements when comparing
fault detection rates across the similarity partition-based, random partition-based and
pure similarity-based test case selection strategies.
Sample size (%)
Comparison
Similarity Partition-Based (A), Random Partition-Based (B) Similarity Partition-Based (A), Pure Similarity-Based (C) Random Partition-Based (B), Pure Similarity-Based (C)
p-value Superior Eﬀect size p-value Superior Eﬀect size p-value Superior Eﬀect size
5 0.4677 A Small (0.5199) < 0.0001 A Large (0.9169) < 0.0001 B Large (0.9159)
10 0.4594 A Small (0.5199) < 0.0001 A Large (0.8310) < 0.0001 B Large (0.8225)
15 0.0428 A Small (0.5345) < 0.0001 A Large (0.8110) < 0.0001 B Large (0.7992)
20 0.0984 A Small (0.5367) < 0.0001 A Large (0.6716) < 0.0001 B Medium (0.6537)
25 0.0023 A Small (0.5776) 0.0019 A Small (0.5895) 0.1624 B Small (0.5395)
30 0.0017 A Small (0.5852) 0.3066 A Small (0.5296) 0.3330 C Small (0.4722)
35 < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6141) 0.7949 C Small (0.4925) 0.0019 C Small (0.4104)
40 < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6624) 0.6126 A Small (0.5138) < 0.0001 C Medium (0.3827)
45 < 0.0001 A Large (0.6715) 0.9072 C Small (0.4968) < 0.0001 C Medium (0.3641)
50 < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6600) 0.5342 C Small (0.4829) < 0.0001 C Medium (0.3539)
55 0.0109 A Small (0.5697) 0.0067 C Small (0.4269) < 0.0001 C Medium (0.3700)
60 0.2574 A Small (0.5306) < 0.0001 C Medium (0.3863) < 0.0001 C Medium (0.3650)
65 0.0058 A Small (0.5651) 0.3748 C Small (0.4817) 0.0004 C Small (0.4181)
70 0.2287 A Small (0.5175) 0.1681 A Small (0.5204) 0.8613 B Small (0.5028)
75 NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5) 0.0830 A Small (0.5086) 0.0830 B Small (0.5085)
80 NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5) NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5) NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5)
85 NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5) NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5) NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5)
90 NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5) NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5) NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5)
95 NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5) NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5) NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5)
Table 2.7: Mann-Whitney U-tests and Aˆ12 eﬀect size measurements when comparing
selection execution time across the similarity partition-based, random partition-based
and pure similarity-based test case selection strategies.
Sample size (%)
Comparison
Similarity Partition-Based (A), Random Partition-Based (B) Similarity Partition-Based (A), Pure Similarity-Based (C) Random Partition-Based (B), Pure Similarity-Based (C)
p-value Superior Eﬀect size p-value Superior Eﬀect size p-value Superior Eﬀect size
5-95 < 0.0001 B Large (1) < 0.0001 A Large (0) < 0.0001 B Large (0)
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Figure 2.6: Graphs comparing similarity partition-based test case selection and random
selection.
egy such as similarity partition-based are highly signiﬁcant compared to using a random
test selection strategy. As the graph shows, at a sample size of 5%, random selection
would on average identify 25% of the faults, whereas similarity partition-based selections
would reveal nearly 80% of the faults. This is a considerable eﬃciency gain in terms of
early fault detection. The results show that similarity partition-based has a signiﬁcantly
better fault detection rate than the random approach for all sample sizes, with a large
eﬀect size, whereas the opposite is true for selection execution time. However, as long as
the selection execution time is within a satisfactory range, the fault detection rate is ob-
viously the most important criterion of the two. We can reasonably consider the selection
execution time for similarity partition-based to be acceptable, particularly since we target
smaller sample sizes of selection, in which the execution takes less than four minutes for a
quite large original test suite. So, in order to address RQ4, similarity partition-based of-
fers very strong advantages over the random approach when selecting test cases generated
from classiﬁcation tree models.
5.4 Discussion and Further Analysis
Although the idea of incorporating similarity-based test case selections within each par-
tition seems intuitive and promising, especially given some of the recent results of its
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Table 2.8: Data reported from Mann-Whitney U-tests and Aˆ12 eﬀect size measurements
when comparing similarity partition-based test case selection and random selection.]
(a) Mann-Whitney U-tests and Aˆ12 eﬀect size mea-
surements when comparing fault detection rate across
the similarity partition-based test case selection ap-
proach and a random selection.
Sample size (%)
Comparison
Evolutionary (A), Random (B)
P-value Superior Eﬀect size
5% - 80% < 0.0001 A Large (> 0.9200)
85% - 90% < 0.0001 A Large (> 0.7800)
95% < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6371)
(b) Mann-Whitney U-tests and Aˆ12 eﬀect size mea-
surements when comparing selection execution time
across the similarity partition-based test case selection
approach and a random selection.
Sample size (%)
Comparison
Evolutionary (A), Random (B)
p-value Superior Eﬀect size
5% - 95% < 0.0001 B Large (1)
85% - 90% < 0.0001 B Large (1)
95% < 0.0001 B Large (1)
application in other contexts [9], the overall results we obtained are only marginally bet-
ter when compared to a random selection within each partition. We analyzed the data
more carefully to ﬁnd plausible explanations for this unexpected result. It turns out that
many of the faults are located in partitions containing relatively few test cases. Hence,
they would surface quickly with a partition-based approach, regardless of whether the
selection was random or similarity-based within each partition. Such situations are ex-
pected to occur when testing is driven by an operational or usage proﬁle, and faults are
uncovered when executing unusual scenarios for which relatively few test cases are de-
ﬁned [16]. Though we have not used an operational proﬁle, our original test suite is based
on real taxpayer data, and consequently we have more test cases representing common
scenarios that are well understood and less faulty, whereas we have fewer test cases ac-
counting for more unusual situations where faults are more likely to hide. In situations
when faults are only contained in small partitions, the impact of similarity-based selection
within partitions becomes negligible and should not be applied, especially on very large
test suites where selection execution time matters.
In our context, some of the faults were located in partitions containing many test cases.
To be speciﬁc, 73% of the faults were located in small partitions only containing up to
three test cases, whereas 27% of the faults were located in larger partitions of up to 340 test
cases. As expected, the fault detection rate for the faults from the small partitions do not
diﬀer between similarity partition-based and random partition-based. So the main source
of diﬀerences between random partition-based and similarity partition-based lies in the
detection rate of the faults from the larger partitions. A detailed analysis shows that for
all the larger partitions containing faults, the fault detection rate was signiﬁcantly higher
for similarity partition-based than random partition-based. And the larger the partition,
the larger the impact of similarity measurement. As an example, fault X is contained in
a partition with ﬁve test cases. In this case, similarity partition-based selection detected
the fault in 112 out of 175 runs for the 5% selection sample, while the results for random
partition-based was 111/175. For all other sample sizes, both selection strategies showed a
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Selection strategy
Sample size (%)
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75-100
Similarity Partition-Based 2% 5% 8% 13% 23% 29% 39% 53% 62% 68% 73% 78% 90% 97% 100%
Random Partition-Based 1% 3% 4% 10% 14% 17% 25% 33% 41% 47% 63% 73% 83% 95% 100%
Table 2.9: The average detection rate for Fault Z and W that are contained in a large
partition. Each of the faults are present in one single test case among 340 test cases in
the partition.
100% detection for this fault. This is a marginal improvement, which can be explained by
the fact that the partition still contains few test cases. Fault Y is contained in a partition
with 18 test cases. The partition is a bit larger than the previous one, and so is the fault
detection improvement of similarity partition-based over random partition-based. For the
5% and 10% selection samples, the detection rate of fault Y is 31/175 vs. 23/175 and 99/
175 vs. 98/175, both in favor of similarity partition-based, respectively. It is 100% for all
other sample sizes. For the 5% sample, the diﬀerence is of practical signiﬁcance. Faults Z
and W are contained in the same partition constituting a total of 340 test cases. The fault
detection rate for these faults combined are shown in Table 2.9. As the table shows, the
similarity partition-based selection yields a better detection rate for all sample sizes, and
the diﬀerence is practically signiﬁcant for most sample sizes. By practically signiﬁcant we
mean that the relative increase in fault detection rate is considerable, i.e. 30% to 100%
improvement up to 50% sample size. Table 2.10 also shows that the results are statistically
signiﬁcant (p-values are below our signiﬁcance threshold) for most sample sizes with the
eﬀect size varying from small to large. The above results suggests that similarity partition-
based should be preferred when faults are located in partitions containing a large number
of test cases. This is often the case, for example, in safety critical systems where the most
critical or complex scenarios and components tend to be more exercised by testing.
Another important point to highlight regarding the overall marginal improvement of
similarity partition-based over random partition-based test case selection in this study,
is the lack of variability in the subject model. To beneﬁt signiﬁcantly from similarity
measurements when selecting test cases within partitions, the equivalence classes must be
deﬁned in such a way that they contain signiﬁcant variation. If all model properties are
deﬁned as either having constant values (i.e. green, red or blue) or boolean values, there
is little room left for test case diversity within each partition. In such cases all test cases
within a partition would have the same encoding, and subsequently be equal, unless the
distance function is expanded to deﬁne the distance between constants as well, e.g. blue is
closer to green than red. Thus, an important prerequisite for using a similarity partition-
based test case selection for classiﬁcation tree models is to have at least one equivalence
class for a property deﬁned as a numerical range (i.e. 1–100 and > 100) or a string.
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Table 2.10: Mann-Whitney U-tests and Aˆ12 eﬀect size measurements when comparing
detection rate for fault Z and W across the similarity partition-based and random
partition-based test case selection strategies.
Sample size (%)
Comparison
Evolutionary (A), Greedy (B)
p-value Superior Eﬀect size
5 0.5586 A Small (0.5057)
10 0.1757 A Small (0.52)
15 0.0428 A Small (0.5345)
20 0.0984 A Small (0.5367)
25 0.0023 A Small (0.5776)
30 < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6059)
35 < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6141)
40 < 0.0001 A Medium (0.6624)
45 < 0.0001 A Large (0.6715)
50 < 0.0001 A Medium (0.66)
55 0.0068 A Small (0.5736)
60 0.2573 A Small (0.5306)
65 0.0058 A Small (0.5651)
70 0.2287 A Small (0.5175)
75 NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5)
80 NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5)
85 NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5)
90 NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5)
95 NaN None NO eﬀect (0.5)
The more diversity within partitions, the more likely our approach is to beneﬁt from
similarity partition-based test case selection. The subject model in our study contained
11 properties at the bottom level, split up into 26 equivalence classes, 21 of them being
constants, whereas 5 were deﬁned as integer ranges. The magnitude of the ranges in
equivalence classes were limited, i.e. 2–3, 2–5 and 2–9. Despite the limited variation
enabled within the partitions, the results show that the fault detection rate improved
(though to a limited extent) for all sample sizes when using similarity partition-based test
case selections. The results were not signiﬁcant for all sample sizes, nor was the eﬀect size
constantly large, but still the average fault detection rate was better for all sample values
until a 100% detection rate was reached. Though more studies are required, our results
suggest that a classiﬁcation tree model accounting for even more variability than in our
experiment, would be likely to yield further beneﬁts from a similarity partition-based test
case selection.
To summarize the discussion, the level of variability and number of test cases within
partitions are two important factors aﬀecting the extent of the beneﬁt that can be ex-
pected from similarity partition-based test case selection. In general, when modeling large
complex systems in an industrial setting, it is likely that the equivalence classes deﬁned
in the model capture a variety of possible system values, as the model is a high level
representation of the system. Consequently, many equivalence classes in the model will
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represent a range of possible system values and induce a great deal of variability within
each partition. When executing test cases based on live system data, the distribution
of test cases across partitions will vary, but many partitions are likely to contain large
numbers of test cases. We recommend similarity partition-based test case selection under
these conditions, while simpler solutions, such as random partition-based, are suﬃcient
otherwise. One could also combine the two by deﬁning a threshold value on the number
of test cases per partition, and only use similarity based selection above this threshold.
5.5 Threats to validity
The fact that the study only includes one test suite derived from one classiﬁcation tree
model is a threat to the external validity of the study. Ideally, we should have included
one or more additional test suites in the experiment, while varying model complexity and
variability. But running and evaluating large test suites in real industry projects is a
comprehensive and costly operation and the one test suite used in our study is large and
based on operational data. It also triggers failures based on real faults detected in an
operational system.
Throughout the experiment we compared several algorithms, by conducting multiple
pairwise comparisons. This inﬂates the probability of a Type I error (reject the null
hypothesis when it is true), which is a threat to conclusion validity. This could be adjusted
by using, for example, Bonferroni adjustment. However, as reported by Arcuri and Briand
(2011) [2], the Bonferroni adjustment has been repeatedly criticized in the literature.
For example a serious problem associated with the standard Bonferroni procedure is a
substantial reduction in the statistical power of rejecting an incorrect null hypothesis. So
rather than performing adjustments, we have instead chosen to report all p-values from
all the statistical tests. The results are thus transparent and the readers have all the data
at hand to form an opinion for themselves and to verify the conclusions we drew from our
tests.
6 Conclusion and future work
Within the context of regression testing, we proposed a new strategy for selecting test
cases generated from classiﬁcation tree models, a well-known test generation strategy for
black-box testing. Such an approach is a particularly useful alternative in an environment
where source code analysis is either not convenient, scalable, or even possible. In short, our
selection strategy selects, in a balanced way, test cases from all input partitions deﬁned
by the classiﬁcation tree, while attempting to select the most diverse test cases from
each partition. We conducted an experiment in an industrial setting–a large and critical
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database application developed by the Norwegian tax department–to determine which
similarity-based selection algorithm, i.e., similarity function and selection algorithm, fared
best for selecting test cases in a large regression test suite. We also compared our approach
(coined similarity partition-based selection) against pure random selection and random
selection within partitions. We compared both fault detection rate and selection execution
time. In general random selection is superior to similarity-based selection in terms of
selection execution time. However, the diﬀerence for smaller sample sizes in the range of
interest is less than a few minutes (i.e., 39 seconds when selecting 30% of the test suite
when comparing similarity partition-based with random selection). Given the limited
practical consequences of the diﬀerence in selection execution time, we have used fault
detection rate as the main criterion for comparison.
Among all alternatives, combining the Mahalanobis similarity function and the 1+1
EA algorithm proved to be the most eﬃcient with regards to fault detection rate. The
experiment also assessed whether similarity-based selection is a worthwhile and practical
alternative to simpler solutions. Similarity partition-based test case selection oﬀers far
better fault detection rates compared to a random selection of test cases. For example, by
selecting 5% of the test cases in a test suite, the fault detection rate of similarity partition-
based is nearly 80%, as opposed to 25% for random selection. Despite a dramatical im-
provement over random, applying similarity-based selection within each partition only
marginally improves, on average, the fault detection rate over random selection within
each partition. Though similarity partition-based selection has better average fault detec-
tion rates for all sample sizes compared to random partition-based selection, the results
are overall not statistically signiﬁcant for all sample size values, and the measured eﬀect
size is in general low (i.e., low practical signiﬁcance). The two most plausible explana-
tions for these results are that (1) many of the faults in our study are located in partitions
containing few test cases, along with the fact that (2) the subject classiﬁcation tree model
is such that diversity is often low within partitions, thus limiting the potential beneﬁt
of similarity-based test case selection. The results thus clearly suggest conditions under
which similarity-based test selection is worth combining with a partition-based strategy.
Consistent with such explanations, a more detailed analysis clearly shows that, for faults
within large partitions, fault detection rates are signiﬁcantly higher when using similarity
over random within partition-based selection. This suggests that it would be beneﬁcial
to use similarity-based selection within partitions when these conditions are present, even
when the increase in fault detection rate is obtained at the expense of higher execution
time.
A possible future addition to this study could be to incorporate impact analysis to ac-
count for changes in the classiﬁcation tree models when selecting a test case for regression
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testing. In our context this means identifying which partitions are aﬀected by the change,
and limit the testing to those partitions exclusively, or give them higher priority. Such
an extension would not change the results reported in this study, since we would still use
the same techniques within each partition. It is, however, an activity that would come
with an additional cost, and whether the cost of performing an impact analysis would be
worth the gain in improving regression test selection remains to be investigated. On the
other hand, it would most likely improve scalability since it would allow us to focus on a
subset of partitions.
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Paper 3
Clustering Deviations for Black Box Regression Testing
of Database Applications
Author: Erik Rogstad and Lionel Briand
Abstract
Regression tests often result in many deviations (diﬀerences between two system versions), either
due to changes or regression faults. For the tester to analyze such deviations eﬃciently, it would
be helpful to accurately group them, such that each group contains deviations representing one
unique change or regression fault.
Because it is unlikely that a general solution to the above problem can be found, we focus
our work on a common type of software system: database applications. We investigate the use of
clustering, based on database manipulations and test speciﬁcations (from test models), to group
regression test deviations according to the faults or changes causing them. We also propose
assessment criteria based on the concept of entropy to compare alternative clustering strategies.
To validate our approach, we ran a large scale industrial case study, and our results show
that our clustering approach can indeed serve as an accurate strategy for grouping regression
test deviations. Among the four test campaigns assessed, deviations were clustered perfectly for
two of them, while for the other two, the clusters were all homogenous. Our analysis suggests
that this approach can signiﬁcantly reduce the eﬀort spent by testers in analyzing regression test
deviations, increase their level of conﬁdence, and therefore make regression testing more scalable.
Keywords – Software regression testing, test analysis, clustering, regression test deviations.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
SOFIE The Norwegian Tax Accounting System, the case study system
DART DAtabase Regression Testing, a tool developed for regression testing of
database applications
CTE-XL Classiﬁcation Tree Editor - eXtended Logics, a commercial tool for classiﬁca-
tion tree modeling.
SQL Structured Query Language
PL/SQL Procedural Language or Structured Query Language
DML Data Manipulation Language
EM Expectation Maximization, an algorithm used for clustering in our case
LSA Latent Semantic Analysis
SIR Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository
Notations
D The set of deviations
C The set of clusters
cj A cluster j in C
di Deviation type i in D
dij Deviation type i in cluster j
ED Deviation entropy
EC Cluster entropy
1 Introduction
Regression testing is a highly important but time consuming activity [12]. A great deal of
work has been performed on devising and evaluating techniques for selecting, minimizing,
and prioritizing regression test cases [35]. Such techniques are necessary, but unfortunately
not suﬃcient to help scale regression testing to large, complex systems. Indeed, in practice,
even with eﬃcient prioritization or selection, numerous regression test deviations may need
to be analyzed to determine if they are due to a regression fault or simply the eﬀect of a
change. A problem that has been largely ignored so far, but which is highly important in
practice, is how to cope with the many discrepancies (deviations) that can be observed
when running regression test cases on a new version of a system. In other words, how can
we help testers analyze such deviations, which can be due to either changes or regression
faults, and decide what are their actual causes. While this is an important problem for
regression testing of all types of systems, the types of output from regression tests and
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their deviations are logically dependent on the type of system being tested. Thus, we do
not believe there is a general solution to assist in the analysis of regression test deviations
for all types of systems. In this case study, we focus on database applications, where the
regression test output consists of deviations in database manipulations. Although our
proposed solution may not be limited to database applications, this is the context where
we have evaluated it, and where the reported results are most likely to generalize and be
accurate.
In the context of regression testing of database applications, we have proposed a black-
box regression test methodology and tool [24]. We model the input domain of the system
under test as classiﬁcation trees, using the tool Classiﬁcation Tree Editor - eXtended
Logics (CTE-XL). Our goal is to identify patterns among deviations by making use of
clustering algorithms, the ultimate objective being to identify groups of deviations caused
by identical changes or regression faults. As elaborated in Section 5 when investigating the
research literature within the context of testing, clustering has most widely been adopted
in test case optimization techniques, such as test case selection and prioritization, while the
problem we address has been little explored. We perform a thorough assessment of which
type of data leads to the most accurate clustering results, using information collected
about database manipulations and test case properties. One important contribution of
this paper is to assess the accuracy of clustering for grouping regression test deviations in
an industrial context, with real changes and regression faults, and evaluate the practical
impact for the tester. Our regression test approach targets database applications in
general, because it is based on information that should be easy to collect for most systems
falling into that category.
The results show that clustering indeed can serve as an accurate strategy for grouping
regression test deviations according to their cause, being changes or regression faults. For
two out of the four test campaigns evaluated in the study, we achieved perfect clustering
results with the clustering strategy that fared best, meaning that there were as many
clusters as distinct changes and regression faults, and each cluster only contained one
type of deviation (homogenous). For the other two test campaigns, all clusters were
still homogenous, but the numbers of clusters were slightly larger than the numbers of
distinct deviations, i.e. deviations caused by the same fault or change were spread across
more than one homogeneous cluster. That level of accuracy, when grouping deviations, is
expected to signiﬁcantly reduce the test analysis eﬀort, and thus improves the scalability
of any regression testing strategy.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the challenges
addressed by this paper, and the industrial context of our study, which in many ways
are representative of environments where large database applications are being devel-
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oped. Section 3 outlines our proposed solution and the speciﬁcs of the clustering strategy,
whereas Section 4 describes the industrial case study and reports empirical results. Re-
lated works are presented in Section 5, and the paper is concluded in Section 6.
2 Context and background
The main purpose of this section is to provide information about the context in which
the problem was identiﬁed and deﬁned. This problem, however, is of a general nature,
and likely to be present in most database applications. Providing a concrete description
of the background of our industrial case study will help the reader understand the scope,
importance, and generality of the problem.
Petersen and Wohlin [19] proposed a checklist for context documentation in indus-
trial software engineering. We cover elements of the product facet, the process facet, and
the practices and tools and techniques facet in this section. As the subject system is a
customized application for the Norwegian Tax Department, we do not regard the organi-
zation and market facet relevant in this case, and will not elaborate on that any further.
The details of how the case study was performed and the people involved is described in
Section 4.2.
2.1 Setting
The Norwegian Tax Department maintains the Norwegian tax accounting system (SOFIE),
a system whose main purpose is to collect tax from all taxpayers in Norway. The system
was developed as a customized application for the Norwegian Tax Department during the
late 2000s, and entered its maintenance phase in 2011. SOFIE serves the daily operation
of more than 3,000 end users (i.e. taxation oﬃcers), and handles annual tax revenues
of approximately 600 billion Norwegian Kroner. It is therefore important to preserve
system quality upon changes and new releases, to avoid additional eﬀort to end users
and expensive mistakes both for the taxpayers and administration. The system is a very
large database application, built on Oracle database technology, developed with standard
SQL and PL/SQL programming, along with Oracle Forms user interfaces. In terms of
size, the system has more than 1,000 tables in its main database schema, and contains
more than 700 PL/SQL packages, and a variety of other database application artifacts
(triggers, functions, procedures, views, etc.), in total constituting more than 2.5 million
lines of code. The core of the system is batch driven, with periodically scheduled batch
jobs processing centralized tasks for all Norwegian taxpayers, whereas the end users access
the application through a web interface. The batch jobs process large amounts of data,
and their complexity stems from the wide range and diversity of possible input data to
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process. Though it is vital for the tax department to avoid releasing defects into the core
of the system, the system is complex and diﬃcult to evolve to respond to changes in the
tax laws, and is thus prone to regression faults. Therefore, an appropriate regression test
procedure is required to guarantee the quality of SOFIE. The releases of SOFIE follow a
typical waterfall development process, and the regression testing referred to here is mainly
targeted towards system level testing.
2.2 Regression test procedure
Because manual regression testing is not deemed to scale for large database applications,
we proposed a partially automated regression test procedure tailored to database applica-
tions [24]. It compares executions of a changed version of the program against the original
version of the program, and identiﬁes deviations, which are diﬀerences in the way the
database is manipulated between the two executions. In each test execution, the database
manipulations are logged according to a speciﬁcation by the tester indicating the tables
and columns to monitor (hereby called test conﬁguration). More speciﬁcally, we log Data
Manipulation Language (DML) statements, namely inserts, updates, and deletes (whether
they are prepared or parameterized statements or not) per test case. These database ma-
nipulations are captured using dynamically generated database triggers, based on the
test conﬁguration, during the execution of the test. As detailed in Rogstad et al. [24],
the database manipulations from each execution are logged in a structured way, and are
compared across system versions to produce a set of deviations, indicating either a cor-
rect change or a regression fault. The comparison is performed using SQL set operations
(minus and union) to capture the diﬀerences in database manipulations between two test
runs, grouped per test case. In the context of SOFIE and any tax system in general, a
test case matches a taxpayer, and all logged data are grouped per taxpayer. The output
of regression testing will therefore indicate whether or not there was a deviation between
two system versions in the tax calculation for a particular taxpayer. Additionally, to make
test selection more systematic and cost eﬀective, following common industry practice, we
model the input domain as a classiﬁcation tree, like the example shown in Fig. 3.1. All
relevant properties of the system are modeled as classiﬁcations (e.g., Property B: Nr of
X), and split into equivalence classes (e.g., 1 through 4, and 5 through 10) representing
the range of possibilities in the inputs of the system. For the sake of generality, as other
input modeling techniques could have been used, we hereby refer to the classiﬁcations in
the model as model properties, and the values of the equivalence classes (leaf classes in
the model) as model property values. Based on the model, we generate input partitions
(combinations of equivalence classes) according to a given coverage criteria (i.e. pair-wise,
three-wise, and all combinations), and each partition represents an abstract test case.
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Figure 3.1: An example of a classiﬁcation tree model in CTE-XL, and the generated
partitions (combinations of equivalence classes) that form abstract test cases.
Such a test procedure has the beneﬁt of pinpointing exactly which test case results
have changed between system versions. As an example, let us consider a batch processing
10,000 tax calculations from which 100 deviations are identiﬁed. We can conclude that no
regression faults were visible in the 9,900 test cases with no deviations, while our attention
can be directed towards the 100 tax calculations with deviations. Though automated
deviation analysis helps a great deal, the tester still has to inspect deviations to determine
their cause, and this is a manual, time consuming activity. The number of deviations
typically varies with the size of the test suite and the scope of the changes in the particular
release under test. But in most cases, the number of deviations is expected to be large, and
will require prioritization given the usual project time constraints. Throughout previous
SOFIE releases, we have experienced a varying number of deviations across regression test
campaigns. This experience is shown in Table 3.1, which shows the number of test cases,
the total number of deviations, and the number of distinct groups of deviations with the
same cause for various test campaigns.
2.3 Problem formulation
The number of deviations vary from 8 to 522, and though eight deviations are clearly
manageable for a tester to manually inspect, in most campaigns there are many more.
Imagine spending 15 minutes on average inspecting each deviation, which is a very conser-
vative number in our experience; then analyzing 522 deviations would require 130 hours.
Though available time for a tester to carry out a test campaign is a function of its size
and importance, spending 130 hours on inspecting deviations is rarely a possibility. We
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need a solution to dramatically reduce the time spent in such inspections. By introducing
systematic methods for selecting test cases for execution [23], we have been able to reduce
the size of the test suites while retaining a good coverage of test scenarios. However, the
number of deviations resulting from regression test campaigns is still, in most cases, much
larger than what a tester can realistically handle. A trade-oﬀ is therefore required, and
the tester needs assistance to determine which subset of deviations to focus on to identify
as many diﬀerent regression faults as possible.
Any deviation between the original system output or observable behavior and that
of the modiﬁed version is seen as a potential regression fault. When presented with the
list of deviations, the tester needs support to systematically process them, as relying on
experience alone is rather uncertain in such a context where a large number of deviations,
mostly diﬀerent from what was observed in previous versions, have to be analyzed. With-
out any automated decision support, what we observed is that the current practice for a
tester is basically to start at the top of the arbitrary ordered list of deviations and work
through as far as time budget permits. But if there is not enough time to inspect all
of them, the tester is then left with great uncertainty. Our experience shows that there
always is redundancy among the deviations in the sense that several of them are caused
by the same change or fault. As shown in Table 3.1, the number of deviations is always
larger than the number of distinct deviations, that is the number of groups of deviations
related to distinct changes or faults. For a tester to avoid spending unnecessary eﬀort on
analysis, we need a systematic way to group the deviations, so that ideally each group
matches one distinct deviation only. Then the tester would only have to inspect one de-
viation from each group to complete the analysis. Given a perfect grouping strategy, the
tester would be left inspecting 15 deviations as opposed to 522, or 2 as opposed to 84, to
take a couple of examples from the data shown in Table 3.1. The potential savings are
therefore highly signiﬁcant.
Thus, the problem we try to address is to ﬁnd a strategy to accurately group deviations
resulting from the same change or regression fault, in order for the tester to inspect as
few deviations as possible while still remaining conﬁdent of ﬁnding all regression faults.
3 Clustering regression test deviations
Recall that, in our context, a deviation points out a diﬀerence between the original pro-
gram and the changed version of the program for a particular test case. For each test case
resulting in a deviation, a detailed list of the speciﬁcs of the deviation is provided by our
tool. That is, a deviation for a particular test case will indicate the concrete database
ﬁelds that deviate between the two system versions. Table 3.2 gives a concrete example
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Table 3.1: A subset of historic data on the number of deviations produced from
regression tests
Test campaign # Test cases # Deviations # Distinct deviations
1 711 33 7
2 3144 182 11
3 5670 522 15
4 1570 8 2
5 94 48 2
6 560 47 2
7 560 84 2
8 151 43 3
Table 3.2: Example of the output of a regression test, i.e. the details of the deviations
Test case Table Column Old value New value Program version
1 A X 5,000 0 Baseline
1 A X 5,000 4,000 Delta
2 A X Inserted 2,500 Baseline
2 A Y Inserted TAX Baseline
3 A X 350 Deleted Delta
3 A Y INTEREST Deleted Delta
of how the details of the deviations may look like in a trivial case. In this case, three test
cases (1, 2, and 3) resulted in a deviation. In test case 1, column X in database table A
was updated from 5,000 to 0 in the baseline run of the program, whereas it was updated
to 4,000 in the delta run. For test case 2, a record was inserted in database table A with
the values 2,500 for column X, and TAX for column Y in the baseline run, but not in the
delta run. For test case 3, a record was deleted containing the values 350 in column X,
and INTEREST in column Y in the delta run, but not in the baseline run. Given a large
number of deviations, each composed of a great deal of detailed information, the amount
of information to process is large. In a typical regression test, there may be thousands of
rows of deviation details. As a result, recognizing patterns across test cases, indicating
similarities among deviations, is a highly diﬃcult task.
We have chosen to base our solution for grouping deviations on clustering, that is
algorithms which aim at discovering groups and structures in data in such a way as to
maximize the distance between groups, and minimize the distance within groups [32]. In
our speciﬁc context, we would like to identify a clustering approach that could help us
cluster the deviations as accurately as possible, the goals being to have 1) all deviations
resulting from the same regression fault or change within the same cluster, and even more
importantly, 2) homogenous clusters containing only deviations related to the same fault
or change. In other words, the ideal output would have as many clusters as there are
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regression faults and changes, and each cluster would only contain deviations matching a
unique fault or change.
The most important decision to make is to decide what data to feed into the clustering
algorithm. As mentioned in Section 2, we model the input domain of the system under
test as a classiﬁcation tree, from which we generate abstract test cases. In addition,
during the execution of the system under test, the regression test tool automatically
captures all database manipulations executed by each test case in the format <table,
column, operation, old value, new value>. Thus, the information available as input for
clustering is twofold: 1) which model property values each test case covers; and 2) the
deviation output describing the speciﬁcs of the deviation at a table, column, operation,
and value level. It is diﬃcult to tell, a priori, which type of input data will lead to the most
accurate grouping. Assessing diﬀerent input sources and their combinations is therefore
an objective of our empirical investigation in the next section.
The input data used for clustering is encoded in a binary matrix, as shown in the
upper part of Fig. 3.2. The matrix contains one row per deviation, and for each deviation
we indicate with a Boolean value whether a particular table, column, operation, or model
property value characterizes the deviation. For example, table1..a denotes each potential
table in the deviation output (retrieved from the test conﬁguration), which will be marked
1 (true) or 0 (false) depending on whether or not the table is present in the deviation
output for a particular deviation. Similarly, column1..b denotes all monitored database
table columns, and Operation1..c denotes the type of database operation that caused the
deviation, which is either an insert, update, or delete. This structure is applied at a table
level, stating whether the deviation was due to an insert, update, or delete applied to a
table. Model property value1..d denotes whether or not the test case causing the deviation
covers a certain model property value or not, where a model property value is a leaf class
from the classiﬁcation tree model (e.g., 1 through 4 for Property B in Fig. 3.1).
To exemplify, let us generate an input matrix to the clustering based on the example
model shown in Fig. 3.1, and the deviation output shown in Table 3.2. Let Partition
1 from the example model be the test case speciﬁcation of Test case 1 in the deviation
output. Similarly, Partition 2 speciﬁes Test case 2, and Partition 3 speciﬁes Test case
3. In this small example, the only entries in the test conﬁguration (tables and columns
to monitor) is column X and Y in database table A. Based on the deviation output
given in Table 3.2, and the model property values given by Fig. 3.1, the encoded binary
matrix would then look like the one shown in Table 3.3. The data from the binary matrix,
either representing one single input source (tables, columns, database operations, or model
property values) or their combinations, will be used as input to the clustering algorithm.
Once test cases are executed, and deviations are clustered based on the data presented
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Figure 3.2: The grouping strategy; encode available information and input to a
clustering algorithm to group deviations
Table 3.3: A small, artiﬁcial example of a binary matrix used as input to clustering.
Deviation Table Column Operation Model Property ValuesA A.X A.Y A.INSERT A.UPDATE A.DELETE B.1-4 B.5-10 C.YES C.NO D.0 D.1 D.>1
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
3 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
above, we rely on a deviation analysis strategy that is aimed at minimizing the number of
deviations to analyze, while covering all regression faults or changes. It is assumed that
the regression test analyst will analyze, in turn, at least one deviation from each deviation
cluster, in a random order. If each cluster captures deviations corresponding to a unique
cause, i.e. change or regression fault, this result will satisfy our objectives. Speciﬁc
accuracy measures for our clustering algorithm will be discussed in the next section.
Many clustering techniques require the number of clusters to be determined before-
hand. However, in our case, we do not know the target number of clusters up front, as the
number of distinct deviations will vary across regression test campaigns. Thus, an impor-
tant requirement when choosing a cluster algorithm to serve our purpose is to select one
that does not require a predeﬁned number of clusters as input. However, we would like to
limit the maximum number of clusters, as historical data show that the number of distinct
deviations, i.e. groups of deviations corresponding to distinct causes, typically represent
2% to 7% of the total number of deviations. Being able to set an upper bound for the
number of clusters to approximately 10% of the number of deviations would prevent us
from having an unrealistically large number of clusters. Because a part of the deviation
analysis strategy is to inspect at least one deviation from each cluster, we target as few
clusters as possible. Clustering, as we deﬁned it, can be applied to any type of test case.
But of course, if we were doing a white-box approach, we might use coverage information
as well for doing clustering.
For practical reasons, we chose to consider cluster algorithms provided by Weka [32],
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as it is well documented, has an active wiki and discussion forum, and provides an open
source programmable API which is easy to integrate into our existing solution. Among the
clustering algorithms provided by Weka, the probabilistic algorithm Expectation Maxi-
mization (EM) is the only one that does not require the number of clusters to be predeﬁned
(it determines the number of clusters to create based on cross-validation of the input data),
and that does provide the ability to set an upper bound for the number of clusters. Con-
sequently, the EM clustering algorithm was our preferred choice for conducting deviation
grouping. Inputs to the algorithm include the data set to cluster, the acceptable error
to converge, the maximum number of iterations, and optionally the maximum number
of clusters. In the case of this study, we have used 1.0E-6 as the minimum allowable
standard deviation for convergence, while the maximum number of iterations is set to 100
[32]. Additionally, as stated above, based on historical data, we set the maximum number
of clusters to 10% of the number of deviations. If the maximum number of clusters is not
given a priori, EM will resort to cross-validation on the input data to set the number of
clusters.
In our context, we have a set of vectors representing the deviations, and a set of clusters
capturing groups of deviations with common causes. EM will start with an initial guess
for clustering, based on the cross-validation of the input data. Then, it estimates an initial
distribution of deviations across clusters, i.e. the probability distribution for each devi-
ation, indicating its probability of belonging to each of the clusters. Through iterations,
the algorithm will try new parameters based on the outcome of the previous iteration to
maximize the log-likelihood of the deviations across the clusters. The algorithm ﬁnishes
when the distribution parameters converge, or when reaching the maximum number of
iterations. The Weka implementation of EM clustering does not use a distance function,
but rather estimates a mixture model for clustering, by taking a naive Bayes approach
which models each attribute s-independent of the others given the cluster. We refer to
McLachlan and Krishnan [16] for further details about the EM clustering algorithm.
4 Case study
This section outlines the case study according to the guidelines given by Runeson and
Höst [26], and presents the results of the study.
4.1 Objective and research questions
The objective of the case study is to group regression test deviations in such a way that
deviations resulting from the same regression fault or change are likely to be contained
within the same group, and so that groups only contain deviations related to the same
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fault or change. This grouping is expected to increase the eﬃciency of the tester when
performing regression test analysis as, if the above objectives are reached, only one devi-
ation from each group needs to be inspected, rather than picking deviations at random
within a limited time frame or inspecting all of them.
The following research questions have been derived from the overall objective of the
case study.
RQ1 Can clustering serve as an automated, accurate grouping strategy for grouping re-
gression test deviations?
RQ2 What kind of input data to the clustering process yields the most accurate grouping
of the deviations?
RQ3 How much eﬀort can the tester be expected to save in regression test and deviation
analysis, when systematically grouping test deviations prior to analysis, as opposed
to the current random inspection?
4.2 The case and data collection
We investigated test deviations from the regression tests of SOFIE, the tax accounting
system of the Norwegian Tax Department. Most of the context documentation is given
in Section 2, whereas we detail the speciﬁcs of how the case study was conducted here.
The test team of SOFIE ran four regression test campaigns using the regression test
tool DART [24] on consecutive releases of SOFIE. One of their testers was responsible for
the test execution, while one tester (having the necessary domain knowledge) conducted
the analysis of the test results. As expected, the speciﬁcs of the tests varied across
releases, as diﬀerent parts of the system were aﬀected by the scope of the release. Once
the deviations were classiﬁed as either regression faults or changes to be veriﬁed, we
applied our clustering strategy, and evaluated its accuracy and potential eﬃciency gains
for the testers. Details about the particular test campaigns used in the study are provided
in Table 3.4, showing the number of test cases executed, the number of deviations resulting
from the test, and the number of distinct deviations with the frequency of each distinct
deviation in brackets. As for the number of tables and columns monitored during the
regression test execution, the order of magnitude for the test campaigns in our case study
was 10-12 tables, spanning 63-83 table columns, whereas the size of the classiﬁcation tree
models varied from 26 to 127 model property values.
For the purpose of the case study, we collected data about actual regression tests
across various releases of SOFIE. More speciﬁcally, information was collected about the
test conﬁguration, the model of the test domain, and the list of deviations produced, which
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Table 3.4: The subject regression test campaigns for the case study
Test Campaign # Test cases # Deviations # Distinct deviations [Frequency]
1 94 48 2 [41 (fault), 7 (fault)]
2 560 47 2 [19 (fault), 28 (change)]
3 560 84 2 [56 (change), 28 (fault)]
4 151 43 3 [3 (fault), 10 (change), 30 (change)]
were manually analyzed and categorized by the test team as regression faults or changes.
According to the deﬁnitions given by Runeson and Höst [26], this process corresponds to
second degree data collection, as we are directly in control of the collection of our raw
data through observations of the regression tests on the subject system.
The SOFIE project was selected as it is large, complex, and representative of database
applications developed by the tax department and other public administrations. Further-
more, and it is important when studying regression testing, SOFIE undergoes frequent
changes due to general maintenance and changes in taxation laws.
4.3 Evaluation
The accuracy of the clustering algorithm, which is in question in both RQ1 and RQ2, is
measured in terms of its entropy. Entropy is a measure of unpredictability [10], and we
apply it to evaluate two distinct dimensions: deviation, and cluster.
• Deviation entropy is the measure of the spread across clusters of deviations matching
the same fault or change. Ideally all related deviations should only be contained in
one cluster.
• Cluster entropy is the measure of the purity of a cluster. Ideally a cluster should
only contain deviations matching one speciﬁc fault or change.
Entropy gives us a normalized measure of the purity of each cluster, and the spread
of each type of deviation across clusters, while additionally giving an overall measure
for a set of clusters, enabling us to compare the overall clustering accuracy for diﬀerent
kinds of inputs. A perfect clustering would have as many clusters as there are regression
faults and changes, and each cluster would only contain deviations matching a unique
fault or change, thus yielding an entropy of zero. The worse the grouping, the higher the
entropy level, with the worst case occurring when deviations matching speciﬁc faults or
changes are equally spread across the clusters. In the remainder of the text, we will use
deviation group to mean an actual group of deviations matching a speciﬁc fault or change.
The formula for measuring deviation entropy (ED) [10], more speciﬁcally the spread of a
particular deviation group di in D across the m clusters (C), is given by (3.1). For each
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of the m clusters c in C, we compute the number of deviations of type i that belong to
cluster cj (dij) divided by the total number of deviations in group i (|di|). This ratio is
then employed in the usual information theory entropy formula for all clusters and groups.
In general, in all our entropy calculations, we have used the natural logarithm (loge(p)),
and taken 0log(0) to be 0, to be consistent with the limit limp→0+ plog(p) = 0, stating
that when p converges suﬃciently close to zero, plog(p) evaluates to zero.
ED(di, C) = −
m∑
j=1
(
dij
|di|)log(
dij
|di|) (3.1)
The formula for measuring cluster entropy (EC), namely the purity of a cluster cj, is
given by (3.2). For each of the n deviation groups, we compute the number of occurrences
of di in cj (dij) divided by the total number of deviations in cj. This ratio is then employed
again using the information theory entropy formula for all clusters and groups.
EC(D, cj) = −
n∑
i=1
(
dij
|cj|)log(
dij
|cj|) (3.2)
The formula for total deviation entropy (ED_TOT ), and total cluster entropy (EC_TOT )
are given in (3.3), and (3.4), respectively. They are basically the sum of (3.1) and (3.2),
across all deviation groups, and clusters, respectively.
To demonstrate the calculations in practice, we will calculate the entropy for one
deviation and one cluster from the examples given in Fig. 3.3. The calculation of deviation
entropy for deviation d1 in Fig. 3.3(a) is illustrated in (3.5). In total, there are 5 deviations
of type d1, meaning the cardinality of deviation d1 (|d1|) is 5. The deviation group d1 is
spread across two clusters, c1 and c4, containing 2 and 3 deviations of type d1, respectively.
The other two clusters do not contain any deviations from group d1, so those parts of the
equation evaluate to zero. The calculation of cluster entropy for cluster c2 in Fig. 3.3(b)
is illustrated in (3.6). The cardinality of cluster c2 (|c2|) is 8, and it contains 6 deviations
of type d2, and 2 deviations of type d3. As cluster c2 does not contain any deviations from
deviation group d1, the ﬁrst part of the equation evaluates to zero. All other deviation
and cluster entropy calculations for the examples given in Fig. 3.3 would evaluate to zero.
ED_TOT(D,C) = −
n∑
i=1
ED(di, C) (3.3)
EC_TOT(D,C) = −
m∑
j=1
EC(D, cj) (3.4)
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(a) Clustering with zero cluster entropy (all
clusters are pure). 13 deviations of three dif-
ferent types d1, d2, and d3 spread across four
clusters.
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(b) Clustering with zero deviation entropy (all devia-
tions of the same type are contained within the same
cluster). 13 deviations of three diﬀerent types d1, d2,
and d3 spread across two clusters.
Figure 3.3: Zero cluster entropy versus zero deviation entropy.
ED(d1, C) = −
4∑
j=1
(
d1j
|d1|)log(
d1j
|d1|) = (
2
5
)log(
2
5
) + (
0
5
)log(
0
5
) + (
0
5
)log(
0
5
) + (
3
5
)log(
3
5
) ≈ 0.6730
(3.5)
EC(D, c2) = −
3∑
i=1
(
di2
|c2|)log(
di2
|c2|) = (
0
8
)log(
0
8
) + (
6
8
)log(
6
8
) + (
2
8
)log(
2
8
) ≈ 0.5623 (3.6)
From a practical viewpoint, it is more important to obtain zero cluster entropy than
zero deviation entropy. If the cluster entropy evaluates to zero, we are certain that each
cluster only matches one regression fault or change. Under such circumstances, the tester
would always conduct a complete deviation analysis when inspecting one deviation from
each group, only with the potential risk of having to analyze a few more deviations than
necessary if the deviation entropy is not perfect. On the contrary, if the cluster entropy
signiﬁcantly diﬀers from zero, then inspecting only one deviation from each group would
represent a signiﬁcant risk. The ideal target is a total entropy level of zero; but if we have
to compromise, a zero cluster entropy is preferred over a zero deviation entropy. That is,
the situation in Fig. 3.3(a) is preferred over the situation in Fig. 3.3(b).
To evaluate the eﬀort spent by the tester in analyzing regression test deviations for
RQ3, we measure the expected number of deviations to be inspected to identify all devi-
ation groups. This approach relies on an assumption regarding how the clustering results
are used, and in our context we assume a round robin random selection of deviations from
the clusters. That is, the tester would randomly select clusters in a round robin manner,
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and within each cluster select a random deviation (under the assumption that they all
match the same regression fault or change). For each test campaign, we count the number
of deviations to inspect until all deviation groups are covered. We repeat the exercise 1000
times to account for randomness in sampling, and report basic statistic measures such as
minimum, median, maximum, average, and standard deviation regarding the number of
deviations. Additionally, we conduct non-parametric, two-tailed Mann-Whitney U-Tests
[2] to check the statistical signiﬁcance of the diﬀerence in inspection eﬀort when the
cluster-based approach was compared against the random inspection currently in use.
We also report Aˆ12 eﬀect size measurements to assess the practical signiﬁcance of the dif-
ferences. An Aˆ12 eﬀect size measurement value of 0.5 indicates that there is no diﬀerence
between the two samples compared, while the further away from 0.5, the larger the eﬀect
size between the samples. We have categorized the eﬀect size into the standard Small,
Medium, and Large categories, which are usually deﬁned as Small < 0.10, 0.10 < Medium
< 0.17, and Large > 0.17, the value being the distance from the 0.5 threshold [30].
4.4 Results
This section reports our case study results when clustering is applied to group regression
test deviations. During the course of the study, four regression test campaigns were
executed, from which data were collected. Only a subset of the eight test campaigns
given as examples in Table 3.1 were included in the current study as, due to changes
in the project environment, not all required data were available for some past releases.
Relevant data for the diﬀerent regression test suites are shown in Table 3.4. For each of
them, we went through the following activities.
1. Preparing input data: For each type of input data (tables, columns, database op-
erations, and model property values), we generated an input matrix (as shown in
Fig. 3.2) for the clustering algorithm. In addition, we generated matrices combining
all combinations of the input types.
2. Measuring entropy: For each of the various input matrices provided, we carried out
the clustering, as described in Section 3, and measured the entropy level for each
deviation group, and each generated cluster, to assess clustering accuracy. It should
be mentioned that the execution time of the clustering is negligible (0 to 2 seconds),
and is therefore not given any further attention in the study.
3. Assessing expected inspection eﬀort: Based on the most accurate clustering ap-
proach overall, we estimated the expected number of deviations that must be in-
spected by the tester to inspect all distinct deviations. This estimate is compared
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Table 3.5: Entropy measurements for each combination of input values, and for each of
the four regression test campaigns.
Entropy
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4
Deviation Cluster Deviation Cluster Deviation Cluster Deviation Cluster
C
lu
st
er
in
pu
t
Si
ng
le
Tables 0.827 0.000 1.129 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Columns 0.920 1.310 0.616 0.474 0.458 0.000 1.295 0.540
Operations 0.720 0.690 0.410 0.462 0.000 0.000 0.563 0.000
Model Property Values 0.526 0.685 1.385 0.679 0.000 0.637 1.619 0.855
P
ai
r
Tables and columns 0.826 0.410 0.693 0.000 0.458 0.000 1.089 0.000
Tables and operations 0.416 0.000 1.428 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.943 0.000
Tables and model property values 1.722 0.410 2.277 1.235 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.540
Columns and operations 0.416 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.089 0.000
Columns and model property values 0.979 0.690 0.683 0.000 1.040 0.000 1.074 0.540
Operations and model property values 1.242 1.140 1.779 0.637 0.693 0.000 0.000 0.540
T
hr
ee
Tables and columns and operations 0.813 0.000 1.428 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.089 0.000
Tables and columns and model property values 1.062 0.000 1.684 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.673 0.540
Tables and operations and model property values 0.494 0.000 0.598 0.000 1.974 0.271 0.991 0.540
Columns and operations and model property values 1.015 0.689 1.684 0.000 1.890 0.000 0.000 0.540
A
ll
Tables and columns and operations and model property values 0.416 0.000 1.747 0.683 0.693 0.000 1.089 0.540
against an inspection strategy where deviations are selected at random, because this
is the current practice when inspecting the regression test deviations for our subject
system, and probably in many other test environments.
Accuracy of clustering
Table 3.5 shows a summary of the deviation entropy and the cluster entropy per cluster
input for each of the subject regression test campaigns. The full list of details, regarding
entropy per deviation and cluster, along with the actual distribution of deviations across
clusters per input type, and per test, is made available in the Appendix.
The ﬁrst noteworthy result is that for three of the test campaigns (two, three, and
four), a perfect clustering was achieved for at least one type of cluster input, i.e. each
row in Table 3.5. By perfect, we mean a total entropy level of zero per test campaign,
indicating that there are as many clusters as the number of distinct regression faults and
changes, and all clusters are homogenous. A concrete example is the input pair columns
and operations for test campaign number two. Another interesting point is that four types
of inputs result in a zero cluster entropy for all test campaigns, which is our priority. The
input types are tables, tables and operations, columns and operations, and tables and
columns and operations. As stated in Section 4.4, achieving a zero cluster entropy is
most important from a practical point of view, as it ensures that all cluster groups are
homogeneous, containing instances of one deviation group only. Such a situation allows
the tester, in all conﬁdence, to conduct the deviation analysis by only inspecting one
deviation from each group. The fact that a total entropy level of zero was obtained
for three out of four test campaigns, along with the fact that zero cluster entropy was
achieved for all test campaigns for certain input types, shows that we are able to cluster
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regression test deviations with a high level of accuracy. Thus, regarding RQ1, we conclude
that clustering can serve as an automated, accurate strategy for grouping regression test
deviations.
Preferred input data
The best cluster input overall is the combination of columns and operations. This strat-
egy resulted in perfect clustering for two of the test campaigns, while also ensuring zero
cluster entropy for the other two test campaigns. Using only tables as input yielded
similar results, but the overall entropy is nevertheless lower when using the combination
of columns and operations. Relying only on tables when clustering would also be more
sensitive to the number of tables monitored during the test. If very few tables were moni-
tored, the approach would most likely be too coarse and inaccurate. Thus, relying on the
combination of columns and operations seems to be at an appropriate level of granularity.
In general, using one source of input seems too limited for the clustering algorithm to
yield the best results. For example, using only columns or operations separately provides
unsatisfactory results, while combining them leads to very accurate clustering. On the
other hand, using all input type combinations or even triples seems unnecessary. With
regards to RQ2, we conclude that the combination of columns and operations is the input
combination yielding the most accurate grouping of the regression test deviations.
Please recall from Section 3 that in our approach we have used a binary representation
of our regression test database manipulations and test case properties. Alternatively, it
would also have been possible to count the number of occurrences of each table, column,
and operation in the deviation output. If we were to venture into even more details,
one could also account for the order of operations; however, that would be slightly more
intricate to encode into meaningful cluster inputs. Nevertheless, because the results using
only the presence of each database element are already so accurate, there was not much
room for improvement in our case study. Such alternatives may, however, be worth
investigating in other contexts.
One last thing to note is that nearly all clustering results based on model properties
yield poor results, indicating they are not suited to cluster deviations. A plausible ex-
planation is that the model describes the input domain of the regression test rather than
the output of the test. Although the two are related, the relationship is complex, and the
results suggest that the information available in the deviation output is more relevant to
clustering the deviations.
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Table 3.6: The number of deviations needed to be inspected by the tester to cover all
distinct deviations
Test Inspection strategy Minimum Median Maximum Average Std.-dev.
Test Campaign 1 Deviations: 48 Clustered Round Robin 2 2 3 2.324 0.468Distinct deviations: 2 Random Inspection 2 5 24 6.564 4.745
Test Campaign 2 Deviations: 47 Clustered Round Robin 2 2 2 2 0.000Distinct deviations: 2 Random Inspection 2 3 12 3.111 1.568
Test Campaign 3 Deviations: 84 Clustered Round Robin 2 2 2 2 0.000Distinct deviations: 2 Random Inspection 2 3 13 3.337 1.828
Test Campaign 4 Deviations: 43 Clustered Round Robin 3 4 5 4.097 0.831Distinct deviations: 3 Random Inspection 3 10 38 12.063 7.451
Inspection eﬀort
Given accurate deviation clusters, we assume here an inspection strategy which involves
picking a random cluster in a round robin manner, and then, within each cluster, picking
a random deviation. This procedure is continued until all faults and changes are covered,
and we measure, as a surrogate measure for eﬀort, the expected number of deviations a
tester would need to inspect to cover all deviation groups. This procedure is repeated 1000
times to account for randomness in sampling. The results are shown in Table 3.6, where
Clustered Round Robin is compared against the Random Inspection strategy currently in
use in the SOFIE project.
Compared to inspecting all deviations, the eﬀort of the tester is dramatically reduced
when clustering deviations and inspecting test results following the round robin procedure
stated above. In three out of four regression test campaigns, the median number of
deviations to inspect to cover all faults and changes corresponds to the actual number of
diﬀerent faults and changes. In other words, we obtain perfect results. In the worst case,
we need to inspect a few more deviations, but never more than the number of formed
clusters. And recall from Section 3 that, as part of the clustering strategy, we impose an
upper bound for the number of clusters to 10% of the number of deviations. Thus, the
number of clusters remains manageable, and the number of deviations to inspect remains
very reasonable.
The statistical tests and the Aˆ12 eﬀect size measurements are provided in Table 3.7,
where the p-value from the statistical tests are reported, along with the categorized Aˆ12
measures with the actual value given in parentheses. The results of the tests show that
the cluster-based inspection is signiﬁcantly better than random inspection for all test
campaigns, and the diﬀerence in eﬀect size is large for all campaigns, according to standard
evaluation scales. This result is also clearly visible from the diﬀerences in median and
average values in Table 3.6. Between the cluster-based and random inspections, the
relative increase in the number of deviations to inspect is between approximately 50%
(test campaigns 2, and 3 with 2 vs. 3 deviations) and 150% (test campaigns 1, and 4
with 2 vs. 5, and 4 vs. 10 deviations, respectively). When addressing RQ3, because we
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Table 3.7: Mann-Whitney U-tests, and Aˆ12 eﬀect size measurements when comparing
inspection eﬀort across clustered inspection, and random inspection
Test campaign Cluster-based (A), Random (B)
P-value Superior Eﬀect size
1 < 0.0001 A Large (0.817)
2 < 0.0001 A Large (0.754)
3 < 0.0001 A Large (0.772)
4 < 0.0001 A Large (0.888)
expect the diﬀerence in eﬀort spent on analyzing deviations to be proportional to these
diﬀerences, our results suggest signiﬁcant savings when using clustering.
Nevertheless, random inspection yielded better results than we expected (the median
number of inspections is 5, 3, 3, and 10). This result stems from a limited number of
deviation groups (distinct deviations) present in our subject regression test campaigns. In
test campaigns 2 and 3, both deviation groups present are represented by a large number
of deviations, which favor a random strategy. For test campaigns 1 and 4, where there
exist deviation groups containing relatively few deviations, and in the latter case also
more deviation groups, the random approach shows a signiﬁcant increase in the average
number of deviations to inspect and its standard deviation. Therefore, good results for a
random inspection strategy are less likely in releases with a larger number of regression
faults and changes, especially in the presence of an uneven distribution of corresponding
deviations. A detailed analysis shows that the results from the random approach are
always worse than those of the clustering approach, and show a signiﬁcantly higher stan-
dard deviation (ranging from 1.568 to 7.451 as opposed to 0.000 to 0.831), thus resulting
in more uncertainty in terms of the number of inspections one may have to go through.
The worst maximum number for random inspections is 38, which is a signiﬁcant portion
of the 43 deviations present in the test campaign. In contrast, the cluster-based inspec-
tion approach provides far more predictable results, which is important in our context
to prevent regression faults from slipping though. From our results, which are of course
to be conﬁrmed in other studies, this systematic approach guarantees that at least one
deviation is analyzed for each fault or change by inspecting only one deviation from each
cluster.
To summarize, in practice when conducting a cluster-based inspection, the tester would
analyze one deviation from each cluster (one-per-cluster sampling). And most impor-
tantly, given the results we obtained, the tester would do that analysis while remaining
conﬁdent he or she will cover all deviation groups, which are distinct faults and changes.
In our case study, that approach would correspond to the following results for the four
test campaigns. The tester would inspect 3 out of 48, 2 out of 47, 2 out of 84, and 5
out of 43 deviations for the four test campaigns, respectively. This inspection would deﬁ-
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nitely entail highly signiﬁcant savings. In contrast, when inspecting an arbitrarily ordered
list of deviations, the tester would have to inspect all of them, or as many of them as
possible given time constraints, to gain suﬃcient conﬁdence in the test results. In the
latter case, the tester would have no guarantee that he has covered all or most faults and
changes. Thus, a cluster-based inspection strategy is in practice far better than a random
inspection, and yields signiﬁcant savings, especially in the context of large regression test
suites.
4.5 Threats to Validity
In this section, we discuss the generality and potential threats to validity of the research,
following the classiﬁcation scheme of Yin [34], as further described for software engineering
in the guidelines by Runeson and Höst [26].
Construct validity
We needed to measure the accuracy of clustering when applied for grouping regression
test deviations. By measuring entropy across two dimensions, namely deviation entropy
and cluster entropy, we capture two complementary aspects of accuracy required to in-
vestigate RQ1 and RQ2. Other accuracy measures, such as standard recall and precision
for classiﬁers, were also considered to assess our clustering results. But unlike classiﬁca-
tion, clustering results are not compared to a ground truth, telling us what should be the
correct classiﬁcation. We could of course have measured precision and recall based on
the majority of changes and faults in each cluster, but that would have yielded speciﬁc
values for each cluster, and not overall measurement values for all clusters. That is why
we chose to rely on entropy, which gives us, for a clustering algorithm and a set of inputs,
a normalized measure of the purity of the clusters, and the spread of the deviation groups
across clusters.
The inspection eﬀort, addressed in RQ3, is expected to vary across test campaigns
and deviations. Thus, we have used the expected number of deviations to inspect as a
surrogate measure of inspection eﬀort, and reported standard descriptive statistics, such
as median, average, and standard deviation. Inspection eﬀort, on average and over many
deviations, is expected to be proportional to the number of inspected deviations.
Internal validity
To assess the accuracy of deviation clustering, we relied on the manual inspection and
categorization of the regression test deviations performed by software engineers. The
resulting categories of regression test deviations served as a baseline against which we
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compared deviation clusters. Ideally, more than one person should have taken part in
this process to avoid mistakes. However, because of the cost associated with the task of
inspecting all the deviations from each test campaign in a real development environment,
this task was performed by one engineer only.
The use of classiﬁcation trees to specify and automate test cases is not a limitation of
the applicability of our approach as clustering results clearly show that model property
values, the only information speciﬁc to classiﬁcation trees, are not a useful clustering
input. Second, the use of classiﬁcation trees for black-box testing is widespread and
similar to other black-box test speciﬁcation techniques.
External validity
The fact that the study only involves one system is a potential threat to the external
validity of the study. However, the focus on a representative database application, us-
ing standard and widely used database technology, combined with real regression test
campaigns and faults, helps mitigate this threat. Ideally, one would always want to run
multiple studies to better ensure the generalizability of the results. However, to repli-
cate the study, we need actual regression test suites, for actual versions of the system,
with known and actual regression faults diagnosed by engineers. Then we need, for each
version, to re-run all test cases, and monitor the manipulations on the database, the lat-
ter being properly populated with data. That type of data is just not available for open
source systems, and to replicate our study on another real world, large scale system would
be a major undertaking requiring the collaboration of another development organization.
Regarding the representativeness of our subject system, recall from Section 2 that
the subject system is built on standard Oracle database technology. As Oracle is the
world market leader both in terms of applications platforms and database management
systems [9], the subject system is built on technology that is widespread across the world.
Moreover, the chosen subject system is very similar to many other such database applica-
tions developed by the Norwegian government and other administrations, with a typically
long lifespan. These systems process large amounts of data, leading to a wide variety
of possible test scenarios, which makes testing challenging, and the need for assistance
crucial in the analysis and diagnosis of regression tests. We have also evaluated several
test campaigns, spanning diﬀerent test models and diﬀerent functional domains of the
system under test, to ensure a certain variety within our case study. The information
used as input to clustering should also generalize in the context of database applications,
as this kind of information should be easy to collect from any system falling into that
category. The database information is also captured through a mechanism separate from
the code running on top of the database, i.e. whether the manipulations are performed by
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a batch, a procedure, or a graphical user interface does not matter. Captured will be all
manipulations performed by any code executed by a test case in the executed test suite
on the table columns monitored during test execution.
Borg and Runeson [3] showed a signiﬁcant dependency between the results obtained
and the data characteristics of the studied case in the context of information retrieval
in software engineering. Transferred to our case, this could mean that the calibration
of the clustering method, that is selecting which input data provides the best clustering
output, may depend on the context. If so, it would require a full deviation analysis to
calibrate the method in a new context. Then, the gain in inspection eﬀort would not
materialize until the method is satisfactorily calibrated, which would be at best after
the ﬁrst test run. Note, however, that the best clustering approach in our case study
showed stable, consistent results across the test campaigns. Nevertheless, over time, the
need to recalibrate the method at certain intervals may arise. But given a system with a
long lifespan, numerous regression tests would be required throughout its existence, thus
making the beneﬁts of clustering deviations signiﬁcant across many releases.
Conclusion Validity
In Section 4.4, we executed the deviation sampling 1000 times per test campaign and per
sampling strategy to account for randomness. We used a non-parametric statistical test
to compare statistically independent samples, corresponding to diﬀerent strategies, that
make no assumption about data distributions. Thus, we have suﬃcient statistical power,
and use appropriate tests to draw statistical conclusions.
5 Related work
This case study is about supporting the analysis of regression test discrepancies by clus-
tering them to guide their inspection. Thus, we have chosen to place our work in the
context of clustering related to testing and fault categorization. We refer to Rogstad et
al. [24] for works related to regression testing of database applications, which are not
directly relevant to what is presented in this paper as we do not make any assumption
about how test cases are selected.
In the context of testing, clustering has been most widely used for test optimization
purposes, such as test case selection and test case prioritization. Test case selection aims at
selecting a subset of all test cases in a test suite for execution, while test case prioritization
allocates a priority to each test case resulting in a test suite of ordered test cases. Both
techniques usually try to maximize fault detection, either in the selected subset or in the
high priority test cases. Early clustering work in relation to these topics emerged in the
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last 20 years, but most particularly surged in the last 4 to 5 years. Although most of the
papers are focused on test cases, there are also a few papers applying clustering to fault
classiﬁcation. The following subsections summarize the main contributions of clustering
in each application area. We will remain brief on the papers related to test optimization
techniques, while going more in depth for the ones on failure clustering, as those are more
closely related to our work.
5.1 Clustering-based test case selection
Dickinson et al. [7] evaluated the eﬀectiveness of cluster analysis for ﬁnding failures, by
building on the work of Podgurski et al. [20, 22] on what was labeled as Cluster Filtering.
Cluster ﬁltering is the combination of a clustering metric and a sample strategy used to
ﬁlter executions (test cases) to select those exhibiting unusual behavior, hypothesizing
this approach would lead to early fault detection. They combine varying inputs to the
cluster algorithm with diﬀerent sampling strategies to conclude that cluster ﬁltering is
more eﬀective (detects more faults) than simple random sampling, the best approach
being adaptive sampling combined with input data giving extra weight to unusual proﬁle
features.
To select a subset of test cases for regression testing, Parsa et al. [18] cluster test cases
based on their execution proﬁle, and then sample test cases until the code coverage level
of the original test suite is satisﬁed. Compared to the well known H-algorithm [11], their
approach leads to improved fault detection rates for similar sized test suites, or greater
test suite reduction for similar fault detection rates.
Focusing on the elimination of duplicate test cases, Vangala et al. [29] address test
case minimization in their clustering-based selection approach. They use the program
proﬁle, including code coverage, the number of times a block or arc was executed, and
static analysis of the source code as a basis for clustering, using thresholds for redundancy
detection. On average, they identiﬁed 10-20% redundant test cases with a 70% accuracy.
Zhang et al. [37] proposed a regression test selection technique by clustering execution
proﬁles of modiﬁcation-traversing test cases. Compared to the safe selection technique
proposed by Rothermel et al. [25], their approach produced smaller test suites, retaining
most fault-revealing test cases. Chen et al. [6] extended the work by Zhang et al., and
introduced semi-supervised clustering into their regression test selection approach. They
used two pair-wise constraints between test cases, namely must-be-in-same-cluster, and
cannot-be-in-same-cluster, to guide the clustering process. The constraints are derived
from the previous test results, and used to state whether pairs of test cases must be in
the same cluster, or not. The results showed improved fault detection rates up to 30%
when compared to unsupervised clustering.
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As opposed to the above-mentioned works, which all are white-box clustering ap-
proaches based on execution proﬁles at the source code level, Sapna et al. [27] applied
clustering for speciﬁcation-based testing. To achieve eﬀective test case selection, they
clustered test scenarios from UML activity diagrams to select dissimilar test cases. While
the results showed improved fault detection rates over random selection, results did not
lead to the desired property of being able to detect most faults with small numbers of
test cases.
In the context of Web Applications, Liu et al. [15] collected user-sessions from the
application, which in turn were used as test cases. They clustered user-sessions to select
them for testing. With the reduced set of test cases, they achieved nearly the same fault
detection rate and code coverage level as with the entire test suite.
Wang et al. [31] investigated test case selection in observation-based testing. They
also clustered test cases based on their execution proﬁle, but then assigned weights to the
clustered test cases based on a ranking metric. They calculated a score for every function
covered by the test case based on complexity, where functions receiving high scores are
considered more likely to contain bugs. Compared to an execution-spectra-based sampling
strategy [33], the weighted approach showed improved fault detection rates with reduced
test suite sizes.
To summarize the cluster-based approaches to selection, most of them 1) take a white-
box approach by using information from execution proﬁles at a source code level as a basis
for the clustering, Sapna et al. being the exception with a black-box strategy based on
activity diagrams; 2) use Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering or k-means clustering;
and 3) are evaluated on one or more open source programs.
5.2 Clustering-based test case prioritization
To beneﬁt from human expert knowledge in test case prioritization, Yoo et al. [36] em-
ploy clustering to scale the use of manual pair-wise comparisons of test cases to large test
suites. By clustering the test cases hierarchically, the workload of pair-wise comparisons
is divided into smaller, more manageable tasks, called intra-cluster and inter-cluster prior-
itization. Compared to classic statement-coverage based ordering, their clustering-based
prioritization fared better for 9 out of 16 test suites, with an average improvement in the
fault detection rate of 6.5%.
Simons et al. [28] used clustering for the purpose of regression test case prioritization.
Test cases are clustered based on characteristics from the test proﬁles and execution
behavior, followed by an initial random one-per-cluster sampling. If they come across a
failed test case (based on information from the previous test), the k nearest neighbors
from that test case are selected from within the cluster. Their approach labeled adaptive
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Table 3.8: Overview of studies related to failure clustering
Reference Task Input information Context Subject programs
[21] Cluster failure reports Automatically generated failure reports White-box testing 3 open source programs (compilers)
[13] Cluster failed test cases Test case execution trace White-box GUI testing A messenger application
[8] Cluster failed test cases Terms from the executed source code White-box testing 1 open source program from SIR
failure pursuit sampling was compared to original failure pursuit sampling, yielding a
signiﬁcant increase in the average fault detection rate.
Contrasting with most existing works, Carlson et al. [5] conducted an industrial case
study on the use of clustering to improve test case prioritization. They cluster test cases
based on code coverage and test case information from the version control system, and
then prioritize test cases within and between clusters by using software metrics such as
code complexity, fault history, and code coverage. Prioritization incorporating clustering
did on average provide a 40% improvement in the fault detection rate over prioritization
without clustering.
Arafeen et al. [1] investigate whether requirements information, when added to tra-
ditional code analysis information, would improve cluster-based test case prioritization.
They use text mining to cluster test cases based on requirement similarities and code com-
plexity information, combined with diﬀerent sampling strategies. Their results indicate
that the use of requirement information during test case prioritization can be beneﬁ-
cial, showing an average improvement in the fault detection rate of approximately 30%
compared to code metric prioritization.
To summarize, the clustered-based approaches to prioritization all 1) take a white-box
approach by using information from execution proﬁles at the source code level as a basis
for the clustering, 2) use Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering or k-means clustering,
and 3) are evaluated on one or more open source programs from SIR, Carlson et al. being
the exception reporting on an industrial case study.
5.3 Clustering for failures classiﬁcation
Whereas the works mentioned in the previous sections focus on test case clustering, the
works presented in this section address the classiﬁcation of failures using clustering to
work through them more eﬃciently. Therefore, the work presented in this section is the
most similar to our work, as the focus is to ﬁnd out which failures to investigate.
Many software products today have the ability to detect some of their own runtime
failures, and automatically generate failure reports to facilitate debugging. Whereas au-
tomated failure reporting is a signiﬁcant asset, it is likely to produce more reports than
the developers can eﬀectively handle. Podgurski et al. [21] use clustering to group failure
reports which exhibit similar execution proﬁles with respect to a set of selected features.
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They used the Clara clustering algorithm from S-PLUS based on the k-medoids clustering
criterion [14], while utilizing the Calinski-Harabasz index [4] to determine the number of
clusters. When evaluated on three open source subjects (all compilers), they found that,
in most of the clusters created, a majority of the failures were due to the same cause.
Overall, groups of failures with the same cause tended to form fairly cohesive clusters.
However, a few large, non-homogeneous clusters were created containing sub-clusters con-
sisting of failures with the same cause.
When a large number of failed test cases are reported from a test automation system,
recommending some representative test cases as a starting point for debugging can be
helpful to developers. In the context of graphical user interface testing, Chien-Hsin et
al. [13] proposed clustering as a solution to provide such help. More concretely, they
collected test case execution traces through instrumented code, calculated a similarity
matrix according to an adapted version of the Needleman-Wunsch Algorithm [17], and
clustered the failed test cases with Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering. The developer
was then expected to ﬁx failed test cases following a one-per-cluster sampling strategy. A
case study on a messenger application (55,000 lines of code) with seeded faults indicated
reduced bug ﬁxing eﬀort when following the proposed strategy.
While many of the clustering-based approaches in testing rely on control-ﬂow analysis,
mostly considering the execution proﬁles of the test cases, DiGiuseppe et al. [8] suggest
utilizing latent-semantic analysis (LSA) to capture the semantic intent of an execution.
They use LSA in a concept-based execution clustering technique to categorize executions
that fail due to the same fault, similar to what Arafeen et al. [1] subsequently proposed.
The main diﬀerence with the latter is that it is applied at a code execution level rather
than based on requirements information. They instrument and execute the program,
parse the source code to identify words, compute the weighted term frequency and inverse
document frequency for each term, and then cluster the test cases using agglomerative
hierarchical clustering. When evaluated on one open source program from the Software-
artifact Infrastructure Repository (SIR), concept-based clustering was able to achieve
similar cluster purity (94%), but substantially reduced the number of clusters (by 70%)
when compared to pure control-ﬂow-based clustering. Indeed, this technique was able to
detect similar executions despite diﬀering control paths being executed.
A summary of the works most closely related to ours is provided in Table 3.8. To
summarize, in contrast to those works, the current paper is an industrial case study
focusing on clustering regression test deviations based on test case speciﬁcations and
runtime database changes in the context of database applications. No existing work has
addressed that important problem. In other words, our work diﬀers with respect to the
task supported, the type of information used as a basis for clustering, the types of test
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cases, and the application context.
6 Conclusion
One main challenge in large scale regression testing is to analyze observed deviations on
new software versions to decide whether they are symptoms of regression faults or the
logical result of changes. In a speciﬁc context, we have investigated the use of clustering to
group regression test deviations to assist and prioritize their analysis. Our focus is on the
functional, black-box regression testing of database applications, which are widespread
in many application domains, and usually require substantial regression testing over a
long lifespan. We compare runtime database manipulations between executions of the
original and changed versions of the system under test. We collect information such as
the tables and columns subject to manipulation, along with the old and new values of the
ﬁelds. Note that such information should be general, and easy to collect for any database
application. The output of the regression test is the set of test case deviations, along
with the speciﬁc details of the deviations. The analysis of past regression test campaigns
shows that many deviations are caused by the same regression fault or change. Our study
is about determining whether clustering could serve as an accurate strategy for grouping
regression test deviations according to the faults or changes that caused them. We based
our clustering strategy on the EM clustering algorithm because it does not require the
number of clusters to be determined beforehand, but provides the opportunity to set an
upper limit for it. Such an algorithm is fed with information regarding various aspects
of the database elements being manipulated, and properties of the test cases exhibiting
deviations, which is then used to compute distances between deviations.
We conducted a case study, in a real development setting, based on a large, criti-
cal database application developed by the Norwegian Tax Department. Four concrete
regression test campaigns, covering three diﬀerent parts of the system under test, were
executed and analyzed by the test engineers in the project. That is, they executed the
regression tests, and inspected all deviations from the test campaigns, while categorizing
them into regression faults or changes. We then applied our proposed clustering strat-
egy on diﬀerent combinations of input data, and evaluated the accuracy of the deviation
grouping for each type of input combination to determine what information was relevant
for our objective. The results show that, for three out of the four test campaigns, clus-
tering accuracy was perfect for at least one type of input. Additionally, four types of
input yielded homogenous clusters (containing only one type of deviations) for all test
campaigns. Homogenous clusters are our main priority as they imply that a tester in-
specting one deviation from each cluster (one-per-cluster sampling) is certain to cover
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all regression faults and changes causing deviations. Overall, the information that led to
the most accurate deviation clustering was the combination of columns and operations in
the deviation output, indicating diﬀerences in columns and operations being manipulated
across versions for a given test case. That speciﬁc combination of input resulted in perfect
accuracy for two of the test campaigns, while achieving perfectly homogeneous clusters
for the two others, with a limited degree of dispersion across more than one cluster for
common-cause deviations. In terms of inspection eﬀort, for the four test campaigns under
study, and when using a one-per-cluster sampling strategy, it was estimated that testers
would only have to analyze a very small percentage of deviations, speciﬁcally three out
of 48, two out of 47, two out of 84, and ﬁve out of 43, respectively, while still covering
all regression faults and changes. This change is a dramatic increase in eﬃciency for de-
viation analysis in regression testing, and a way to achieve much higher conﬁdence when
analyzing deviations under time constraints. Such results are more speciﬁcally important
for scaling regression testing to large database applications.
A possible future addition could be to help the tester understand the relation between
model properties and the clusters. For instance, we could investigate whether it is possible
to infer relations such as that all deviations in Cluster A relate to the same equivalence
class for one or more model properties, and are the only ones in the test suites to do
so. That would strongly indicate the types of properties that cause diﬀerent types of
deviations, which would further help the tester or developer when looking for the cause
of regression test failure.
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Appendix - Entropy measurement details
This appendix contains the details of the clustering process per regression test, namely
how the deviations are distributed across clusters, the deviation entropy per deviation
type, and the cluster entropy per cluster.
• Table 3.9 shows entropy details for test campaign 1.
• Table 3.10 shows entropy details for test campaign 2.
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• Table 3.11 shows entropy details for test campaign 3.
• Table 3.12 shows entropy details for test campaign 4.
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